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Abstract

ABSTRACT

The impact of energy drinks and their ingredients on cognitive functioning
of considerable
cognitive

scientific

interest

in recent years; however

effects of energy drink consumption

has been

studies investigating

have centred

on the postprandial

impact, that is the influence of their ingredients once absorbed into the blood. It is
possible however, that sensory perception

of these drinks, or their ingredients

can

influence cognition.
The four studies outlined
perception

in this thesis aim to examine the influences

of energy drinks in human volunteers

effects observed in the postprandial
Postprandially

and compare

of sensory

these with the

period on a range of cognitive tasks.

energy drink treatments

were observed to reduce reaction times and

improve accuracy compared with a placebo control in a saccadic peripheral
task when a 200ms gap was present between a pre-stimulus

conflict

cue and the stimulus;

however when this gap was absent accuracy decreased, suggesting treatment
affected
perception
time

information

processing

of a non-carbonated

however

an artificially

choice reaction
sweetened

effects, but only when the pre-stimulus
This thesis demonstrates

decision

making

processes.

Sensory

energy drink was observed to improve

and accuracy in a manual

presence,

and

time

placebo

task irrespective
energy

drink

perception

of gap

had similar

performance

not only by increasing plasma glucose and caffeine levels in the postprandial

taste and flavour

reaction

gap was present.

that energy drinks can influence behavioural

but also through chemosensory

had

perception,

period,

an effect elicited by the reward value of

which is perhaps related to the calorific content

carbohydrates.
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Preface

PREFACE

This thesis intends to explore the cognitive effects that energy drinks impart
through both sensory perception and their ingredients (mainly glucose and caffeine)
in the postprandial period. The project, a BBSRCcase studentship in collaboration
with GlaxoSmithKline aims to devise a series of cognitive/behavioural assessments
that can be used to measure the effects of sensory perception of energy drinks on
attention and alertness, and compare these effects with the well documented
postprandial effects.
A review of the literature highlighted a well documented postprandial influence of
energy drinks on cognition, particularly on tasks measuring aspects of attention;
however very little research has examined the potential for sensory perception of
taste and odour perception to influence the same measures.

For this reason,

chapter 1 begins by defining cognition and cognitive functions that have been
observed to be influenced by energy drinks postprandially, before then discussing
the observed effects and mechanisms responsible with regards to the full energy
drinks and individual ingredients.

The chapter then finishes by discussing

behavioural effects of taste perception observed on performance in motor tasks
and endurance time trials.
Chapter 2 discusses the rationale for the methodologies and procedures used in
experimental chapters (chapters 3-6).

Although this chapter is not strictly a

'materials and methods' chapter, it is structured in a similar manner and includes a
discussion of the appropriate inclusion and exclusion criteria for human participants
in experimental procedures; the appropriate energy drink and placebo treatments
to be administered; cognitive assessments that are likely to be affected by
chemosensory perception; and finally an explanation of experimental procedures
and design, particularly how chemosensory perception can be elicited whilst
limiting any postprandial impact.
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Firstly, in order to compare the cognitive effects observed in the sensory period
with

those

documented

in the postprandial
postprandial

reason, chapter

impact

3 investigates

measures of attention,

period,

important

to confirm

using the labs own methodologies.

the postprandial

the

For this

effects of an energy drink on

decision making and mood.

where the sensory and postprandial
measures of attention

it was felt

This leads on to chapter 4

impacts of energy drink consumption

on

and decision making were both investigated with a critical

comparison of the effects of both.
The research outlined in chapter 5 aimed to determine the extent of the sensory
impact of energy drinks observed in the previous chapter, using a task assessing
sustained attention performance.
As the hypotheses regarding the mechanism surrounding the sensory impact of the
energy drinks observed in chapter 4 involved the perception of glucose, chapter 6
discusses a study into the effects of unimodal taste solutions, sweet tasting glucose
solutions compared with an artificially

sweetened placebo solution on tasks found

to be sensitive to the sensory inputs of energy drinks in chapter 4.
The final chapter then draws upon the observations of the previous four chapters
and puts these into the context of the research aims and hypotheses.

This section

includes a critical analysis of some of the techniques used, discussing approaches
that could be used to improve
describing

further

the experimental

methodologies,

research that could be used to determine

behind the effects observed in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Cognition is defined as "The mental activities involved in acquiring and processing
information" (Colman 2009) with Eysenck(2006) stating that cognitive psychology is
the study of cognitive processes such as attention, perception, learning, memory,
thinking, problem solving and language and how one uses these to make decisions
that will influence behaviour.
cognitive functions,
(experimental
cognitive

such as lab-based experiments on healthy participants

cognitive

impairments

neuropsychology),

Researchers utilise a range of techniques to study

psychology), study of brain-damaged
and

how

and a number

this
of

influences

brain

patients with

behaviour

imaging techniques

(cognitive
(cognitive

neuroscience); two or even all three of these techniques are often used in
combination (Eysenck2006).
It is perhaps most important to use experimental cognitive psychology as a means
of investigating cognition, as there first must be a reasonable understanding of
normal human cognition before the influences of brain damage or other (less
serious) factors, such as fatigue, hydration or nutrition,

can be investigated.

Typically healthy volunteers who match strictly controlled inclusion criteria are
asked to perform tasks that will assessthe speed and/or accuracy of performance,
allowing the researcher to make inferences regarding specific cognitive functions
based on the behavioural data obtained.
In recent years the development of brain imaging techniques such as functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and magneto-encephalography (MEG) has
allowed even greater exploration of cognition as brain regions involved in specific
functions can be localised to a reasonable degree through non-invasive methods.

1.1 Cognitive functions
As stated above, cognition utilises a number of processesthat allow an individual to
perceive the outside world and make decisions or responses based on the
3
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These processes include attention, perception, learning,

memory, language, problem solving, reasoning and thinking.

The ability to pay

attention plays a very important role in other cognitive processes; James (1890)
states that the immediate effects of attention are to make us perceive-, conceive-,
distinguish-, and remember- better than we could without paying attention.

The

greater ability to perceive and distinguish when attending to particular stimuli will
lead to a shortened reaction time (RT)- e.g. the presence of a pre-stimulus cue in a
visual reaction time task indicating the position of a stimulus increases accuracy and
reaction time (Yeshurun and Carrasco 1999).

1.1.1 Attention
Raz (2004) defines attention as the mental ability to select stimuli, responses,
memories and thoughts that are behaviourally relevant among a host of others that
are behaviourally irrelevant, and also states that visual attention serves as a
'convenient lens' to examine the characteristics of attention, a view which appears
to be widely held due to the enormous body of literature using visual perception as
a means of investigating attention (Eysenck 2006). Many psychologists liken visual
attention to a spotlight, where attention is focussed to a small section of the visual
field and can be redirected onto any object of interest (e.g. Posner 1980). More
recently focussed attention

has been compared to a zoom lens, where the

attentional field can be narrowed or widened, allowing an individual to attend to
small visual fields in fine detail (Le. reading/proof-reading) or to a larger visual field
when necessary (Le. driving) (Muller, Bartelt et al. 2003). Vigilance, or sustained
attention, is described as the state of being alert and attentive and describes the
ability to attend to rare events that require a response, as an air traffic controller or
a driver on a long road with little traffic may have to (Colman 2009). Vigilance is
studied in psychology using stimuli that require a fast response presented
infrequently usually against a background of noise in the form of non-target stimuli
or masking of the target. These tasks can often be analysed using a signal detection
theory approach, where sensitivity in perception of difficult to perceive stimuli is
measured (see chapter 4 for a more in depth explanation).
4
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Wortdng
memory
(decision)

t
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Sensitivity

control

Salience
tilters

Figure 1.1: Functional components of attention (adapted from Knudsen 2007). Processesthat
contribute to attention are shown in red. Information about the world (green ellipse) is transduced
by the nervous system and is processedby saliencefilters that respond differentially to infrequent
or important stimuli (bottom-up). Neural representations in various hierarchies encode
information about the world, movements, memories, the animal's emotional state, etc. A
competitive process selects the representation with the highest signal strength for entry into the
circuitry that underlies working memory. Working memory can direct top-down bias signals that
modulate the sensitivity of representations that are being processed in working memory. The
selection process can also direct top-down bias signals that reflect the result of the competitive
selection. Working memory and competitive selection direct eye movements and other orienting
behaviours that modify the effects of the world on the animal's nervous system. Corollary
dischargesassociatedwith gaze control modulate sensitivity control. Voluntary attention involves
working memory, top-down sensitivity control, and competitive selection operating as a recurrent
loop (dark arrows).

Attention and readiness to respond are closely linked with physiological arousal; as
arousal increases, so too does attentional
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levels drop off - this effect is known as the Yerkes-Dodson law and is described as
an inverted U shaped relationship (Yerkes and Dodson 1908). Arousal is described
as activation of the ascending reticular activating system in the brain (connecting
the brainstem to the cortex) leading to alertness and readiness to respond,
demonstrated by physiological signs such as increasing heart rate and blood
pressure (Colman 2009).

1.1.1.1 Control of Attention
Corbetta and Shulman (2002) outline two different systems by which attention is
controlled: top-down and bottom-up processing, outlined in figure 1.1. The former
is goal-directed and influenced by expectation and knowledge, with the latter
driven by the perception of salient or unexpected stimuli which had previously been
unattended (Le. looming stimuli, or flames under a door).

This stimulus driven

system has the ability to 'break' attention from its current focus to the more salient
stimulus. The theory that two systems are linked and responsible for controlling
what one attends seems to be generally accepted, with Kastner and Ungerleider
(2000), Knudsen (2007), Raz (2004) and Eysenck (2006) all outlining both systems
and how they interact.
One example of stimulus driven control has already been given, with a pre-stimulus
warning having been observed to reduce RT (Yeshurun and Carrasco 1999). To
investigate the interaction of the two attentional control systems, experimenters
have used task switching methodologies where two cognitive tasks are completed
by participants simultaneously (Rubinstein, Meyer et al. 2001; Sinha, Brown et al.
2006). Switching from one RT task protocol to another decreases the speed of
response, however Sinha et al. (2006) monitored RTin switch trials (trials where the
protocol differs from the previous trial) and repeat trials (trials where the protocol
is the same as the previous trial), observing no difference in RTbetween repeat and
control trials (where only one task protocol was used), however RT was
considerably slower in switch trials, even though a pre-stimulus cue was presented.
This suggests that top-down "goal-orientated"
6
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repeat trials however

in order to respond to a switch trial successfully, stimulus

driven processes must break attention
time considerably.

from the previous focus, slowing reaction

Two theories that explain the processes by which task switching

occurs in greater detail are the Attention

to Action model (Norman

and Shallice

1986) and the Frontal-Lobe Executive model (Duncan 1986), both of which involve a
combination

of top-down

and bottom-up

processing together

with

supervisory

systems guiding behaviour and updating working memory.

1.1.1.2 Attention and Working Memory
Working memory is often likened to a processor in a computer,
picked from the hard drive (long-term
and information

memory) or disc drives (sensory information),

can be used to give output

explains that working

memory

(Le. a decision).

and attention

are "inextricably

once an animal perceives and attends to an object, information
enters the working memory.
maintained

in working

precision of visual information
al. 1997).

been presented

disruption

for a number

inter-related",

as

regarding the object

of a visual stimulus can be

of seconds without

any loss in

are required to remember the location of a

and decide after a variable delay whether
in the same location,

was placed between
of attention

Knudsen (2007)

(Magnussen, Greenlee et al. 1991; Blake, Cepeda et

In a task where participants

'sample stimulus',

stimulus

In fact, the characteristics

memory

where items can be

performance

the 'sample'

will influence

declined

and 'match'

working

a 'match stimulus'

memory

has

when a distracter

stimuli,

indicating

performance

that

(Awh and

Jonides 2001).

1.1.1.3 Attention and Decision Making
Colman (2009) defines decision

making as the process of choosing a preferred

option or course of action from a set of alternatives,
voluntary

behaviour.

using information

and states that it underpins all

In cognitive psychology, decision making is often investigated

processing tasks where a decision to select a particular

response

must be made and reaction time and or accuracy is measured as a function

of that

decision (Rubinstein, Meyer et al. 2001). The decision making process is incredibly
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complex, as is reflected by variation in reaction time recordings trial to trial even in
simple tasks (Noorani and Carpenter 2011). Decision making processes are often
investigated by monitoring saccadic initiation, the decision to shift one's gaze
between ocular fixations, a decision made by humans every two to three seconds
while awake (Sinha, Brown et al. 2006; Noorani and Carpenter 2011). The LATER
model of decision making (Linear Approach to Threshold with Ergodic Rate)
provides an explanation for the variation in reaction/decision times observed
(Reddi, Asrress et al. 2003), as seen in figure 1.2. As a stimulus is perceived, sensory
information increases the decision signal (S) for possible outcomes (at a rate of r)
until the signal reaches a decision threshold (ST),an example of two competing
decision signals is displayed in figure 1.3.

The LATER model

R"po,,"
Rate of
Decision Signal S

Stimulus

Figure 1.2: The LATER model of decision making (Reddi, Asrress et al. 2003). S indicates the
strength of the decision signal (the neural drive to make a particular decision) starting at a baseline
level (So) and increasing at a rate of r with the flow of sensory information following stimulus
presentation. A decision is then made once the decision signal reaches its particular threshold, ST)'
As the rate of information flow, r, varies randomly about a mean in a Gaussian manner, the
latency distribution is skewed as shown in grey. Factors such as the quality of the stimulus and
measures of attention/arousal will affect r, whilst So may be affected by preconceptions regarding
the nature of the stimulus (i.e. noise during the night is more likely to be a pet than a burglar).
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Decision

_7-_.
F?

E?

Figure 1.3: Competing individual decision signals levels following visual perception of a stimulus
(Carpenter, Reddi et al. 2009). The stimulus provides a stream of information that is perceived and
the working memory uses this information to arrive at a decision.

1.1.1.4 Brain imaging studies
In their review of the control of attention, Corbetta
brain regions active in the top-down

and Shulman (2002) identified

and bottom-up

systems, as well as those

involved in attention during memory tasks using fMRI.
Corbetta

et al. (2000) presented for 2s a cue indicating the location of a

forthcoming

stimulus, allowing participants to direct their attention to the correct

location. When attending a stimulus, a short-lived activation in the occipital lobe is
observed - attributed

to the perception of the visual stimulus - whereas areas in

the dorsal posterior parietal cortex and frontal eye field show a more protracted
response, indicating that they are involved in controlling the location of attention.
Other studies included in the review also found activation in the dorsal parietal
9
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cortex along the intraparietal

sulcus and the frontal eye field when paying attention

to a range of visual stimuli (Shulman, Ollinger et al. 1999; Corbetta, Kincade et al.
2000;

Hopfinger,

followed

Buonocore

instructions

et al. 2000).

and voluntarily

paid attention

that appeared covertly (that is without
location),

In these

studies

participants

have

to a cued location and stimulus

moving the eyes or head towards the cued

and in doing so have utilised the goal-directed

system of attentional

control.

1.2 Alterations in cognitive functioning during the postprandial
period
The

potential

impact

of

nutritional

interventions

on

measures

of

cognitive

performance

has been a popular topic of study in recent years, with many studies

investigating

both

term

(Reviews:

effects

Hoyland

short-term

(immediate/postprandial)

Dye and Blundell

and more chronic/long-

2002; Hoyland,

Lawton

et al. 2008).

et al. (2008) identified 31 studies where a total of 134 outcome measures

of cognitive

performance

in response to oral macronutrient

administrations

were

investigated.
Studies investigating

the influence

of breakfast

habits stimulated

area, as it has been observed that breakfast consumption
functioning

(Smith,

Kendrick

children (Grantham-McGregor,
The vast majority
short-term

may improve cognitive

et al. 1994) as well as academic

performance

in

Chang et al. 1998; Murphy, Pagano et al. 1998).

of work in this area has centred on the impact on measures of

and working memory, however the influence of dietary interventions

measures of delayed memory, verbal fluency, attention/vigilance,
and problem solving/reasoning

have also been investigated

2008).

These studies often involve the measurement

before

intervention

followed

research in this

with

a test

meal/drink
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on
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at baseline,

or lunch time,
the postprandial
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effects (that is the effect observed in the period following meal consumption while
the nutrients are being digested and absorbed into the bloodstream).

1.2.1 Cognitive effects of energy drinks and energy drink ingredients
1.2.1.1 Glucose
Brain function is dependent upon glucose as its major source of energy, with plasma
glucose being its primary source as it has very limited stores.

It has been

hypothesised and observed that changes in plasma glucose levels affect brain
function

(Amiel 1994).

For a long time now it has been understood that

hypoglycaemia can lead to impaired brain function (Holmes, Hayford et al. 1983).
The most studied cognitive effect of glucose is its memory-improving effect, with
several reviews on the subject published (Gold 1995; Messier and Gagnon 1996;
Benton 2001; Messier 2004). These reviews also describe the impact of glucose on
other cognitive functions, such as attention and information processing, and relate
the memory/learning improving effect to changes in attention and arousal.
Lapp (1981) first discovered the memory-improving effect of glucose in high school
students. A 450g dose of carbohydrate over a 1 hour period was found to improve
word learning. This discovery led to further investigation in the manner of animal
studies. This early work (Messier and White 1984; Gold 1986) explained the effect
as a result of reinforcement improving learning by strengthening associations
(Thorndike 1933), i.e. behaviours followed a reward (in this case something sweet
tasting) would be better associated with the experimental stimuli.

Animal studies investigating glucose and memory
Using rats, Messier and White (1984) hypothesised that sweet solutions (which the
rats had a conditioned taste preference for) would act as a reward, retroactively
enhancing retention of previously formed associations (memories).

However a

reinforcing effect was also observed when sucrose was injected, where taste stimuli
were absent, suggesting that

some physiological mechanism is most likely

responsible for improvement of memory following sucrose or glucose ingestion.
11
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Gold (1986; 1995) states that epinephrine enhances memory storage for several
forms of learning, and that one action of epinephrine which may cause this
enhancement is that it liberates hepatic glucose stores [and increases plasma
glucose].

Gold (1986) concluded that peripheral glucose levels could have an

important (beneficial) impact on memory storage in rats. Messier and White (1987)
again found an improvement in memory performance with glucose injection, where
there was no taste stimulation, but found the same effect with fructose injection,
suggesting that improvement may be mediated either by the action of a sugarsensitive absorption mechanism or by the intracellular metabolic action of various
sugars, as fructose did not increase blood glucose levels. This also demonstrated
that the memory improving effects of carbohydrate are not directly linked with
blood glucose, but that a peripheral mechanism must be involved as fructose does
not cross the blood brain barrier.
Stefurak and van der Kooy (1992) demonstrated that a post-training reward of 3.2%
saccharin solution could retroactively enhance memory in rats, indicating that tastestimulation may improve memory independently of blood glucose effects. In rats it
has been observed that stimulation of taste receptors produces a small insulin
secretion (Bellisle, Louissylvestre et al. 1983), which may explain any memory
improvement (as it is very difficult to uncouple effects of glucose from effects of
insulin; see figure 1.4). This effect has not been observed in humans, and Messier
(2004) states that available evidence suggests that saccharin [Le. taste-stimulation]
may produce memory improvement in animals, but that this does not occur in
humans.
The main difference between animal and human glucose intervention studies is that
animal studies tend to use post-trial administration of glucose, while human studies
use pre-trial administration.

Manning et al. (1992), however demonstrated that

both pre-and post-training had significant beneficial effect on memory (paragraph
recall tasks) in healthy older individuals.
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Glucose and cognitive effects in diabetic human patients
Early study into cognitive effects of glucose in humans involved diabetic patients. It
was recognised in the 1920s that type I diabetes may affect brain function (Miles
and Root 1922) and an increased risk of dementia in type II diabetic patients has
since been observed (Stewart and Liolitsa 1999).

Holmes et al.

demonstrated differences in cognitive ability of type

diabetic patients under

(1983)

hypoglycaemic, euglycaemic, and hyperglycaemic conditions. In this study attention
(measured by delayed reaction time) and fine motor skills were impaired by hypoand hyper-glycaemia (compared with euglycaemia); however patients were less
impaired (cognitively) during hyperglycaemia than hypoglycaemia. Hypoglycaemia
was also found to increase the time taken for patients to perform simple addition
problems. Holmes et al. showed in this study that, rather than high plasma glucose
levels resulting in improved cognitive performance, low plasma glucose resulted in
cognitive impairment.
Biesselset al. (2001) studied neurological and neuropsychological function in type II
diabetic patients. Impairments were observed in learning and memory tasks but
not in tests of attention or motor planning compared with healthy subjects. As task
difficulty increased in attention tasks, type II diabetics' performance deteriorated,
however this did not reach significance. Type II diabetic patients displayed negative
mood and cognitive symptoms 1 hour following meal consumption when a rapid
rise in pre- to post-meal blood glucose levels were observed (Cox, McCall et al.
2007).

This suggests that rather than blood glucose levels, it may be glucose

tolerance, or change in blood glucose levels that causes an impact on brain
function.

Glucose tolerance and cognition
Donohoe and Benton (2000) demonstrated that poor fasting blood glucose levels,
which were associated with poor glucose tolerance, impaired reaction time in a
decision task in healthy participants.

The study also demonstrated that those

participants with a fast rate of falling blood glucose, following its post-ingestion
peak (a sign of good glucose tolerance), had significantly faster reaction times.

13
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that

high baseline plasma glucose

improved the time taken to solve critical problems in the Water Jars task (a problem
solving task where participants

complete

many problems with the same solution,
solution

to later 'critical

Einstellung effect (luchins

problems'

a series of problems, and after solving
participants

continue to apply the same

even when a simpler

1942)) in healthy participants,

solution

exists; the

although no effect was

observed in the glucose drink group compared with the taste matched placebo
group.

This suggests that even small differences in baseline plasma glucose affect

cognitive functioning,

as all plasma glucose levels recorded were within the normal

range.

Glucose effects in healthy individuals
In a second experiment

Donohoe and Benton (1999) demonstrated

drink improved verbal fluency and performance

on the Porteus Maze Test (a non-

verbal test of intelligence)

at the more difficult

Another

of this study was the influence

important

finding

that a glucose

levels, but not at easier levels.
of changing plasma

glucose levels. Participants who had falling plasma glucose levels performed better
on difficult levels of the block design and porteus maze tasks compared with those
who had rising plasma glucose levels.

Memory function

glucose dose under fasting conditions,

and when administered

meal consumption

(Sunram-lea,

Foster et al. 2001).

found that a 2Sg glucose supplement

improved

was improved

effect.

2 hours following

Kennedy and Scholey (2000)

performance

tasks, but not a serial three task, indicating that the facilitation
information

by a 2Sg

in a serial sevens
effect of glucose on

processing may only occur in difficult tasks, perhaps caused by a ceiling

Similar effects have been observed following 2Sg glucose consumption

in a

verbal recall task, with effects only observed when a secondary interference

task

was performed

(Sunram-lea, Foster et al. 2002).

It can be difficult

to uncouple

the effects of glucose administration

from

any

possible effects that plasma insulin may have as plasma glucose and insulin curves
follow each other very closely following

any carbohydrate

load (figure 1.4). In his

review Messier (2004) explains that small doses of insulin have been shown to
14
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reverse the amnesic effects of scopolamine (an anti-convulsive

drug used to treat

motion sickness that produces amnesic effects (Glick and Zimmerberg
higher

doses would

lead to hypoglycaemia,

and impaired

1972)), but

cognitive

function,

without subsequent glucose administration.
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Figure 1.4: Glycaemic and insulinaemic response to ingestion of 100g of glucose (adapted from
Messier 2004).

Mechanisms

of Glucose impact on cognition

The simplest hypothesis of glucose' action on brain function

is that an increase in

energy supply to the brain will lead to an increase in brain function.

This would

suggest a linear dose response would be present, whereas it appears beneficial
effects decline after an optimum
theories

have been hypothesised

dosage (an inverted
describing

the

U response curve).

possible

mechanisms

Other
of the

observed effects.

The local extracellular glucose deficit
This hypothesis suggests that an increase in glucose uptake by active neurons in the
brain would lead to decreased local extracellular
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Rats performing a memory task rapidly

a 30% decrease in extracellular

glucose levels on onset of the task,

which returned to baseline values once the task was complete (McNay, Fries et al.
2000).

When glucose was (250mg/kg)

administered,

remained constant (and possibly at optimum

extracellular

glucose levels

level), and performance

in the task

was improved.

Glucose transporter deficit hypothesis
The results described in the previous section suggest there may be a deficit in
glucose transport

from the blood to the brain during task performance,

raising plasma glucose this can be overcome.

and by

Messier (2004) explains that a

continuous release of insulin results in an increase in the ratio of the GLUT1 glucose
transporter

on the vascular side of the blood-brain

barrier compared to the brain

extracellular fluid, resulting in greater uptake of glucose into the extracellular fluid,
even in induced hypoglycaemia.

Interaction between glucose availability and acetylcholine levels
The important
precursor

for

role of glucose in the brain, apart from energy production
several

neurotransmitters,

glutamate and acetylcholine.

Acetylcholine

including

is as a

gamma-aminobutyric-acid,

(ACh) is an excitatory neurotransmitter

produced from choline and acetylcoenzyme A, the latter of which is a derivative of
the Krebs' cycle, or glucose metabolism.
Dolezal

and Tucek (1982)

demonstrated

that

atropine

induced

reduction

in

acetylcholine content in the caudate nucleus (involved in learning and memory) was
attenuated
striatum

by a glucose injection.

(planning of movement

Similar observations
and cognitive control)

in brain areas such as the
and hippocampus

(short

term memory and spatial navigation) are outlined by Messier (2004).

Peripheral Mechanisms of Glucose action on cognition
Messier (2004) proposes that a peripheral

mechanism may have an impact upon

cognition, where a detection mechanism elsewhere in the body may send a neural
signal to the brain, influencing physiological processes in the brain.
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the vagus nerve has been observed to affect cognitive function under certain
conditions, and it is possible that changes in the liver could result in such effects
(Messier 2004).

Glucose sensitive neurons have been identified

in the

hypothalamus (Anand, Singh et al. 1964). These neurons are thought to utilise an
ATP sensitive K+ channel (KATP)'When extracellular glucose increases, intracellular
glucose increases, resulting in an increase in glucose metabolism and ATP
production, which inactivates the KATP
channel, increasing intracellular K+ rendering
the cell more sensitive to depolarisation and neurotransmitter release.

1.2.1.2 Caffeine
Caffeine use
Due to its psychoactive properties, there has been much study into caffeine's use
(Roberts and Barone 1983; Barone and Roberts 1996), and its impact on mental
functioning (Brice and Smith 2002; Haskell, Kennedy et al. 2005; Childs and de Wit
2006).

With caffeine occurring in coffee, tea, soft drinks (from the cola bean,

guarana, or as an additive), the cocoa bean and some prescription medications
(Smit and Rogers 2002), it has been estimated that 80% of the population of the
USAregularly consume caffeine; in 199895% of the UK population, and in 199191%
of the Danish population were reported to have consumed at least one caffeinated
beverage during a 7-day survey (Barone and Roberts 1996).
The main mechanism by which caffeine exerts its stimulant effect is by competitive
inhibition of adenosine (a retrograde neurotransmitter which inhibits pre-synaptic
release of excitatory neurotransmitters, which is the final breakdown product of
adenosine tri-phosphate, the 'cellular energy currency') at the Al and A2a adenosine
receptors, due to their similar structures (structures shown in figure 1.5). This
results in alterations in the release and functional turn-over of neurotransmitters,
most importantly

dopamine, but also serotonin, acetylcholine, glutamate and

GABA. Other theories of the mechanism of action for caffeine's stimulant effects
are mobilisation

of

intracellular

calcium in striated

muscle, inhibition

of

phosphodiesterases and antagonism of benzodiazepine (Boulenger, Patel et al.
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1982).
showing

Figure 1.6 shows the impact of caffeine
that

the only mechanism

plasma caffeine is inhibition

significantly

on each of these mechanisms,
affected

by non-toxic

levels of

of adenosine, however the other mechanisms may play

a minor role.

HOHO

Adenosine
Figure 1.5: Structure of Caffeine and Adenosine

Pharmacology of caffeine
Caffeine is rapidly and almost completely
bloodstream
that

(Arnaud 1993). With doses of 2s0mg and sOOmg Kaplan (1997) found

peak plasma caffeine

respectively

(99%) absorbed from the gut into the

following

concentrations

administration.

were reached at 0.65 and 0.5 hours

Caffeine is distributed

body water and even crosses the blood-brain

evenly throughout

and placental barriers.

Its clearance

has been observed to be increased by smoking and nicotine intake, and slowed in
the second and third trimesters

of pregnancy (Arnaud 1993).

Physiological effects of caffeine
Arousal

Caffeine

has been observed

diastolic

blood pressure and a decrease in heart rate at doses of 90mg, 2s0mg

(Kourtidou-Papadeli,
2006), 2mg/kg
weight

sympathetic

Papadelis et al. 2002), ls0mg,

body weight

(Battram,

to exert an increase in both systolic and

(Mikalsen,

Graham et al. 2005).

nerve terminals

Bertelsen

4s0mg

(Childs and de Wit

et al. 2001) and Smg/kg body

An increase in noradrenaline

as a result of caffeine's inhibitive

release at

action at adenosine

receptors explains the increase observed in systolic and diastolic blood pressure due
to inhibition

of vasodilatory

One of three

possible

effects of adenosine

mechanisms

could
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(Battram,

reduce

heart

Graham et al. 2005).
rate:

direct

vagal

Sensory and Postprandial

stimulation,

baroreceptor

effect on the sino-atrial

reflex as a response to increased blood pressure or an
node (Kourtidou-Papadeli,

et al. (2001) also reported

that

following caffeine consumption,

1 cup of eolfee
100
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participants'

Papadelis et al. 2002). Mikalsen
skin conductance

had increased

consistent with results found by Davisdon (1991).

Toxic doses
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Figure 1.6: Effect of caffeine on different biochemical targets in relation to its levels in humans.
Note that caffeine can significantly block effects of adenosine at low concentrations found in
coffee (approx 75mg), but only affects other biochemical targets at toxic or close to toxic doses
(adapted from Fredholm 1980).

Behavioural effects of caffeine
The raised action of excitatory

neurotransmitters

be expected to lead to improvements

and physiological

in performance

arousal would

of psycho-behavioural

tasks.

Reaction time is a very useful manner of assessing arousal and attention,

and RT

tasks have been used in many studies to assess caffeine's cognitive effects.

At low

doses, caffeine has been observed to decrease reaction time:

a 200mg dose and

4x6Smg doses (added to decaf coffee) over S hours both reduced SRT compared
with decaffeinated
treatment

coffee (Brice and Smith 2002); Haskell et al. (200S) found a main

effect with 7Smg and 150mg doses and a significant decrease in SRT with

the 75mg dose in a double-blind

placebo
19

controlled

study;

Smit et al. (2000)
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reported

a main treatment

effect of caffeine and a significant

effect at doses of

12.5mg, 50mg and 100mg compared with a placebo, which were most significant at
45 minutes post consumption.
was no improvement
significant

decline

consumption.

An interesting

in SRTwith caffeine (one, two or three 1.2mg/kg doses), but a
in SRT in the

Attwood

placebo

compared

with

consumers did perform better following
declined following

Caffeinated
(Anund,

group

supplementation,

et al. 2008),

and for

In the first such study participants
(both

counterbalanced

performance

this

investigated.

placebo

peppermint

reason

tiredness
the

in sleep deprived

in the

Performance

participants

blind,

design), and asked to follow a car (in a driving simulator)

closely

for

another

was evaluated

delivered

90 minutes

by response

signal, and error

significantly,

has been

double

simulator

supplementation

of caffeine

were given either 200mg caffeine,

flavoured,

response time to the front car accelerating,
high-beam

when driving

effects

in

for 90 minutes, before being given a repeat dose of the treatment
drive

high caffeine

caffeine consumption.

on driving

a

meal

whereas low consumers

drinks are used by many drivers to combat

Kecklund

following

a placebo, but habitual

consumption

or

45 minutes

et al. (2007) found no overall effect of a 400mg caffeine

dose on SRT performance

performance

finding by Robelin and Rogers (1998)

improved

time

a

and continuing to

(Regina, Smith
to the

front

et al. 1974).

car decelerating,

response time to the presentation

in response

response times

to the

high-beam

signal.

in all response time

of a

Caffeine

measurements

varying between being 12-32% quicker in each task compared with the

placebo. Error rate in the high-beam task was reduced significantly
the initial

(30%) and repeat

placebo.

Brice (2001) found

(50%) caffeine

supplements

a decrease in steering

steering travel from the centre in either direction,
task following

consumption

following

both

when compared

with

variability

(fluctuations

measured in degrees) in a driving

of 3mg/kg body weight caffeine added to decaffeinated

coffee, compared with decaffeinated

coffee with water added.
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Effects of caffeine on Mood
Due to its effect on neurotransmitter activity (particularly serotonin), caffeine has
been reported to have significant effects on mood and emotion, however this can
be very difficult to investigate, due to the effects of caffeine withdrawal, which can
lead to adverse effects on mood with short periods of abstinence (Silverman, Evans
et al. 1992; James and Rogers 2005).

Doses of caffeine around those found in

around 0.5-3 cups of coffee (32mg-300mg) have consistently been shown to
increase alertness, arousal and decrease mental fatigue and tiredness; other effects
are an increase in happiness, calmness, jitteriness, anxiety and feeling tense and
decreased thirst (Warburton 1995; Smit and Rogers 2000; Mikalsen, Bertelsen et al.
2001; Brice and Smith 2002; Haskell, Kennedy et al. 2005; Haskell, Kennedy et al.
2008).

However some studies have found caffeine to have no effect on mood

scores (Loke, Hinrichs et al. 1985; Lieberman, Wurtman et al. 1987). Hasenfratz
(1994) demonstrated that these mood effects can be dose dependant, with low
doses resulting in improved mood, and high doses (6mg/kg body weight) had
negative mood effects, suggesting that the dose-response effect of caffeine
consumption on arousal follow the inverted U theory of arousal. The idea that
arousal is linked to task performance, and that there is an optimum level of arousal,
above which performance will begin to decline is called the Yerkes-Dodson law
(Yerkes and Dodson 1908).
Expectation effects can also influence the mood effects of caffeine. Mikalsen (2001)
gave participants caffeinated or non-caffeinated drinks and told some from each
trial group that they had received caffeinated drinks, and some that they had
received non-caffeinated drinks. When participants were told they had been given
a caffeinated drink, a significant decrease in calmness was observed. Silverman and
Griffiths (1992) reported that participants showed no mood effects at caffeine
levels they couldn't detect, but once they could identify a drink as containing
caffeine correctly, they reported positive mood effects.
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1.2.3 Cognitive effects of energy drink flavourings
Ginkgo bi/oba

has been observed

cellular metabolism

to influence

(as measured within a test battery) most significantly

at doses of 360mg, 2.5 hours post-consumption
400mg dose of Panax ginseng improved

(Kennedy, Scholey et al. 2000). A

performance

quality of memory assessed by a computerised

in secondary memory and

cognitive assessment battery at 4

A 360 mg dose of G. bi/oba combined with 600mg P.

treatment.

ginseng improved

systems and

(Ramassamy, Girbe et al. 1995; White, Scates et al. 1996),

improving speed of attention

hours following

neurotransmitter

secondary memory and quality of memory at 1 hour and 2.5

hours following treatment,

as well as working memory at 1 hour and 6 hours post-

treatment.
Kennedy et al. (2003) investigated the influence of Melissa officinalis (Lemon balm;
a herbal medicine that has been traditionally
properties

with memory enhancing

and is often used as a sedative) on measures of mood and cognitive

A decrease

performance.
administration
following

attributed

in

speed

of

memory

was

observed

of all three doses (600 mg, 1000 mg and 1600 mg) at 3 hours

treatment

(compared

with placebo).

The 1000mg dose produced the

most significant effect at this time, and at 6 hours post-treatment.
1600mg dose, participants
treatment

scored significantly

than following administration

better

found no effect of the herbal/flavouring
extracts would contribute
as they were administered
(the approximate

Following the

at 3 and 6 hours post-

of the placebo.

However, a study into the effects of EDs and individual components

administered

following

extracts.

of the drinks

This study concluded that herbal

very little to any overall cognitive effect of the full drink
at doses of 12.Smg P. ginseng and 2.004mg G. biloba

level found

in typical

EDs), approximately

in the studies above.
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1.2.4 Energy Drinks and their Cognitive Effects
1.2.4.1 Energy Drink Consumption
In recent years there has been widespread growth in the use of energy drinks (EDs)
to combat tiredness or raise alertness, particularly by students and shift workers
(Malinauskas, Aeby et al. 2007; Hofmeister, Muilenburg et al. 2010). With evidence
pointing to beneficial effects of both caffeine (at realistic consumption levels) and
glucose consumption on cognitive task performance, an increasing amount of study
is being carried out into the psychological impact of ED consumption.

The

postprandial effects of these drinks have been well documented (that is not to say
the effects are clear); a recent review of these effects (Van den Eynde, Van Baelen
et al. 2008) found 14 publications investigating the impact of energy drinks, 71
investigating the effects of caffeine and 79 looking at the effects of glucose on
cognitive functioning.

1.2.4.2 Effects of Energy Drinks on Physiological Measures
ED consumption has been shown to have varying effects on heart rate. Alford
(2001) found heart rate increased with EDconsumption in one study, but no change
in another. Scholey et al. (2004) found no effect of ED consumption on heart rate.
This study did however find that a glucose treatment increased heart rate, and a
caffeine treatment resulted in a decrease in heart rate (consistent with reviews of
effects of glucose and caffeine in sections 1.2.1.1 and 1.2.1.2 respectively). These
effects combined would result in no change in heart rate.

ED consumption has

been shown to increase systolic blood pressure (Alford, Cox et al. 2001; Rao, Hu et
al. 2005), consistent with effects of caffeine.
Measuring of event related potentials (ERPs)allows the observation of speed of
neuron activity. A slower RTand P3 latency have been observed following placebo
treatment compared with combined caffeine, taurine and glucose supplementation
(Seidl, Peyrl et al. 2000). Specterman et al. (2005) observed an increase in evoked
potential area with caffeine, glucose and ED supplementation.
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maximal

ulnar

consumption
attenuation

nerve

stimulation

of an energy drink

remained
(Specterman,

constant

over

time

following

Bhuiya et al. 2005) suggests an

of effects of fatigue, however this was not measured in any participants

in the placebo group.

1.2.4.3 Cognitive effects of Energy Drink Consumption
Energy drink consumption and mood
EO consumption

has been shown to have significant

beneficial effects on energetic

arousal, subjective alertness, mental fatigue and hedonic tone as assessed by mood
questionnaire

(Alford, Cox et al. 2001; Smit and Rogers 2002). An interesting finding

was that presence of carbonation

improved

ratings of 'feeling awake' in the long

term, but tended to decrease any immediate

energising effects assessed by mood

questionnaire

(Smit, Cotton et al. 2004). A further experiment

demonstrated

that a carbonated

post treatment,

letter

energy drink improved assertiveness up to 30 min

search task performance

improved

feeling

tiredness

at 73 minutes post treatment

drink, the author
carbonation

cheerful

explaining

by Smit et al. (2004)

and decreased

that

at 61 minutes

feelings

of tense,

post treatment,
clearheaded

compared with a non-carbonated

these effects

and

energy

may have been caused by the

slowing the absorption of caffeine.

Energy Drink consumption and cognitive performance
EOs have been shown to affect a range of cognitive
focused attention
attention

(Mucignat-Caretta

processes, most significantly

1998; Alford, Cox et al. 2001) and sustained

(Smit and Rogers 2002; Kennedy and Scholey 2004).

Adan and Serra-

Grabulosa (2010) observed significant positive effects of combined consumption

of

glucose and caffeine on RT in simple and systematic reaction time tasks, but not on
choice reaction time.

EOs have been observed to reduce RTs in several studies

ranging from 30-60 minutes following

consumption

(Seidl, Peyrl et al. 2000; Alford,

Cox et al. 2001; Smit and Rogers 2002; Smit, Cotton et al. 2004), however Anderson
and Horne (2006) and Smit and Rogers (2002) found increased RT at 60-90 minutes
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ED consumption.
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Alford et al. (2001) found an improvement

in choice

reaction time following consumption of Red Bull.
Reyner and Horne (2002) investigated the influence of ED consumption
in fatigued

participants,

on driving

simulator

performance

and recorded 75% fewer driving

'incidents'

(a driving incident occurred when one or more wheels crossed a lateral

road marking) and lower ratings of perceived sleepiness in the group receiving the
energy drink. Another study investigated the impact of ED consumption
performance

on driving

and fatigue compared with a control drink (similar to the ED with the

active ingredients

removed)

(MD/MT) and the time-of-day

and a secondary manual dexterity/mastication
effects of these treatments

task

when measurement

was

repeated in morning and evening sessions conducted on the same day (Gershon,
Shinar et al. 2009). They found that after consuming the ED, participants were able
to maintain their lane position better than when consuming the control drink or
performing

the MD/MT,

time with all treatments.

however performance

in this measure deteriorated

In the morning session ED consumption

over

also reduced the

variability in steering compared with other groups, however no effect was observed
in the evening session.

Reaction time was reduced by ED consumption

morning and evening sessions compared with the other treatments,
of day interaction

in both

however a time

was observed in the other groups, with lower reaction time

observed in the evening session than in the morning.
fatigue was measured using the Swedish Occupational

Subjective sleepiness and
Fatigue-20 Inventory,

the MD/MT resulting in lower ratings than both other treatments.

with

ED treatment

resulted in low ratings for sleepiness and fatigue in the morning, but not in the
evening session, whereas ratings in the control treatment

were high in the morning

and low in the evening. These results suggest that whilst energy drinks do improve
ability to pay attention

in the short-term,

in the long-term (Le. having a second ED

hours after the first one) ED consumption

does not tend to improve driving ability

and actually increases ratings of sleepiness and fatigue.
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Energy drinks also appear to have an impact on memory performance.
Kennedy

(2004) observed

a positive

improvement

secondary memory but not working memory.

of memory

recall task. Smit (2004) found

and delayed word recall tasks with ED supplementation

compared with four placebos (one with no caffeine or carbohydrate,
caffeine, one with no carbohydrate

ID-minute

drink attenuated
better

battery

the influence

of information

of ED consumption

on a

processing tasks, and found that the

the effects of mental fatigue,

at 30-69 minutes

one with no

and one with no carbonation).

Kennedy and Scholey (2004) investigated
repeated

and

Alford (2001) found that those who

had consumed Red Bull ED improved in an immediate
no effect on immediate

of quality

Scholey and

allowing

in a visual information

participants

to perform

processing task than if they had

received a placebo drink (the placebo drink is not specified, but is described as a
'vehicle placebo' and likely contains the flavourings associated with an ED).
A study investigating the impact of EDs alone and in combination

with alcohol found

a non-significant

and language task

performance

tendency

following

significantly

for reduced scores in visuospatial
ED consumption,

with

performance

in

these

poorer when the ED was consumed with alcohol compared

tasks

with the

control drink.
Specterman

et al. (2005) used transcranial magnetic stimulation to produce motor-

evoked potentials
had consumed

(MEP) in the thenar muscle in the right hand of participants

a 380 ml bottle

of Lucozade Energy, finding that MEP area was

increased at 30 and 60 minutes following
was correlated
corticospinal

drink consumption,

with plasma glucose concentration.

excitability

of ED ingredients

following

ED consumption,

on neurotransmitter

levels.

in the brain in participants

selective attention.
task

performance,

ED consumption
as

well

as

and that MEP area

These results suggest greater
probably due to the influence

Rao et al. (2005) measured event

related potentials (ERPs) using electroencephalography
processing

who

(EEG) related to information

who were performing

a task measuring

improved measures of both RT and accuracy in
significantly
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reflecting visual cortical

processing) as well as Nl, N2 and P3 components, which appear to be involved in
the decision making process (Di Russo,Martinez et al. 2002).
To date only one behavioural study investigating the combined effects of caffeine
and glucose has incorporated brain imaging technology. Serra-Grabulosa, Adan et
al. (2010) investigated the influence of glucose, caffeine and glucose + caffeine on
performance in a sustained attention task.

No impacts of treatments were

observed on cognitive performance, but decreased activation was observed in the
left prefrontal cortex and bilaterally in the parietal lobes, possibly indicating an
increase in efficiency in attention and working memory processes, with the glucose
+ caffeine treatment.

1.3 Sensory impact of energy drinks
1.3.1 Taste and flavour perception and convergence of sensory pathways
The intake of food is the manner by which all animals acquire energy, and the
perception of taste and smell (and also appearance and texture) allow the animal to
decide whether or not to accept particular foodstuffs (Scott and Verhagen 2000).
Foods containing energy often evoke pleasant sensations when perceived by the
chemical senses, which rewards and encourages the animal to consume more of a
particular foodstuff in order to acquire more energy (Li, Glaser et al. 2009).
Mechanisms for the sensory perception of calorific sugars (leading to reward than
non-calorific sweeteners, see below; Chambers, Bridge et al. 2009) and free fatty
acids (Kock, Blaker et al. 1992; Herness and Gilbertson 1999; Rolls, Critchley et al.
1999; Mattes 2011) have been observed. In fact visual, auditory and olfactory
sensory information also playa very important role in the digestion and absorption
of nutrients prior to taste stimulation, with these cues preparing the gut and
increasing saliva and production as observed by Pavlov in his classical study on
conditioned response (Pavlov 1910; Smeets, Weijzen et al. 2011).

Rolls (2007)

reviewed evidence of sensory processing in the brain relating to food intake,
27
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describing in detail the convergence of different
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sensory pathways (taste, olfaction,

vision and touch) in brain regions such as the orbitofrontal

cortex and amygdala,

which have projections

into areas responsible for behaviour including the striatum

and anterior

cingulate

cortex, see figure 1.7.

Chemosensory

involves the perception

of taste and trigeminal

sensations in the oral cavity and of

aromatic

compounds

in the nasal passage, with flavour

described as the interaction

V2

perception

of food

often

being

between taste and smell (Small, Bender et al. 2007).
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Figure 1.7: A schematic diagram of the taste and olfactory pathways in primates, including man,
showing how they converge with each other and with visual pathways. Hunger modulates the
responsiveness of the representations in the orbitofrontal cortex of the taste, smell, texture and
sight of food (indicated by the gate function), and the orbitofrontal cortex is where the palatability
and pleasantness of food is represented. V1, V2, V4, visual cortical areas; VPMpc, ventral
posteromedial nucleus pars parvicellularis; VPL,ventral posterolateral nucleus.

Taste
Taste involves the detection
receptors

of stimuli that are dissolved in water, oil or saliva, by

on the surface of the tongue.

These receptors
28
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taste buds located on the surface of fungiform

papillae, circumvallate

the soft palate on the roof of the mouth.

When innervated,

communicate
(fungiform

with the brain via the chorda tympani

papillae),

the glossopharyngeal

regions

of the tongue

these receptors

branches of the facial nerves

nerves (rear of the tongue)

vagus nerve (posterior areas of the tongue root).
different

papillae and

and the

Although the classical view is that

are responsible

for

perceiving

different

taste

qualities, any of the five taste qualities (sweet, sour, salt, bitter and umami) can be
perceived on any area ofthe

tongue (Sato, Endo et al. 1995).

1.3.2 Glucose and sweet taste perception
Perception

of sweet taste is mediated

by the T1R2 and T1R3 receptors

on the

tongue (Damak, Rong et al. 2003; Zhao, Zhang et al. 2003) which respond to several
naturally occurring sweet substances as well as a number of artificial sweeteners (U,
Glaser et al. 2009).

Damak et al. (2003) found that knockout mice lacking the T1R3

receptor showed no preference
at high

concentrations,

perception

of sweet

implying

taste

mediate a bitter aftertaste
display behavioural

for artificial sweeteners and actively avoided them
that

the

in artificial

T1R3 receptor

sweeteners,

in high concentrations.

and/or

gustatory

is responsible

but another

receptor

for
may

The knockout mice did however

nerve responses to the sugars that were

tested (sucrose, glucose and maltose), and although they were slightly diminished,
this does suggest there is some other mechanism or receptor responsive to sugars,
leading to preference of sugars.

U et al. (2009) investigated the preference for twelve different sweet stimuli in six
animal species using 2-bottle
the test compound
species

(lesser

mongoose)

in solution and the other containing

panda,

showed

24-hour preference tests, with one bottle containing

domestic

a strong

preference

water, with two of those (domestic
preference
galactose,

for fructose.
neotame,

ferret,

haussa

tap water.

genet,

Five of the six

meerkat

for sucrose, maltose

ferret and yellow mongoose)

and aspartame,
29
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and glucose over
also showing a

The lesser panda also had a preference

sucralose

and

for lactose,

the only animal to display any
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preference for artificial sweeteners. The sweet compounds that animals have a
preference for must endow some rewarding factor encouraging uptake of the
particular solution.
In a review, Hayes (2008) discusses the evidence supporting multiple mechanisms
coding for sweet taste. perception

both in animals and humans, and two

experiments published by Chambers et 0/. (2009) support this hypothesis. From an
evolutionary perspective, it may be beneficial to have multiple sweet receptors that
elicit different neural responses resulting in a different reward response (and
therefore different behavioural response, Le. raised arousal/attention or working
memory allowing a hunter-gatherer to search for more of the food, and improved
encoding to long-term memory to recognise the food in the future) for different
sweet compounds, encouraging the consumption of those sugars which are
calorific.
As discussed above, behavioural influences of sweet taste perception (saccharin)
have been observed in rats (Stefurak and Vanderkooy 1992), Messier (2004) states
that available evidence suggests this does not occur in humans with regards to
memory, however taste perception of sweet stimuli has been observed to influence
other behavioural constructs.

Blass and Shah (1995) observed that sucrose

significantly decreased pain perception in newborn babies having blood collected
using the heel-lance procedure.
gustatory

afferent

These effects indicated that stimulation of

neurons could influence opioid-mediated

efferent

nerve

conduction. These effects appear not to be limited to sucrose, as Barr, Pantel et 0/.
(1999) observed similar effects with both sucrose and aspartame. lewkowski et 0/.
observed similar analgesic effects in response to sweet taste perception in adults,
with increased pain tolerance, though no change in pain ratings during a cold
pressor test (CPT), where participants were required to hold their hand in cold
water (lewkowski, Ditto et al. 2003; lewkowski, Young et al. 2008).
Frank et al. (2008) studied the brain regions activated by sucrose and the artificial
sweetener sucralose using fMRl, finding that whilst the primary and secondary taste
30
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cortices were activated
activated
caudate

the anterior
nucleus,

cingulated

areas which

response/behaviours
Carter

by both stimuli,
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perception

of the sucrose stimuli

cortex, the dorsolateral
are involved

in the

prefrontal

selection

also

cortex and

of appropriate

and determining reward value of rewarding stimuli.

et al. (2004), Rollo et al. (2008) and Chambers et al. (2009) have all found

that rlnslng a carbohydrate
performance

solution in the mouth has beneficial effects on exercise

(l-hour cycle time trial, 30 minute treadmill run and I-hour cycle time

trial respectively) when the solution contained calorific sugar, with no effect when
the solution

contained

artificial

sweeteners,

even when solutions

were taste-

matched.
Chambers

et al. (2009) studied the impact of sweet taste perception not only on

exercise performance

but also on brain activation using fMRI. With evidence that

intravenous infusion of glucose had no impact on performance in a cycling time-trial
(Carter, Jeukendrup et al. 2004), and a large body of evidence suggesting that oral
ingestion of glucose improves exercise performance,
that

a central

behavioural

neural response from

consequences.

an oral carbohydrate

In their first experiment,

et al. hypothesised

Chambers

stimulus

Chambers

may have

et al. investigated

the impact of a glucose (plus artificial sweetener) mouth rinse on performance
cycling time trial compared

with the impact of a mouth

rinse containing

in a
only

artificial sweeteners, finding a significant decrease in time taken to complete the
trial when rinsing the mouth with a glucose solution compared with no treatment
and artificial sweetener treatments.

As the drink was rinsed but not swallowed, and

participants were blind to what treatment

they received, this effect must have been

caused by perception of the drink in the mouth.

This, combined with brain imaging

data both from this study and previous studies by Frank

et al. (2008), de Araujo et

al. (2003) and O'Doherty (2001) that display greater brain activation in response to
glucose/sucrose

perception than for artificial sweeteners, suggests the presence of

an oral nutrient

receptor that is activated by the energy content of carbohydrates.

This led Chambers

et al. (2009) to run a second exercise performance
31
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of a non-sweet

on cycling time trial
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but energy containing

performance.

Again improved

maltodextrin

performance

was

observed, and brain imaging data showed similar brain activation to the glucose
treatment,

suggesting that perception of sweet taste is not necessarily important to

the effect that the glucose mouth rinse had.
The explanation of this effect is that, as stated above calorific sugars activate sweet
taste receptors in the mouth differently
al. 2003)
Oberndorfer
prefrontal

and also activate

taste

et al. 2008),

resulting

from artificial sweeteners (Damak, Rong et
pathways

in the

in greater

brain

activation

differently
in the

(Frank,

dorsolateral

cortex, anterior cingulate cortex and ventral striatum which are believed

to mediate behavioural and autonomic
words the artificial

sweetener

responses to rewarding stimuli, or in other

does not fully satisfy the desire for ingestion of

energy in the form of sweet sugars.

1.3.4 Impact of olfactory stimuli on performance
Olfactory stimu Ii reach the olfactory receptors located in the epithelium of the nasal
cavity in one of two manners: through normal inspiration of air into the nasal cavity,
and retronasally,

when odours present in the mouth reach the nasal cavity during

the consumption

of food/drink

odours

mediates

(Pierce and Halpern 1996). Retronasal perception of

the perception

normally perceived together.

of flavour,

as taste and olfactory

stimuli

are

There are several million olfactory receptors, which

are highly ciliated to allow such a large area for interaction
When activated send information

with odourants,

that

to the glomerular structures in the olfactory bulb.

From here the olfactory nerves project to many different areas of the brain.
Castiello
perception

et al. have conducted a series of studies investigating the impact that
of olfactory

stimuli has on performance

with the hypothesis that interaction

of different

of reach-to-grab

movements,

sensory modalities (olfaction and

vision) would influence the task performance.

One study examined the influence

that six odourants (almond, garlic, strawberry,

apple, orange and peach; the former

three representing

the odour of small objects, the latter three representing
32
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odour of large objects) had on the hand aperture of reach to grab movements when
participants were asked to reach towards a visual stimuli which could be one of six
plastic objects (each object matching one of the olfactory stimuli

listed above),

which either matched the olfactory stimulus with regards to size (congruent) or did
not match (incongruent)

(Castiello, Zucco et al. 2006).

No impact of olfactory

stimuli was observed in the congruent condition; hand aperture when stimuli were
congruent was no different
the both visual stimulus

to that when no olfactory stimulus was presented, in
conditions.

In the incongruent

trials, hand aperture

matched more closely the size of the odourant and not the visual target, suggesting
that cross-modal interference
and perception
particular

does indeed playa role in reach to grab movements,

of olfactory stimuli may evoke/influence

stimuli.

A further

behavioural responses to

study (Tubaldi, Ansuini et al. 2008) investigated

the

influence of four stimuli (apple, orange, strawberry and almond) on the duration of
the grasping movement

in the same task as above. This study demonstrated

that

reaching duration was shorter for large visual targets than for small visual targets,
and that presence of an odour, irrespective
time.

of congruency,

decreased reaching

Reach duration was also shorter in the congruent trials than the incongruent

trials, again indicating that olfactory information

does have a specific influence on

performance

of the task, however the fact that even incongruent odours improved

performance

may suggest there is also an influence of odour perception on levels of

alertness.

1.4 Aims of research
This thesis

aims to

taste/flavour

examine

perception,

and identify

hypothesising

any potential

sensory

that sensory perception

impact

of

of energy drinks

can elicit behavioural effects, either through the presence of calorific sugars acting
upon an oral nutrient

receptor responsive to the energy content of carbohydrates

or via the reward value of the sweet taste or pleasant flavour, and compare them
with

the

well

postprandially.

documented

effects

of

energy

drink

consumption

observed

In order to examine cognitive performance effects of energy drinks
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sensorially

and

investigated

postprandially,

thoroughly

the

methods

Chapterl

and techniques

available

were

to develop protocols that would allow measurement

of

these potential effects, discussed in chapter 2. The thesis then aims to discuss the
postprandial
decision

effects

making

of energy drink

and mood

(chapter

consumption
3) before

on measures of attention,
a comparison

of

postprandial

and sensory responses on similar measures of performance

4 and 5).

As it was hypothesised

alterations

in cognition,

chapter

perception

on attention

and decision

combination

that

sweet taste

mediated

with

(chapters

of glucose

perception

of the non-calorific sweeteners aspartame and acesulfame K.
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CHAPTER 2: CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE MATERIALS AND METHODS AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF PROTOCOLS TO BE USED IN THE PROJECT

Westenhoefer

et al. (2004) and Schmitt

methodological

considerations

of 'wake-promoting

the

that must be accounted when designing a study

seeking to assess the effects of nutritional
and Edgar, Pace-Schott

et al. (2005) both reviewed

interventions

on cognitive performance,

et al. (2009) reviewed approaches to measuring the effects

drugs' on cognition; the findings of these reviews are discussed

in this chapter with regards to the aims of the project as a whole and relating to the
literature

discussed in chapter 1. In this instance - investigating the impact of the

sensory and postprandial

properties

of EDs on measures of cognitive function

-

factors requiring particular consideration are:
•

Participant inclusion/exclusion

•

Dietary restrictions

criteria.

and physiological

(fed/fasted)

state of participants

on

study days.
•

Effects of caffeine withdrawal.

•

Appropriate

cognitive assessment measures

•

Appropriate

test treatments,

including experimental

and placebo/control

treatments.
•

The manner in which these test treatments

are administered.

2.1 Participants
2.1.1 Inclusion/exclusion criteria
Westenhoefer
important

et al. (2004) state in their conclusions that the target population is an

part of any claim that a food has functional

properties.

For example

Some effects may only be observed in particular populations, or some claims may
only be relevant for certain populations.

As stated in the introduction,

energy

drinks are consumed mainly by those who feel they are in need of energy or may
need to avoid feeling fatigued, such as students (Miller 2008; Miller 2008; Reissig,
Strain et al. 2009; Hofmeister,

Muilenburg
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Barnes et al. 1998) and drivers (van den Berg and Landstrom 2006), and these
populations have been used regularly in studies into cognitive impact of these
drinks.
Cognitive performance can be influenced by a number of factors, and in order to
maintain validity of the studies, participants were recruited from the undergraduate
and postgraduate population at the University of Nottingham, excluding those who
were pregnant

(it might

be unethical to monitor

the effects of caffeine

supplementation in pregnant women; Food Standards Agency 2008), diabetic (as
energy drinks contain high glucose levels), colour blind (some cognitive tasks
require that different colours can be perceived in order to make a response) or
smokers (nicotine improves performance in tasks of attention; Rycroft, Rusted et al.
2005). In addition to controlling for the population from which the participants
originate, it is also important to consider the state they are in when they arrive to
participate in the study, with particular regard to caffeine and food intake prior to
arrival.

2.1.2 Dietary restrictions
2.1.2.1 Food
As discussed in chapter I, the ingestion of macronutrients

alters cognitive

performance over the postprandial period (Bellisle, Blundell et al. 1998; Dye and
Blundell 2002; Hoyland, Lawton et al. 2008), so the physiological state (fed/fasted)
that participants arrive in for experimental sessions must be considered. Martin
and Benton (1999) studied the impact of glucose drinks on the memory of subjects
who had either fasted overnight or eaten breakfast. Facilltatlng effects were only
observed in those who had not consumed breakfast. While investigating the impact
of glucose on memory and learning task performance, Sunram-Lea et al. (2001) also
looked at the effect of fast-duration, prior to attending and time of day effects.
Improvements in both learning and memory performance were observed in groups
who had fasted, or eaten a standard breakfast or a standard lunch 2 hours prior to
attending. As these results were able to display a significant influence of glucose
36
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only two hours following breakfast, it seems that participants in a study looking at
effects of acute supplementation of foodstuffs can be asked to have a small meal
made up of food they would normally eat in the morning, but not to eat for two
hours prior to attendance without preventing alerting effects to be masked.

2.1.2.2 Caffeine
Reversal of withdrawal effects has been cited as the main cause of the cognitive
benefits observed following

caffeine consumption

(James 1997; Heatherley,

Hayward et al. 2005; James and Rogers 2005; Rogers, Heatherley et al. 2005; James
and Keane 2007; Keane, James et al. 2007). A critical review of 57 studies into the
effects of caffeine withdrawal
tiredness/fatigue,

found

that

its effects

included

headaches,

decreased alertness, flu like symptoms, depressed mood,

difficulty concentrating, irritability, decreased clearheaded feelings, yawning and
confusion (Juliano and Griffiths 2004). Impaired behavioural/cognitive performance
was observed with caffeine abstinence in 11 of the 23 studies where it was
assessed, with reversal of these effects occurring within 30-60 minutes following
administration of caffeine (Goldstein, Kaizer et al. 1969; cited by Juliano and
Griffiths 2004). Positive effects of caffeine consumption have been observed in
studies comparing the alerting effects of caffeine with and without

caffeine

abstinence (Warburton 1995) and in habitual consumers compared with nonhabitual consumers (Haskell, Kennedy et al. 2005; Childs and de Wit 2006; Smith,
Christopher et al. 2006).
For validity it is important that for all participants instructions are kept the same, so
participants can either be asked to abstain from caffeine consumption overnight, or
to consume habitual caffeinated products prior to arrival. The former might lead to
false positive effects due to the reversal of caffeine withdrawal, however the latter
may result in false negatives, with the Yerkes-Dodson law suggesting that increased
arousal past an optimum point would not benefit cognitive performance and may in
fact have negative effects (Yerkes and Dodson 1908). In the present studies it was
decided that it was best to ask participants to abstain from caffeine consumption
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overnight,

levels and

but to monitor

their possible interactive

for effects of habitual caffeine consumption
influence on the effects of treatments.

2.2 Assessment of cognitive functions
Schmitt

et al. (2005) discuss the importance

outcome

measure(s)

response

to interventions,

presence

of

to alterations

which

may

improvement/decline
difficulty

with
mask

of the sensitivity

in cognitive

that

particular

regard for floor/ceiling

any

impact

in performance

potential

may be removed.

should be adjusted to the appropriate

discussed in chapter

functioning

of the particular

1, many different

as

may occur in
effects,

the

scope

for

the

For this reason task

level for the study population.

As

tasks have been used to investigate

the

impact of energy drinks and their ingredients on cognitive performance
the literature.
perception

throughout

As there has been little study into the alerting effects that sensory

of a foodstuff

may have, it is difficult to hypothesise what tasks may be

sensitive to these effects using the literature,
with the potential

however as this project is concerned

impact of the sensory properties of EOs, it would make sense to

consider tasks that have been shown to be affected by EOs postprandially,

as well as

the brain regions activated

and what

behavioural

functions

tasks and functions
investigating

by perception

may be influenced

of energy drink ingredients
as a result.

Table 2.1 reviews cognitive

that have been employed/assessed

cognitive

functioning

in the postprandial

in 15 published
period

studies

in response to EO

treatment.'

2.2.1 Simple Reaction Time
Simple reaction time tasks (SRn) ask participants

to respond as quickly as possible

to either one stimulus that is repeated or various stimuli with only one response
(Mucignat-Caretta

1998; Horne and Reyner 2001; Smit and Rogers 2002; Smit,

Grady et al. 2006; Adan and Serra-Grabulosa

2010). These tasks typically have very

1 Many studies do not directly specify the ingredients used to create the energy drink or placebo
treatments.
Information regarding the glucose and caffeine content has been included where
available. The abbreviation ED is used where full ingredients are not listed, or are stated to be a
combination of glucose, caffeine and herbal extracts commonly found in energy drinks. The term
placebo is used where soft drinks containing none of the active ingredients are used as a control.
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high accuracy and the shortest

reaction

times

due to the lack of information

processing necessary (Donders 1869), meaning that ceiling effects may be observed
as there is little scope for an improvement
consumption

Beneficial effects of ED

have been observed on SRTT performance

that was thought
postprandial

in performance.

to be mediated

(see table 2.1), an effect

by the presence of caffeine in the blood in the

period, however Adan and Serra-Grabulosa

only observed when caffeine is administered

observed that the effect is

in combination

with glucose.

2.2.2 Choice Reaction Time
Choice reaction time tasks (CRTT) require the participant
responses dependant

on the stimuli

possible - for example participants

presented,

to form one of multiple

requiring

as fast a response as

may be required to respond to the presentation

of one shape by pressing a button with their right hand, and to another shape using
their left hand.

In the literature

concerning

ED consumption,

tasks using between

two and five choices of response have been utilised (Alford, Cox et al. 2001; Adan
and Serra-Grabulosa
information

2010).

As these

tasks require

a decision,

a degree

of

processing is required and slower reaction times and poorer accuracy

are observed in comparison to SRTT (Donders 1869), suggesting that these may be
more suitable for sensitivity to small alterations
have investigated

in cognition.

the impact of EDs on CRTT performance,

As only two studies

one with positive results

(Alford, Cox et al. 2001) and one showing no effect (Serra-Grabulosa,
2010)

it is difficult

vigilance, go/no-go

to determine

whether

these

tasks are suitable,

and decision making tasks are variations

choice is generally between making or inhibiting a response.
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Table 2.1: List of cognitive tasks and functions used to assess cognitive responses to energy drink
consumption in the postprandial period in the literature. Final column indicates whether findings
support a beneficial cognitive effect of energy drink treatment l+L negative effect (-) or support
the null hypothesis (N).
Task Type

Author

Findings

+/-/N

Simple
Reaction
Time

(Smit, Grady et al.
2006)

No effects observed.

N

Reduced RTwith with 150ml and 250ml ED
compared with same volumes of water and no
treatment (including effect at 5 min post treatment
with 150ml drink).

+

No effects observed.

N

Trend for reduced RTat 0-120 minutes post
consumption with 500ml ED compared with
placebo, however difference only significant at 3060 minutes post consumption.

+

Poorer performance in group that received water
compared with those receving glucose, caffeine or
glucose and caffeine.

+

(Adan and SerraGrabulosa 2010)
(Alford, Cox et al.
2001)

Reduced RTwith Red Bull treatment compared
with carbonated water and baseline measures.

+

(Adan and SerraGrabulosa 2010)

No effects observed.

N

(Smit and Rogers
2002)

(MucignatCaretta 1998)
(Horne and
Reyner 2001)

Choice
Reaction
Time
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Task Type
Vigilance

Author

Findings

+/-/N

(Serra-Grabulosa,

No effect of treatment observed on task
performance; however fMRI showed facilitation

N/+

Adan et al. 2010)

effect of glucose+caffeine

treatment

compared

with each of glucose, caffeine or water alone.
(Adan and Serra-

Those who received water had slower responses

Grabulosa 2010)

than those who received glucose or caffeine and

+

glucose.

(Anderson and

Increased RT and number of lapses with ED
treatment compared with orange flavoured

Horne 2006)

placebo drink at 60-90 minutes post treatment.
No significant effects of ED on Psychomotor

(Jay, Petrilli et al.

-

N

Vigilance Task.

2006)
Improved accuracy in a rapid visual information

+

processing task (RVIP) with two glucose+caffeine
(Kennedy and

treatments

Scholey 2004)

with placebo.

attenuating

the decrease observed

ED improved accuracy and speed of reactions
compared with similar tasting placebo treatment.

+

(Mucignat-

Improved

only with ED

+

Caretta 1998)

compared with placebo.

(Howard and

Significantly faster RT in invalid (no-go) trials with

+

Marczinski 2010)

1.8ml/kg, 3.6 ml/kg and 5.4 ml/kg Red Bull
compared with lemon flavoured placebo. Trend

(Rao, Hu et al.
2005)
Go/no-go

RT in female participants

for faster RT for valid (go) trials with ED
treatments.
Decision
making

(Smit, Grady et al.

Reduced number of errors with original tasting ED

2006)

and placebo drinks, increased error rate with novel

+

tasting placebo compared with both original drinks
and the novel tasting ED drink.
Improved performance

in a letter search task with

(Smit, Grady et al.

the novel tasting ED drink compared with the novel

2006)

tasting placebo drink.
150ml ED reduced errors compared with no
treatment

but not compared with water.

(Alford, Cox et al.

Improved

performance

2001)

compared with 'dummy energy drink' placebo.

+

+

(Smit and Rogers
2002)
Visual search

(Smit, Cotton

al. 2004)

et

ED improved

with Red Bull treatment

accuracy in a letter search task

compared with placebo.
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Task Type

Author

Findings

Wisconsin
Card Sorting
Test
Immediate
Recall

(Adan and SerraGrabulosa 2010)

No effects observed.

+/-/N
N

(Smit and Rogers
2002)

No effects observed.

N

(Alford, Cox et al.
2001)

Increased number of words recalled with Red Bull
compared with 'dummy energy drink' placebo.

+

(Adan and SerraGrabulosa 2010)

No effects observed.

N

(Smit and Rogers
2002)

No effects observed.

N

(Adan and SerraGrabulosa 2010)

Those who received glucose and caffeine
remembered more words in the final two (of five)
trials compared with water, glucose alone or
caffeine alone.

+

(Horne and
Reyner 2001)

500ml EDsignificantly reduced number of driving
incidents (Le. crossing a lateral lane marking)
compared with SOOmlED minus active ingredients
at 0-30, 30-60 and 60-90 minutes post
consumption but not at 90-120 minutes.

+

(Reyner and
Horne 2002)

EDreduced driving incidents compared with
placebo at 0-90 minutes post consumption but no
difference at 90-120 minutes.

+

(Alford, Cox et al.
2001)

No change in heart rate, systolic blood pressure or
diastolic blood pressure in study I, at rest.
Increased heart rate in study 2 where aerobic
endurance performance was also measured
compared with carbonated water.

N/+

(Specterman,
Bhuiya et al.
2005)

Mean evoked potentials (initiated using
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)) and
monitored using electromyographic recordings
(EMG)) increased in size 30 minutes following
Lucozade consumption compared with baseline.

+

(Adan and SerraGrabulosa 2010)

Glucose alone improved Purdue Pegboard
Assembly Task performance compared with
placebo.

N

Delayed
Recall

Driving
performance

Physiologica I
measures

Motor skills
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Task Type
Mood

Author

Findings

(Smit, Grady et al.
2006)

Increased feeling of energetic arousal with ED
drinks compared with placebo but not baseline.

(Smit and Rogers

Increased and sustained feelings of energetic
arousal and overall mood in 150m I and 250ml EDs

+/-/N
+

+

compared with same volumes of water and no

2002)

treatment.

+

Increased subjective alertness with Red Bull
treatment

(Alford, Cox et al.

compared with carbonated

water.

2001)
No effects observed.

N

Trend for greater sleepiness scores with ED,

-IN

(Adan and SerraGrabulosa 2010)
however no significant effects.
(Anderson and
Horne 2006)

+

Increased stimulation with 1.8ml/kg and S.4ml/kg
ED compared with baseline and lemon flavoured
placebo treatment.

(Howard and
Marczinski 2010)

1.84ml/kg,

Reduced mental fatigue with

3.64ml/kg

and 5.4ml/kg compared with

baseline.
ED treatment Reduced and delayed onset of
mental fatigue during a 1-hour test battery.

+

ED significantly

+

(Kennedy and
Scholey 2004)

reduced and delayed an increase in

subjective sleepiness compared with placebo.
(Reyner and
Horne 2002)
Carbonated

ED improved

ratings of feeling awake,

+

assertiveness and cheerful and decreased ratings

(Smit, Cotton et
al.

2004)

of tense, clearheadedness
with a non-carbonated

and tiredness compared

treatment.

2.2.3 Vigilance
As described in chapter 1, vigilance tasks involve the presentation
stimuli requiring a response amongst many non-target
sustain attention
inhibition

for a period

of time

while

of few target

stimuli, requiring ability to

boredom,

tiredness

or response

may slow response time or possibly reduce ability to detect the target.

Table 2.1 shows that six studies have utilised vigilance tasks to investigate the
effects of EDs with mixed results.

Positive effects of ED consumption

have been

observed by most studies using this task type (Kennedy and Scholey 2004; Rao, Hu
et al. 2005; Adan and Serra-Grabulosa 2010), however Anderson and Horne (2006)
believe that arousal (and therefore

alerting effects of EDs) should be assessed by a
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measure of sleepiness which is highest in afternoons

and lowest in the mornings

when most studies into cognitive effects of nutrients

are assessed. Both reaction

time and accuracy measures were poorer with ED consumption
treatment,

suggesting that no alerting

effect

is observed

than with placebo

when participants

are

tired.

2.2.4 Go/No-go
Go/no-go tasks require a response to frequently
rare non-target
generally

stimuli,

provides

response.

and it is the

information

occurring target stimuli amongst

response to the non-target

about

cognition,

specifically

ability

stimuli

to inhibit

Howard and Marczinski (2010) observed that RT significantly

with ED consumption
treatment

in non-target

that
a

decreased

trials but not in target trials, suggesting that ED

affects response inhibition,

however error rates did not differ between

treatments.

2.2.5 Decision Making/Information
Decision

Processing

making tasks assessing the effects

combination

of cognitive

processes.

Smit

where four target letters were presented

of EDs in the literature

involve

a

et al. (2006) used a letter search task
for 10 seconds before the task started,

then letters appeared for four minutes and participants

were required to respond

with 'true' or 'false' to indicate whether the stimulus was a target letter or not. This
study examined the effects of four test drinks on performance,
(one with a typical ED flavour

(original)

placebo EDs (again one 'original'

and one with a 'novel' flavour)

flavoured

drinks had a novel flavour, ED treatment

two functional

and two

and one with a 'novel' flavour).
significantly

improved

EDs

When

RT compared with

placebo in this task, which was essentially a eRTT with a working memory element.
The same study also observed an effect on a Rapid Visial Information

Processing

(RVIP) task where

order

participants
sequentially,
processes.

the

numbers

1-9 were

presented

in a random

and

were required to respond if three odd or three even numbers appeared
utilising

working

memory,

sustained

attention

and decision making

Both novel and original tasting EDs reduced RT and improved

in response compared

accuracy

with a novel tasting placebo; however the original tasting
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placebo also improved accuracy compared with the novel placebo. As decision
making tasks are generally complex from a cognitive point of view (i.e. they
incorporate multiple aspects of cognition) they can be sensitive to the effects of
treatment but it might not be so obvious what mechanism has been affected.

2.2.6 Memory
As discussed in the first chapter, glucose has a significant influence on memory task
performance;

however

the

literature

concerning

memory

effects

of

ED

consumption listed in table 2.1 is varied, with three studies finding no effect and
two finding positive effects, one on working memory and one on long term
memory.

It may be possible to use memory tasks to examine the postprandial

cognitive effect of EDs,however they may not be as suitable for measuring sensory
effects of the drinks due to the immediate nature of the drinks and the
methodologies that would be required to study this impact (see below).

2.2.7 Driving Performance
Driving simulator tasks generally measure aspects of sustained attention and motor
control, using lapses or driving incidents (crossing the lateral lane markings) as a
measure of errors over a long period of time (up to two hours). Horne and Reyner
(2001; Reyner and Horne 2002) have produced consistent results displaying a
reduction in lapses at 0-90 minutes post drink consumption compared with placebo
energy drinks. This contradicts results observed by the same author on a sustained
attention task (Anderson and Horne 2006), however this difference is likely

2.2.8 Mood
It may also be important to consider mood as a potential outcome measure, as
subjective mood has been observed to be influenced postprandially by ingestion of
food and may also be influenced by taste/flavour perception (see above). In a
similar vein to task difficulty/sensitivity

with the cognitive tasks, baseline mood

should be considered when measuring the impact of interventions on subjective
mood (Westenhoefer, Bellisle et al. 2004). On the day of testing, a participant's
initial (non-pathological) level of mood may be particularly high/low, leaving no
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capacity for any increase or decrease. Beneficial effects have been observed in
several studies (Alford, Cox et al. 2001; Smit and Rogers 2002; Kennedy and Scholey
2004; Smit, Cotton et al. 2004; Smit, Grady et al. 2006; Howard and Marczinski
2010), however mood questionnaires are answered by participants subjectively so
could be prone to placebo effects in studies where there was a discernable
difference between treatments (Alford, Cox et al. 2001; Smit and Rogers2002; Smit,
Cotton et al. 2004).

2.3 Treatments
2.3.1 Sensory perception of treatments and method of delivery
Cognitive tasks often last periods of 10 minutes or longer in order to find
median/mean values for reaction time, accuracy or other measures that truly
represent cognitive ability at that moment in time, however sensory perception of
most food products is generally much shorter.

Sensory perception of flavour

incorporates taste and olfactory inputs of oral stimuli (de Araujo, Rolls et al. 2003),
taste is perceived when sweet, sour, bitter, salty or umami stimuli dissolved in
water or saliva innervate receptors on the tongue and odours are perceived
orthonasally before and whilst food in present in the mouth and retronasally after
the food is swallowed (Pierce and Halpern 1996). In order to determine the sensory
impact of food samples on cognitive performance, repeated doses of stimuli must
be administered throughout the testing period.
Holding test solutions in the mouth without swallowing (mouth-rinse) was used to
determine the effects of sweet tasting stimuli on behavioural measures such as
perception of fatigue (Rollo, Williams et al. 2008; Chambers, Bridge et al. 2009) and
pain (Lewkowski, Ditto et al. 2003), however this method would not be valid for full
sensory perception of flavour as this would not allow perception of odours
retronasally, as considerable mouth movements or swallowing are required to
deliver volatime stimuli (Pierce and Halpern 1996). Studies involving odours alone
have used a 'computer controlled odour generator' (Villemure, Slotnick et al. 2003),
presence of ambient odours (Millot, Brand et al. 2002) and masks containing pads
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impregnated

with

participants'
allow

odourants

(Prescott

noses, however

complete

delivering

perception

of the
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and Wilkie

2007) to deliver

stimuli

to

odours via these means again would not

odour/flavour

as odourants

would

not

be

perceived retronasally.
For these reasons, it was important
elicit full sensory perception

that a methodology

of test solutions,

odours whilst avoiding any postprandial

was developed that would

including

retronasal

influence on performance.

repeated small doses of test solutions had to be swallowed,
both taste and odours retronasally,
glucose and caffeine

whilst

repeated doses of test samples to participants'
as asking participants

The methods

such as

used to deliver

mouths also had to be considered,

For this reason a peristaltic

repeated

doses of sample

continue

performing

performing

ingredients

of

to take regular breaks from the task would act as a distraction

and affect performance.

familiarisation

of

This means that

allowing perception

doses of alerting

were kept to a minimum.

perception

solutions

cognitive

sessions where

to participants'

tasks
they

pump was used to deliver

(see figure
were

allowed

mouths

2.1).
to

allowing

Participants
become

them

to

attended

accustomed

to

tasks whilst receiving water samples from the pump through the tubing.

Participants were also asked to hold the mouthpiece that delivered samples in their
mouth during each completion

of cognitive tasks, even when no drinks were being

delivered in order to keep somatosensory

cues consistent throughout
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Signal to start dose delivery once
each minute during task performance
Monitor

Pump

Response Box
Sample

Drink
Participant

Figure 2.1: Diagram showing setup of experimental equipment. Small arrows indicate flow
direction of the sample drink through the pump to the participant, with the participant holding the
tube in their left hand, whilst performing the computer based cognitive tasks. The right hand is
free to make the responses on the computer keyboard.

2.3.2 Choice of active and placebo treatments
As with any scientific study, the samples and placebos used are crucial to any
scientific claim that can be made regarding the interventions. The aim of this thesis
is to investigate the effects of EOson cognition in response to sensory perception
and in the postprandial period, therefore it is important to use a full functional EO
as the main experimental treatment.

One issue though, is that if a pump is being

used to deliver a test sample and elicit sensory perception of the treatment,
carbonated samples are difficult to handle as the pressure may cause carbon
dioxide or the test sample itself to leak. As the main hypotheses consider glucose
to be the main driver of any potential cognitive impact, and the combination of
glucose and caffeine to produce postprandial effects, it was decided that a noncarbonated EOcould be used. It is also important to consider that, fundamentally
the thesis needs to examine sensory effects of taste perception on cognition, and in
particular the effects of unimodal taste solutions as well as the more complex EOs.
For this reason, the thesis investigates the effects of full EOson performance before
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of the drinks drive any observed alterations

in performance.
The placebos used in previous research into ED effects on cognitive function
been rather varied.

Many studies have used a taste matched

there should be no sensory difference
to blind participants.
different
Meikle

placebo

(taste-matched

that tested the effects of EDs and

placebo,

water

or no treatment,

et al. (2002) concluded that the choice of placebo is not 'particularly

in measuring the postprandial

even

experimenters)

administered.

Additionally,

to

remain

blind

as to

what

treatment

might drive behavioural

is being

receptor responsive
effects of sensory

of energy drinks (Kringelbach, de Araujo et al. 2004; Frank, Oberndorfer

et al. 2008; Chambers, Bridge et al. 2009) suggests that taste-matched
treatments

should be used. For this reason, placebo treatments

be similar in taste to the functional
active ingredients,

conditions

energy drink treatments,

glucose or caffeine.

influences of energy drink perception
cognitive

critical'

does allow participants

the possibility that an oral nutrient

to the energy content of carbohydrates
perception

Smit,

impact of EDs. The use of a placebo drink, however,

that is perceived to be similar to the active intervention
(and

meaning

in the drinks, allowing delivery of treatments

In two sets of experiments

types

control,

have

performance.

perception

without

of the sensory

acted as a somatosensory
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comparison
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3:

Chapter 3

THE POSTPRANDIAL IMPACT OF ENERGY DRINKS ON MOOD AND

COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING

3.1 Introduction
The postprandial

(see chapter I), however this study intends to investigate and confirm

documented
these

effects

investigating
measures.

influence of energy drinks on measures of cognition has been well

using methodologies
potential

may integrate

well

with

future

work

sensory effects of energy drinks on the same or similar

It is hypothesised

consumption

that

that tasks sensitive to the postprandial

may also be sensitive to the perception

For this reason, this study aims only to confirm
responses postprandially,

impact of ED

of their sensory properties.

that EDs do confer behavioural

as stated in the literature

review, using methods that may

also be used to measure the sensory impact of these drinks in future studies.
The main aims of this study were as follows:
•

Measure the postprandial

impact of drinks on cognitive

performance

and

mood, in order to confirm effects of energy drinks observed in the literature
using our own methodology.
•

Determine

at what

time

following

ED consumption

potential

cognitive

effects are likely to be strongest.
•

Investigate

any potential

interactive

effects of time of day or gender on

cognitive effects of energy drink consumption.
•

Investigate
detect

small

postprandial
•

sensitivity/ability
variations

of saccadometer
in cognitive

ability

and mood questionnaire

to

that

by

may

be inferred

(and possibly sensory) impact of EDs.

To develop methodology
of taste/flavour

for use in future study concerning sensory impact

on cognitive functioning.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Participants
24 healthy participants (12 male, 12 female, mean age 24.7) were recruited (8 for
each trial condition), and were awarded a monetary reward for their participation.
Participants were excluded from the experiment if they were pregnant, diabetic,
smokers or colour-blind.

Participants were asked not to consume any caffeinated

drinks on the day of the trial, and not to eat anything for 2 hours prior to arrival
(and only to have a small breakfast if attending a morning session and a small lunch
if attending an afternoon session). Participants were required to estimate their
weekly habitual intake of caffeinated products and average daily caffeine intakes
were calculated using figures given by the Food Standards Agency (2008).
Information sheets given to participants and consent forms are displayed in
appendices 1 and 2. Application for ethical approval was deemed unnecessary
following a review by the project supervisors after considering that the tasks used
were of a standard nature and the samples given to participants were commercially
available brands of energy drink and bottled water.

3.2.2 Cognitive Assessment
3.2.2.1 UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist
The UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist (displayed in appendix 3; Matthews, Jones et
al. 1990) consists of three main bipolar scales supported by item factor analysis Energetic Arousal (EA), Tense Arousal (TA) and Hedonic Tone (HT) - plus an
additional, monopolar Anger/Frustration scale (AF).

3.2.2.2 Saccadometer
The Saccadometer Advanced (Ober Consulting, Poznan, Poland) is a small device
that is used to track eye-movements (as displayed in figure 3.1). It is strapped to
the participant's forehead and allows the participant to complete eye-tracking tasks
using four lasers (central green and red lasers, with two peripheral red lasers (one
either side), 10 angular degrees from the central one). Eight calibration trials were
completed prior to the start of each set of trials.
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target would step from the centre to the left four times, then from the centre to the
right

four

times.

programmed

The Saccadometer

tasks that

targets following

Advanced

assess eye movements

presentation

contains

a number

(saccades) towards

of

pre-

peripheral

of a central cue. In each tria" the time taken to start

a saccade (referred to here as latency (ms; with 1 ms resolution)),
(used to calculate response accuracy), saccade amplitude
accurate to 0.1 deg), saccade duration

saccade direction

(angular degrees (deg),

(rns) and saccadic peak velocity (degjs) were

recorded (Ober Consulting 2008; Ober Consulting 2008).

Figure 3.1: Photographs of the SaccadometerAdvanced. Left picture shows the headpiece as it is
worn during trials. Right picture shows the position of red central cue and the peripheral stimuli
on the wall (note that the lights would not appear in this combination in the tasks used in this
study). Photographs used with permission (AdvancedClinical Instrumentation 2008).

Latency (LAT) Task
A diagram showing the task stimuli and appropriate

response (saccade direction)

is

shown in figure 3.2. The LAT task is a type of choice reaction time task where the
choice is between

making an eye movement

towards

a peripheral

target which

appears either 100 to the right or left of a central cue. This task was chosen as it is a
direct measure of alertness with

resulting

in reasonably

accuracy due to little need to process information.
central

fixation

switched on.

point,

which

then

Participants completed

switched

fast reactions

and high

The subject was to fixate on the

off and a peripheral

fixation

point

50 trials of this task in each block (approx. 3

minutes).
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Figure 3.2:
fixation

Schematic diagram

point (appearing

directly

outlining
in front

one trial in the Latency Task, displaying
of the participant),

cue/targets

the central

and the appropriate

saccade direction for each target.

Peripheral

Conflict with Gap Condition (PCG) task

A diagram showing the task stimuli and appropriate

response (saccade direction)

is

shown in figure 3.3). At the start of each trial, both central fixation points (red and
green) were on.

These disappeared for 200ms before one (either red or green)

reappeared, along with a peripheral target.

For trials where the central cue was

green, the correct response was to make a saccade towards the peripheral target (a
prosaccade), and when the central cue was red, the correct response was to look
away from the peripheral target (an antisaccade).
decision making processes by demanding

This task assesses attention

as fast a response as possible under

conditions that are uncertain, that is whether the participant
prosaccade or an antisaccade and in which direction
appear.
peripheral

Antisaccade trials in particular assess inhibition
target, the peripheral

conflict.

and

is required to make a

the peripheral

target will

of response towards the

Participants completed

50 trials of this

task in each block (approx. 4 minutes).

Peripheral

Conflict with Overlap Condition (PCO) task

A diagram showing the task stimuli and appropriate

response (saccade direction) is

shown in figure 3.4. This task was performed in the same manner as the peG task,
except no gap was present between central fixation and onset of stimulus. As in the
peG task attention,

decision making and response inhibition

is involved, however

the overlap condition

slows reaction times due to the need to disengage attention

from the pre-stimulus

cue and re-engage attention to the stimulus before making a
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Participants

completed

50 trials of this task in each block (approx. 4

minutes).

Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram outlining one trial in the Peripheral Conflict task with Gap
paradigm, displaying the central fixation point (appearing directly in front of the participant), the
200ms delay where no fixation/cue/targets
are present, cue/targets and the appropriate saccade
direction for each cue-target

pair.

Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram outlining one trial in the Peripheral Conflict task with Overlap
paradigm, displaying the central fixation point (appearing directly in front of the participant),
cue/targets and the appropriate saccade direction for each cue-target pair.

3.2.3 Experimental Design and Treatments
Using a balanced and randomised
participants

3x2x2 design (treatment

x time of day x gender),

arrived at lO.OOam (n=l2) or 2.00pm (n=l2) and gave written

consent for their participation.

A schedule of the full experimental

in table 3.1. To familiarise themselves with procedures participants
mood checklist and were asked to complete
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tasks in order to become familiarised

and results were not recorded.

To gain a

baseline measurement

participants

of performance

were then asked to complete a

second mood checklist, and repeat each of the saccadometer

tasks (again, 50 trials

of each) in the same order, and the results were recorded as baseline assessment.
Participants

were then randomly

assigned to one of three treatment

groups in a

between subjects design:
•

Energy drink (ED) condition

(380m I of a commercially

containing 46mg caffeine and 66g carbohydrate
•

Placebo (SW) condition

(380ml

available energy drink

served in the bottle);

Evian still mineral

water2

[Danone,

Ltd)

served in a glass3);
•

No treatment

(NT) condition as a control.

As soon as the drink was finished the participants
mood checklist and the timer was started.
(to allow time for glucose and caffeine
saccadometer

Starting at 10 minutes post-treatment
absorption

from the gut to begin], the

tasks were repeated in the same order as at baseline, followed

mood checklist.
42 minutes

were asked to complete another

This 14-minute

post-treatment,

by a

long task battery was repeated at 26 minutes and

with

the experiment

finishing

at 58 minutes

post-

treatment.

3.2.4 Data Analysis

3.2.4.1 Saccadometer Data
Trials where
stimulus

participants

presentation,

responded

or responded

before
with

100 ms or after
the incorrect

1000 ms following

saccade direction

were

excluded from the analysis. For each 3-4 minute group of 50 trials, median latency

Still mineral water was used as Meikle et al. (2002) concluded that the choice of placebo was not
particularly critical in measuring the cognitive impact of energy drinks. Evidence to the contrary (e.g.
Chambers et al. 2009) was only discovered by this research group after this study had been
concluded.
3 Placebo treatment was served in a glass as at the time this was the only means available, and it has
been noted that perhaps the energy drink should have been delivered in the same manner. It is
therefore possible, however unlikely, that any effects of energy drink treatment could be caused by
the method of delivery.
2
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Mean change in median latency scores (~ latency) between

baseline and each post-treatment measurement were also calculated.
Table 3.1:

Schedule of Experimental Protocol - outlining the order of tasks/breaks over the

Familiarisation
(practice)

Baseline
measurement

Trials where participants responded before 100 ms or after 1000 ms following
stimulus presentation were excluded from the analysis. Accuracy data from the
PCGand

pca tasks only

were analysed, accuracy data in the LATtask was ignored

due to almost 100% accuracy. For each 4 minute group of 50 trials, the percentage
of correct responses was calculated (accuracy). Mean change in percentage correct
responses between baseline and each post treatment measurement were also
calculated (~accuracy).
Trials where participants responded before 100 ms or after 1000 ms following
stimulus presentation, or responded with the incorrect saccade direction were
excluded from the analysis. For each 3-4 minute group of 50 trials, mean duration,
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amplitude

and peak velocity

were calculated.

baseline and each post-treatment
amplitude
Between

Mean change in scores between

measurement

were also calculated (6 duration, 6

and 6 peak velocity).
treatment

effects on group mean of individual

accuracy, mean duration,

latency,

mean

mean peak velocity and mean change in each of these

scores were analysed using GLM Multivariate

16, IBM). Within treatment
measurement

median

ANOVA and post hoc LSD test (SPSS

effects were monitored

using a separate ANOVA where

(e.g. baseline or time of post-treatment

measurement)

was the only

fixed factor. Post hoc Dunnett Tests were used to compare mean median baseline
scores with each post treatment

score.

3.2.4.2 UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist Data
Scores for EA, TA, HT and AF were calculated
appendix 4 using Microsoft
post treatment
Between

mood

treatment

assessment

effects

were

calculated

on mean scores and mean change in scores were

measurement)

were used to compare

in

(6EA, 6TA, 6HT and 6AF).

Within

using a separate ANOVA where measurement

post-treatment

outlined

Excel. Mean change in scores from baseline and each

analysed using ANOVA and post hoc LSD test.
monitored

using the formulae

treatment

effects were

(e.g. baseline or time of

was the only fixed factor, and post hoc Dunnett Tests

mean median baseline scores with

each post treatment

score.

3.2.4.5 Effects of Treatment,

Time of Day, Gender and Habitual Caffeine

Intake
As the experimental

design was balanced across treatment,

these factors

added as fixed factors

were

gender and time of day,

into the GLM Multivariate

Median habitual caffeine intake (HCI) was calculated using the information
by participants,

and participants

ANOVA.
provided

with habitual intakes lower than the median were

classed as having low Hels and participants

with intakes above the median were

classed as having high Hels. Age of participants

was also taken into account, with

the median splitting 'older' and 'younger' participants
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were also included as fixed factors in the ANOVA.
whether ED, SW or NT conditions
inferential

statistics'

experiment,
statistical

The experimental

question of

affect cognition is best answered using 'difference

(such as ANOVA), and as this is the main purpose of the

other factors (age, gender, Hel and TOO) were included in the same

analysis.

Although

regression) to determine
not the principle

associational

statistics could be used (correlation

the effects of continuous

or

variables (age and Hel), this is

aim of the study and these factors were being investigated

monitor any influence they may exert on effects of treatment

to

(Morgan, Leech et al.

2011). It was decided that although these continuous variables could be included in
the analysis as covariates,
influence

of treatments

the main function

on performance,

of the study was to investigate

and including

covariates

the

in the ANOVA

prevents the use of post hoc tests in SPSS. For this reason, the median was used to
split participants

into two groups as described above.

3.3 Results
The results from the 24 participants
the anti-saccade

trials of the

peG

are featured
and

pea

in this section.

The results from

tasks for one participant

have been

removed from the analysis due to such poor accuracy which made it impossible to
analyse the data if included.
saccade trials of the

This participant's

peG and pea

performance

in the LAT task and pro-

tasks were normal, as was the mood data, and

this data was included in the analysiS.

3.3.1 Saccadometer Tasks
3.3.1.2 Effects of Treatment
Latency Task
Table 3.2 outlines the results observed in the Latency Task, showing mean group
baseline scores for saccadic latency, duration,
corresponding

and peak velocity

standard error mean (SEM) measured in the postprandial

Within treatment
differences

amplitude

and

period.

analysis (ANOVA and post hoc Dunnett test) found no significant

between

baseline

measurements
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measurements

in the LAT task.

No between treatment

observed on latency or peak velocity data.
duration

effects of treatment

were

Figure 3.5 shows the mean {). saccade

from baseline in each of the LAT tasks carried out in the postprandial

period, displaying significantly
42-46 minutes

lower mean {). saccade duration

post consumption

than

ANaVA; p=O.OlO, LSD) and SW treatment

observed

with

in the NT group at

ED treatment

(p=0.014,

(p=0.020).

Table 3.2: Results from LAT task. Table presents mean and standard error mean (SEM) values for
latency, accuracy, duration, amplitude and peak velocity data for energy drink (ED), still water
(SW) and no treatment (NT) conditions.
• indicates significant difference from ED and SW
5, ANOVA and
hoc

Latency
(ms)

Duration
(ms)

Amplitude
(deg)

Peak
Velocity
(deg/s)

Table 3.2 shows that saccadic amplitude

was significantly

lower in the NT group

than both ED and SW groups at 26-30 (ANaVA: P=O.013; LSD: ED, p=0.022; SW,
p=0.032) and 42-46 (ANaVA:
post drink consumption.
each postprandial
{).amplitude
indicated

P=0.019; LSD: ED, p=0.044; SW, p=O.OlO) minutes

Figure 3.6 displays the mean {).amplitude

measurement;

from baseline at

ANaVA found significance of treatment

at 26-30 minutes (p=O.025) and 42-46 minutes (p=O.013).

significant

differences

at 26-30 minutes

between

on mean

Post hoc

LSD

ED and NT groups

(p=O.025) and SW and NT groups (p=O.OlO). LSD also found significant differences
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between ED and SW (p=0.008), ED and NT (p=0.032) and SW and NT (p=0.004) at
42-46 minutes.
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Figure 3.S: II Mean Saccadic Duration

in the lAT task for energy drink (ED), still mineral water

(SW) and no treatment

* indicates

(NT) conditions.

significant difference from all other treatments

(p<O.05, ANOVA and lSD).

ANOVA found a borderline
minutes

post consumption

significant effect of treatment
(p=0.067).

on peak velocity at 42-46

Figure 3.7 shows that

change in peak

saccadic velocity

increased in the SW group and decreased in the other groups at

this point, with

post hoc LSD finding significant differences between SW and ED

conditions

(p=0.019), and SW and NT conditions
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(p=0.015).
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The results from the LAT task do not appear to show an influence of treatment

on

measures of alertness, as no impact was observed on latency. The impacts of the
treatments
interpret,

on saccadic amplitude,

duration

though they may be related.

and peak velocity

Saccade amplitude
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accuracy with regards to the peripheral target (the light that the participant is
required to make a saccade towards), and as saccade amplitude significantly
increased with SW treatment (saccades overshot the peripheral target), and tended
to decrease with NT (participants saccades did not reach the peripheral target),
duration and velocity of those saccadesmay be affected. It is possible though, that
poor calibration prior to the start of group of trials could have led to type I error, as
this would affect amplitude readings significantly.

Peripheral Conflict with Gap Task
Results for prosaccade trials and antisaccade trials are presented separately due to
the different mechanisms involved in each trial type.
Prosaccade Trials
Table 3.3 outlines the results from the prosaccade trials of the peG task, showing
mean saccadic latency, accuracy, duration, amplitude and peak velocity at baseline
and corresponding SEM values at baseline and each post treatment measurement.
Table 3.3 shows a tendency for reduced latency in the EDand SW groups compared
with NT, however ANOVA found no significant between treatment

effects on

latency. ANOVA did find significant effect of treatment on mean fllatency at 30-34
minutes (p=0.017), with figure 3.8 showing mean fllatency to be significantly lower
with ED and SW treatments compared with NT (ED vs NT p=0.005; SW vs NT
p=0.008, LSD).
As observed in Table 3.3, saccadic duration was longer at 14-18 minutes (p=0.011,
ANOVA), 30-34 minutes (p=0.005) and 46-50 minutes (p=O.013) post treatment in
the SW group than both other groups (14-18 minutes: SW vs ED,p=O.Ol1, SW vs NT,
p=0.008; 26-30 minutes: SW vs ED, p=0.005, SW vs NT, p=O.003;46-50 minutes: SW
vs EO,p=0.011, SW vs NT, p=0.006). Figure 3.9 displays mean fl duration, with SW
treatment

significantly increasing duration at 30-34 minutes post consumption

compared with NT (ANOVA p=0.020, LSDp=0.026) and at 46-50 minutes compared
with both ED(ANOVA p=0.003, LSDp=0.017) and NT (p=0.002).
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Table 3.3: Results from prosaccade trials of the PCGtask. Table presents mean and standard error
mean (SEM) values for latency, accuracy, duration, amplitude and peak velocity data for energy
drink (ED), still water (SW) and no treatment (NT) conditions. * indicates significantly different
from ED and NT conditions (p<O.OS, ANOVA and lSD). ** indicates significantly different from SW
ANOVA and

latency
(ms)

Accuracy(%

---------+--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+~~~~~~~--~

correct)

Duration
(ms)

Amplitude
(degrees)

Peak
Velocity
(deg/s)

Treatment had no significant effects on accuracy, amplitude or peak velocity of
saccadesin prosaccade trials of the peG task.
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Figure 3.8:
water

post consumption)

fl Mean Saccadic Latency in peG prosaccade

(SW) and no treatment

conditions

(minutes

(NT) conditions.

*

trials for energy drink

indicates

significant

(ED), still mineral
from

ED and SW

(p<O.05, post hoc LSD).

In reaction time tasks with a decision making element,
often

difference

a trade

Wickelgren

off

where

when

one improves,

the

1977). In this task ED and SW consumption

latency and accuracy are
other

suffers

(Hick 1952;

have improved latency with

no negative effect on accuracy (in fact ED tended to improve accuracy, though this
effect

was not significant),

measures of attention.
discussed

above

suggesting

a significant

effect

of the treatment

on

This could be caused by a direct influence of mechanisms

(section

1.2.1.1.5)

on

attention,

though

antisaccade trials must be considered before making any claims.
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Figure 3.9:
water

fl Mean Saccadic Duration

(SW) and no treatment

(p<0.05, post hoc LSD).

**

in peG prosaccade

(NT) conditions.

indicates

significant

* indicates
difference

trials for energy drink (ED), still mineral
significant

difference

from SW condition

from SW and NT conditions

(p<0.05, post

hoc LSD).

Antisaccade Trials
Table 3.4 outlines the results from the antisaccade trials of the peG task, showing
mean

saccadic

corresponding

latency,

accuracy,

duration,

SEM values at baseline

amplitude

and peak velocity

and each post-treatment

and

measurement.

Table 3.4 appears to show a trend for decreased latency with ED consumption

post-

treatment

reach

significance.

compared

with

baseline,

however

ANOVA

found

borderline

significant

latency at 46-50 minutes post consumption
the SW group had borderline

significantly

(p=0.052, LSD).
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these

changes

failed

effect of treatment

to
on

{j

mean

(p=0.64, and as is shown in figure 3.10
higher

{j

latency than the EO group
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Table 3.4:
error

Results from

antisaccade

trials

mean (SEM) values for latency,

energy

drink

different

(ED), still water

\~2~

'~': _:_"

.

:',

•a: : .

ED

Latency
(ms)

Accuracy (%

Duration
(ms)

Amplitude
(degrees)

Peak Velocity

(deg/s)

duration,

(p<0.05

,ANOVA

_:'

~:.,~,:
il

. .

7 f'

Table presents

mean and standard

amplitude

and peak velocity

(NT) conditions.

* indicates

and LSD).
•• ali f):I:{~.

..Ii.~?:;.::Z''.io:.:
.~l'I.

~<;,.!"

data for

significantly

iJ.'i1~ '~.[ijl
"7

'll}.'tt ..' •. "

K?:j€ffi ~~

.'

Mean

SEM

Mean

SEM

Mean

SEM

Mean

SEM

320.13

21.73

294.06

12.13

289.50

33.03

289.38

26.18

21.85

369.07

17.67

SW

358.43

23.38

359.00

20.71

382.07

NT

352.56

25.63

349.00

27.22

350.75

19.66

337.38

29.85

ED

72.76

5.92

63.47

9.47

55.40*

12.02

65.20*

11.53

80.97

6.85

82.09

6.60

82.59

9.74

81.28

11.31

3.98

80.77

6.34

7.44

66.11

6.37

SW

correct)

of the PCG task.

accuracy,

(SW) and no treatment

from SW and NT conditions
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NT

88.20

2.29

82.19

4.71

80.25

ED

66.88

6.26

65.21

7.35

61.26

SW

64.53

3.73

61.67

4.63

64.71

4.23

64.36

5.99

NT

62.98

4.60

64.40

8.90

75.34

12.00

64.68

8.96

ED

12.95

1.97

12.71

2.15

11.82

1.84

12.63

2.14

SW

11.14

1.02

10.53

0.97

11.08

0.78

10.46

0.96

NT

12.94

1.64

12.20

1.50

14.00

2.79

12.78

2.10

ED

414.75

38.42

421.35

45.55

398.50

52.02

403.40

39.28

SW

387.03

34.30

384.41

33.87

372.05

25.88

360.57

33.42

NT

441.50

32.31

421.48

38.27

454.70

46.07

432.44

37.24
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(p<0.05, ANOVA and LSD).
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ANOVA found significant

between treatment

effects on accuracy at 30-34 minutes

(p=0.031) and 46-50 minutes (p<O.OOl). As displayed in table 3.4, ED consumption
significantly

reduced mean accuracy compared

LSD) and the NT group (p=0.024,
effect of treatment
shows a tendency

with both the SW group (p=0.021,

LSD) at 30-34 minutes.

Though no significant

was observed on t::. mean accuracy at 30-34 minutes, Figure 3.11
for ED treatment

to reduce accuracy,

14 j,8

30-34

particularly

at 30-34

minutes.
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water
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(SW) and no treatment

(minutes

post consumption)

in peG task antisaccade

trials

for energy

drink

(ED), still mineral

(NT) conditions.

Comparing these results with those observed in the prosaccade trials, ED treatment
has had tended

to reduce

reaction

times,

significantly

so in prosaccade trials,

however ED has not affected accuracy in prosaccade trials but decreased accuracy
in antisaccade

trials.

This suggests that

despite

an apparent

improvement

in

alertness as shown by the tendency for reduced reaction times with ED, accuracy is
being negatively affected in antisaccade trials. This could be caused by an increased
likelihood
irrespective

to

generate

a saccade

of the information

in the

provided

direction

of the

by the cue (poorer

peripheral

target

response inhibition).

This could indicate either an increase in arousal that leads to increased latency with
the cost being poorer information
an inhibition

processing as a result of less processing time or

of top down (goal-orientated)

control of attention
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inhibit

saccade generation

towards

newly

presented

peripheral

targets

in

antisaccade trials.

Peripheral Conflict with Overlap Task

Prosaccade Trials
Table 3.5 outlines the results from the prosaccade trials of the

pee task, showing

mean saccadic latency, accuracy, duration, amplitude and peak velocity and
corresponding SEM values at baseline and each post-treatment

measurement.

Treatment had very little effect on any of the outcome measures. A tendency for
reduced latency following EDtreatment was observed, however this failed to reach
significance.
Table 3.5: Results from prosaccade trials of the pea task. Table presents mean and standard error
mean (SEM) values for latency, accuracy, duration, amplitude and peak velocity data for energy
drink (ED), still water (SW) and no treatment (NT) conditions. * indicates significantly different
from ED and NT conditions (p<O.Os, ANOVA and LSD). ** indicates significantly different from all
.05, ANOVA and LSD).

Latency
(ms)

Accuracy
(%
correct)

Duration
(ms)

Amplitude -___;:.=....--I-...::..:..:....:..:-+-=.:.=...:...-+__:;.:..:.:.,;:_+-..::..;_;,;:_+-::..:.::.:.._-4.......::::..:::.::.......jI---=::.:..:::.:::...._+-::.:..:..~
(degrees)

Peak
Velocity
(deg/s)
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Table 3.5 shows that at 18-22 minutes post consumption
effect of treatment
duration

on saccade duration

in the SW group

(p=O.020) groups.

significantly

(p=O.028), with
longer than

ANOVA also found a significant

amplitude

at 34-38 minutes

post consumption

treatment

conditions to be significantly

ANOVA found significant

post hoc LSD finding that

the

ED (p=O.033) and NT

effect of treatment
(p=O.OOl).

different

on saccadic

LSD found

all three

(as shown in table 3.5: ED vs SW,

p=O.OOl; ED vs NT, p<O.OOl; SW vs NT, p=O.002).

Antisaccade Trials
Table 3.6 outlines the results from the antisaccade trials of the
mean

saccadic

corresponding

latency,

accuracy,

duration,

SEM values at baseline

ANOVA found no between treatment

amplitude

peo

and peak velocity

and each post-treatment

effects on any ofthe

task, showing
and

measurement.

outcome measures.

Table 3.6: Results from antisaccade trials of the peo task. Table presents mean and standard error
mean (SEMI values for latency, accuracy, duration, amplitude and peak velocity data for energy
drink
still water
and no treatment
conditions.

Latency
(ms)

Accuracy
(% correct)

Duration
(rns)

Amplitude
(degrees)

Peak
Velocity
(deg/s)
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It is clear from the pea task results that the removal of the 200 ms gap (from the

peG task) has a significant impact on the attentional effects of ED consumption.
These results suggest that perhaps ED consumption affects processes involved in
the peG task but not the pea task where there is a greater inhibition of the reengagement of attention to the new cue. Although, as the peG and pea tasks were
performed separately, order effects could have influenced performance. looking at
the latency scores for each treatment at 42-54 minutes post consumption, it is clear
learning did not improve performance as the experimental session continued;
however glucose levels might have peaked during at 30-34 minutes postconsumption, only affecting performance in the peG task at this time. The observed
effects may in fact be caused by the slower response times observed in the pea
task allowing greater time to process the information conveyed by the stimulus and
therefore reducing any negative impact of the drinks on antisaccade trials.
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3.3.1.3 Effects of Time of Day
Peripheral Conflict with Gap Task
Prosaccade Trials
Time of day (TOO) significantly impacted on mean accuracy at baseline (p=0.015),
participants completing the task in the morning had significantly greater response
accuracy than those in the afternoon, as is displayed in figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: TOO effects on mean accuracy at baseline in prosaccade trials of the PCG task. *
indicates significant difference between morning and afternoon groups at time of measurement
(P<O.05for ANOVA and post hoc LSD).

Antisaccade

Trials

Figure 3.13 shows mean accuracy for the morning and afternoon groups at baseline
and all three post-treatment

assessments, illustrating that accuracy was significantly

higher for those who participated in the morning than those who participated in the
afternoon at 30-34 minutes (p=O.031) and at 46-50 minutes (p<O.OOl).
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Figure 3.13: TOO effects on mean accuracy in antisaccade trials of the peG task. * indicates
significant difference between morning and afternoon groups at time of measurement (P<O.OS for
ANOVA and post hoc lSO).

It appears there may have been interactive

effects of treatment

and TaD on !J. mean

accuracy. Figure 3.14A shows the !J. mean accuracy from baseline at post-treatment
assessments and figure 3.14B shows the
consumption
group.

I::!.

for the morning and afternoon

mean accuracy at 30-34 minutes

groups according to their treatment

Figure 3.14A shows that !J. mean accuracy tended

afternoon

group

at 30-34

difference

was observed

minutes
(p=0.138).

decreased in accuracy following

post

consumption,

Figure

ED consumption

those who arrived in the morning.
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Figure 3.14: L1Mean Accuracy in PCGtask antisaccade trials for TOO. ; B. Change in mean latency
at 30-34 minutes post consumption showing values for energy drink (EO), still mineral water (SW)
and no treatment (NT) conditions with values for morning (blue) and afternoon (red) displayed. *
indicates borderline significant differences between groups (p=0.052, ANOVA).

Peripheral

Conflict with Overlap Task

Antisaccade Trials
Figure 3.15 shows mean accuracy in the PCO task for the morning and afternoon
groups at baseline and each post-treatment
be higher in those who participated
the afternoon,

with this tendency

effects

afternoons

(p=0.040, ANOVA).

These interactions

affected

where the main effects of ED consumption

ED consumption

appears

to

in

reaching significance at 36-40 minutes (p=0.028)

allude to time of day effects interacting

of ED consumption.

significantly,

Mean accuracy tended to

in the morning than those who participated

and at 50-54 minutes post consumption
The results presented

assessment.

decrease

accuracy

but perhaps not in the morning.
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Figure 3.15: TOO effects on mean accuracy in antisaccade trials of the peo task. * indicates
significant difference between morning and afternoon groups at time of measurement (P<O.OS for
ANOVA and post hoc LSD).

3.3.2 UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist
Table 3.7 shows mean mood scores for energetic arousal, tense arousal, hedonic
tone

and

ager/frustration

and

SEM values

assessment and each post treatment

assessment.

for

each

treatment

Within treatment

no significant effects between baseline and any post treatment

at

baseline

ANOVAs found

measurements.

3.3.2.1 Energetic Arousal
No significant effects of treatment,

time of day or gender were found by ANOVA on

measures of EA.

3.3.2.2 Tense Arousal
There were no significant effects observed on TA score for treatment,

time of day,

or gender.

3.3.2.3 Hedonic Tone
There were no significant

effects observed on HT score for treatment,

or gender.
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Table 3.7:
(SEM)

UWIST Mood Questionnaire

values

for

Energetic

Arousal

results.
(EA),

Table presents
Tense

Arousal

mean and standard
(TA),

Hedonic

Tone

error mean
(HT)

and

Anger

EA

TA

HT

AF

ANOVA found significant effect of treatment
minutes (p=O.010), following

consumption

on mean ~HT score from baseline at 0
(see figure 3.16).

found no significant differences between treatment

However post hoc LSD

conditions.
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Figure 3.16: tJ. Mean HT score for energy drink (EO), still mineral water (SW) and no treatment
conditions.
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3.3.2.4 Anger /Frustrat;on
found significant effects of treatment

ANOVA

following

consumption

f).

mean AF score at 0 minutes

However Post hoc LSD found

(p=O.OlO).

differences between treatments.

on

no significant

There appears to be a trend for increased AF

scores at 22, 38 and 54 minutes post treatment,

however ANOVA

failed to find

significance of treatment.
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Figure 3.17: tJ. Mean AF score for energy drink (ED), still mineral water (SW) and no treatment (NT)
conditions. * indicates significant difference from all other treatments at that time point (P<O.OS,
ANOVA and post hoc LSD).

3.4 Discussion
The main aims of this study were as follows:
•

Measure the postprandial

impact of drinks on cognitive performance

and

mood, in order to confirm effects of energy drinks observed in the literature
using our own methodology.
•

Determine

at what time

following

ED consumption

potential

cognitive

effects are likely to be strongest.
•

Investigate any potential

interactive

effects of time of day or gender on

cognitive effects of energy drink consumption.
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of saccadometer and mood questionnaire to

in cognitive ability that

may be inferred by

postprandial (and possibly sensory) impact of EOs.
It was hypothesised that energy drinks could influence cognitive task performance

and subjective mood through the modulation of neurotransmitter systems in the
brain.

Whilst the results of this study cannot establish the specific mechanism

behind the action of EO treatment, the effects on task performance (in the peG
task) are relatively clear.
The most interesting result is the influence the energy drink had on the peripheral
conflict task with the gap paradigm, but not in the overlap condition. This leads to a
possible influence of the drink on the 'gap effect', a phenomenon whereby saccadic
latencies are speeded by the removal of the fixation point for a period prior to
stimulus presentation, and a decrease in accuracy is also observed (Saslow 1967).
One theory for the mechanism of this effect is that removal of a fixation point
allows attentional disengagement (Fischer and Breitmeyer 1987; Fischer and Weber
1993), that is to allow attention to shift from one point to another, attention must
be disengaged from the first target before it can shift to a peripheral target.
Another hypothesis is the competitive inhibition of two neural systems in the
superior colliculus, one responsible for making fixations, and another for initiating
saccades. When the eye is already fixating it is more difficult to initiate a saccade
when there is no gap due to the inhibition of the neural system responsible for
saccadesby that responsible for fixation (Reuter-lorenz, Hughes et al. 1991). With
either hypothesis, the EO has only influenced task performance when the fixation
point was unable to inhibit the onset of the reaction due to the presence of a gap,
suggesting that either only neural systems responsible for initiating saccades are
affected, or EOscan only improve visual perception when the attention has been
disengaged. The influence of the drink on accuracy also supports that disinhibition
of cells responsible for initiating eye-movements had an impact: the decrease in
accuracy in anti-saccade trials may be caused by the decrease in RT (or by the
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preventing

sufficient

processing

of

the

contained within the cue, resulting in directing a saccade at the newly
peripheral

inhibition

cue, irrelevant
in the

shift

of central cue colour.

of attention

In order to determine

or inhibition

of neural

pathways

responsible for starting saccades is responsible for these effects, perhaps a manual
(Le. finger pressing) version of the task could be used. A significant beneficial effect
on a manual choice reaction

time task with ED consumption

would

indicate the

former, and no effect would suggest the latter.
The strongest effects of ED consumption
backing up findings

in the literature

occurred 30-50 minutes post consumption,
of ED consumption

on visual information

processing (Kennedy and Scholey 2004), simple reaction time (Horne and Reyner
2001; Smit, Cotton et al. 2004) and driving performance
The effects of treatment
Change in amplitude

on saccadic amplitude

in the LAT task are interesting.

increased in the SW group and decreased in the NT group at

42-46 minutes post consumption
increase in amplitude
saccades that

(Horne and Reyner 2001).

resulted

whilst remaining close to zero in the ED group. An

suggests that
in fixations

participants
past the

in the SW group were making
point

of peripheral

target,

and

conversely the NT group were making saccades that did not reach the peripheral
target.

This could signify that fatigue played a role as this was the simplest task at

42-46 minutes post treatment
familiarisation

(the fifth time the task had been completed

trials, over an hour after the experimental

including

procedures had begun).

It

should be noted that at baseline amplitude for the SW group was as low as 9.26 deg
(peripheral

targets were presented

at 10 deg) and as high as 11.20 deg in the NT

group, so these effects may not necessarily be caused by fatigue.
observed post treatment
carried

out where

could be a result of facilitation,

experimental

data was recorded

The possible interactive
interesting.

effect of treatment

as this was the first task

(though

latencies don't appear to have been affected by a facilitation

In fact, the effects

this is unlikely

as

effect).

and time of day on accuracy was a very

If accurate this agrees with research by Horne and Reyner, who suggest
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that for the effectiveness of stimulants to be assessed measurements should take
place when arousal is at its lowest (Horne and Reyner 1996; Reyner and Horne
2000). That is, at the circadian nadir and mid-afternoon drop (....
0600 and 1600
hours respectively; Horne and Reyner 1995). These first two studies investigated
the impact caffeine has on counteracting sleepiness in driving tasks, however other
studies

have

been

able

to

demonstrate

beneficial

effects

of

caffeine

supplementation during the mid-morning (....
0900-1000), when arousal is generally
at its peak, on reaction time (Smit and Rogers2000; Brice and Smith 2002), vigilance
(Lieberman, Wurtman et al. 1987; Temple, Warm et al. 2000), attention (Warburton
1995), visual information

processing and mood (Smit and Rogers 2000).

The

present study suggests that the beneficial cognitive effects of EDs are limited to
afternoons, however these time of day effects may be task specific and further
research is necessary.
There appeared to be a small but insignificant increase in energetic arousal in the
first two measurements following ED consumption.

The lack of significant effect

observed on EA following ED treatment was unexpected, as findings by Smit and
Rogers (2002) and Smit, Cotton et al. (Smit, Cotton et al. 2004) found significant
impact of ED treatments, increasing energetic arousal from around 30 minutes
following consumption up 100 minutes.
mood questionnaires:

These studies however, used different

a 12-item unipolar visual analogue scales questionnaire

based on the Profile of Mood States (PoMS) and an unnamed questionnaire that
used a 9-point scale with adjectives presented in a random order respectively. The
second of these studies found that hedonic tone reduced over time following
placebo energy drink and water consumption, an effect that was attenuated with
functional EDtreatment. Perhaps if power was increased by increasing the number
of participants, the present study may have observed significant effects on
energetic

arousal.

anger/frustration

The results

presented

in this

scores tended to increase following

study

show that

treatment

the

in the no

treatment condition. Though not significant, this trend could be attributed to the
fact that participants were not blind to the treatment they were receiving. Having
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volunteered for a study into 'the effects of energy drinks' and subsequently been
told they were receiving no energy drink, these participants' AF score may have
been affected. This type of effect has been observed before, Mikalsen, Bertelsen et
al. (2001) explained that participants told they were receiving a caffeinated drink,
irrespective of what drink was actually administered a decrease in subjective
'calmness' was observed.
Of the three saccadometer tasks used, it appears that only one was sensitive to the
postprandial rise in glucose and caffeine levels associated with ED consumption.
With regards to the LATtask, it is perhaps too simple and ceiling effects preventing
improvement in performance may have contributed to the lack of effect. Another
explanation could be that, with more difficult tasks there is sometimes a decrease in
performance over time associated with control/placebo treatments which can be
attenuated (temporarily) with ED consumption (Kennedy and Scholey 2004). The
differing effects observed in the PCG and PCOtasks have been explained above,
however a direct post hoc comparison of performance in the two tasks may not be
appropriate as tasks were always completed in the same order, with changes that
may be related to the postprandial effects of treatment possibly occurring. In order
to directly compare performance in gap and overlap trials during the postprandial
period, a task that runs both trial types either in series or at random would allow
calculation of the 'gap effect', the difference in reaction time for gap and overlap
trials.
With the choice of placebos used in this task, it was impossible for participants to
be blind to the treatment they received and as alluded to above, with the mood
questionnaire being subjective there was always the chance that expectancy effects
would impact on results. With no rise in energetic arousal following EDtreatment,
it is unlikely that an expectancy effect has had any influence. In order to prevent
expectancy from affecting any results of future studies, it would be wise to use a
'sensory-matched' placebo energy drink in addition to still mineral water and no
treatment.

In addition to this, presenting the treatments in a balanced crossover
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design, rather than the between subjects design used in this study, would add to
the power of the experiment.
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4:

Chapter 4

THE INFLUENCE OF SENSORY AND POSTPRANDIAL

OF ENERGY DRINKS ON ATTENTION

PROPERTIES

IN HUMANS

4.1 Introduction
This study aimed to investigate the influence that the sensory qualities of EOscan
impart on cognitive performance, and compare these effects with those observed
postprandially. It is difficult to predict what task types chemosensory perception of
an ED might influence,
chemosensory perception

however it would

be logical to

hypothesise that

might be similar to that observed postprandially,

particularly if reward value and energy content were to drive such an effect. The
study outlined in chapter 3 discovered that ED treatment could reduce saccadic
latencies in the postprandial period when a gap was present prior to the stimulus
appearing; however it was unclear whether this was caused by greater ability to reengage attention to the stimulus or an improvement in ability of neural pathways to
begin saccades. If the former is true, reaction times in a manual choice reaction
time task (CRTT)with gap/overlap paradigm will be affected by the EDtreatment.
As it appears that EDtreatment may affect ability to re-engage attention following
the removal of a cue, it may be that the attentional blink phenomenon is affected
too. The attentional blink (described in Raymond, Shapiro et al. 1992) describes the
lowered ability to detect a second target stimulus presented soon after a first target
stimulus.

The mechanism of this phenomenon is explained by Sperling and

Weichselgartner (1990), stating that attention acts as a gate that opens once the
first target is presented.

This allows information regarding the stimuli to enter

working memory, however the rapid presentation of stimuli overflows working
memory, resulting in the closing of the 'attentional gate' and inability to detect
stimuli in a given period following presentation of the first target. If as predicted by
the previous study, EDtreatment could theoretically allow participants to reengage
attention faster, shortening the period of the attentional blink, a change in the
ability to detect the second target should be observed.
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4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Participants
Fifteen

(nine female,

informed

six male; mean age 23.5 years, 50 3.6) volunteers

consent to participate

in this study.

smokers or suffered from any condition
were excluded from the study.
sessions (one familiarisation
each experimental

Those who were pregnant,

gave

diabetic,

that could affect their ability to take part

Participants

were asked to attend five 1.5 hour

session and four experimental

session at approximately

sessions), arriving for

lOam - having been asked to eat a

small breakfast before 8am, not to eat or drink anything (except water) for the two
hours before arriving for the test session, and to abstain from caffeine consumption
on the day of each session.
habitual

Participants

intake of caffeinated

calculated

using figures

were required

products

to estimate their weekly

and average daily caffeine

given by the Food Standards Agency (2008).

example of the 'case report form' containing

information

forms,

experimenter

screening

questions

appendix 4 (required

and space for

by GlaxoSmithKline).

were given a monetary

intakes were

by the University of Nottingham

for participants,
notes

Those who completed

reward for their participation.

A blank
consent

is included

in

all five sessions

Ethical approval was granted

School of Psychology Ethics Committee.

4.2.2 Samples
In order to investigate
four experimental
(one active,
mineral

both sensory and postprandial

water

were used (see table 4.1), two non-carbonated

treatments

one placebo)
with

treatments" and two control

orange colouring
placebo treatment

(Dr Oetker

artificially

sweetened

treatment

was used as a means of delivering

sweet without

activating

was used as a control
treatment

impact of the ED and placebo,

activated

was used as a somatosensory

(Evian still

Ltd.) and no treatment).

An

designed to taste 'similar' to the active ED
a tastant that would be perceived as

the proposed oral nutrient
that

treatments

ED

receptors;

somatosensory

neural

still mineral water
pathways

and no

control.

Full composition of the energy drink treatments cannot be included in the thesis due to a
confidentiality agreement between the lead experimenter and GlaxoSmithKline.

4
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In each of the four experimental sessions, one treatment was administered, with
the four sessions being delivered in a randomised and balanced design (MacFie,
Bratchell et al. 1989). EOand P treatments were created by the lead experimenter
using ingredients supplied by GlaxoSmithKline and administered in a double-blind
method in unbranded packaging.

4.2.2.1 Sensory Analysis of Energy Drink Samples
The two energy drink treatments were intended to be 'taste-matched' and not be
perceived as different by participants. To determine whether test drinks were truly
'taste-matched', sensory analysis was carried out on the samples in the form of
similarity testing using a triangle test, adhering to the guidelines set out in the
British Standard for the sensory analysis technique, the triangle test (British
Standards Institution 2007) in the Sensory Science Centre at the University of
Nottingham. The FizzAcquisition programme was used to design and run the tests
using a randomised double-blind design.
To obtain protection from falsely concluding that the samples are similar, ~=0.05
was accepted, with the maximum allowable proportion of discriminators identified
as Pd =20%. However with a=O.2, 86 assessorswould be required (using table A.3 in
the British Standard), so a compromise of a=0.2, 6=0.01 and Pd=30% was accepted,
requiring 64 assessors (using table A.3 in the British Standard). 66 assessors (staff
and students at the University of Nottingham) were recruited for the study.
Assessorseach completed one triangle test, where three 20ml samples (two of one
sample, one of the other) were presented in 30 ml plastic pots each identified by a
three digit code. Assessorswere asked to taste each sample in the order presented
and to identify the odd sample. The presentation order of the samples in each test
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was randomised using a Latin-square design, with six possible presentation orders.
Still water and crackers were provided for panellists to cleanse their palates
between each sample.

4.2.3 Tasks
Results from chapter 3 suggested that a commercially available ED would improve
reaction time in a choice reaction time task when a 200 ms gap was present
between a pre-stimulus cue and presentation of the stimulus, but not when the gap
was absent. For this reason a choice reaction time task ((Rn)

including a gap

condition with a high difficulty level that would prevent a ceiling effect and
potentially be sensitive to effects of glucose postprandially (glucose appears to
influence cognitive performance when task difficulty is high (Donohoe and Benton
1999; Messier 2004)) was chosen. A no-gap (overlap) condition was also included
as a comparison.

Reaction time and accuracy in RT tasks does not give the full

picture as to how improvements in performance have occurred; a task that includes
signal detection

allows us to

determine

whether

improved

reaction time

performance is caused by greater responsivity (Le. without necessarily processing
the information fully) or though greater/faster ability to discriminate and process
information.

For this reason a visual information

processing task where a

phenomenon known as the attentional blink is observed was also used (Raymond,
Shapiro et al. 1992).
Participants were asked to complete two computer based tasks (a choice reaction
time task and an attentional blink task, both written using the E-prime programme)
lasting approximately 20 minutes in total, three times each session.

4.2.3.1 Choice Reaction Time task
Eachtrial began with the presentation of a black fixation cross on a gray background
for a duration of 800 ms prior to the presentation of the stimulus. In one half of
trials, the stimulus appeared as soon as the fixation point disappeared (overlap
condition, figure 4.1), and in the other half a 200ms gap was present (gap condition,
figure 4.2). There were four possible stimuli that could be presented: a blue square,
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a blue circle, a yellow square or a yellow circle, presented for a duration of 150 ms.
The participant

was to respond as quickly as possible by pressing the left button on

the response pad (displayed in figure 4.3) using their left index finger when either a
blue square or yellow circle was presented,

and by pressing the right button with

their right index finger when either a yellow square or blue circle were presented.
The interval between trials was 1050 ms following
overlap trials).
background.

The fixation-cross

and stimuli were all presented

in front of a grey

The task was made up of 128 trials lasting approximately

total, with the opportunity
Reaction time

7 minutes in

for a break after 64 trials.

(in milliseconds)

and response

recorded for each trial. At the completion
recorded:

gap trials and 1250 ms following

(left or right

button

press) were

of the 128 trials there were 6 parameters

median reaction time (RT) and mean accuracy (ACC; [n correct responses

/ n total trials

* 100]) gap trials, RT and ACC for overlap trials, and scores for the

impact of gap presence were calculated

by taking the RT and ACC scores in gap

trials from the RT and ACC scores obtained in overlap trials.

Fixation cross (800 ms)

Stimuli
(150 ms)

Correct
Response

Left

Left

Figure 4.1: Choice reaction time overlap condition trial procedure.
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Fixation cross (800 ms)

Gap (200 ms)

Stimuli
(150 ms)

Correct
Response

Right

Left

Left

Figure 4.2: Choice reaction time task gap condition

Right

trial procedure.

4.2.3.2 Attentional Blink Task (ABT)
The attentional
two different

blink task is a type of rapid serial visual presentation task, where
salient target stimuli are presented within close proximity to each

other within a series of non-target stimuli, first described by (Raymond et al. (1992).
In the variation used in this study (figure 4.4), each trial began with the participant
being asked to press the space bar to continue

(allowing

a break whenever

necessary), and consisted of rapid presentation of a 16 letter sequence, with one
white letter appearing between positions 3-8. All of the other letters were black,
and a grey background was used for the entire task.

In 50% of trials, the letter X

was presented within the eight letters following the white letter. At the end of each
trial, the participant

was asked two questions, 'What was the white letter?' and

'Was the letter X presented?'.

The task consisted of 96 trials (12 trials for each

possible position of the white letter, with eight of each having the letter X present)
and lasted roughly 13 minutes.
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16.1
Button Dimensions:
2.5

by

1.B

9.5 i

em

1 by 0.7 in.

o
24.1 cm
9.5

Figure 4.3:

in.

Cedrus RB-830 Response Pad - used to collect

responses

in Choice RT task (Cedrus

2009).

Accuracy in response to each question (number of correct responses / total number
of trials

* 100) was calculated.

Response to question

2 (Was the

letter

X

presented?) was also assessed using a signal detection analysis. The number of hits,
misses, correct rejections
Based on the proportions
stimulus, d'

and false alarms were calculated

(explained in table 4.1).

of these responses, an estimate

(Z(hit rate) - Z(false alarm rate))

of sensitivity

was calculated for each participant.
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.A

,
Target

,

,,

Probe

,
,
fixation

spot

2-7
pre-target Item s

B

target

8 -13 po,a..target Item$
lime ----~)

Figure 4.4: Panel A illustrates the presentation of stimuli during the attentional blink task.
Embedded in the 16-letter series is a white letter, occurring between positions 3 and 8 in the
series. The letter X was presented within 8 letters following the white letter in the series in 50%of
trials. Panel B illustrates the stimulus presentation over time. Figure adapted from Raymond et
al. (1992).
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.

Table 4 2'. Explanation of the categorisation of responses in signal detection tasks.

Response

Stimulus

'Present'

'Absent'

Present

Hit

Miss

Absent

False Alarm

Correct Rejection

4.2.4 Experimental Design
Table 4.3 outlines the schedule of the experimental
their familiarisation

session, participants

and consent form to complete.
received information

procedure.

were given an information

Participants

sheet to read

were sat at a computer

where they

about how to complete the tasks and completed

the eRTT and 15 trials of the ABT to re-familiarise
(approximately

After arrival for

themselves

10 minutes in total) before measurement

with

20 trials of
the tasks

of baseline performance

(20 minutes).
Table 4 3' Schedule of experimental procedure.

.

.....

'lllTF.Hl • m

~

~
Participant arrives, reads information sheet and
signs consent form.

-10.00
10.00
10.05
10.10
10.17
10.30
10.37
10.50
10.50
11.10
11.17
11.30

Familiarisation
Baseline
Sensory
Break
Postprandial

Choice
Attentional
Choice
Attentional
Choice
Attentional

RT task
Blink task.
RT task
Blink task
RT task
Blink task

1
5
5
7
13
7
13

Participant receives drink
Break
Choice RT task
Attentional Blink Task
End

20
7
13
911tota1}

For all trials, even those where no test samples were delivered to the mouthpiece,
participants

were required to hold the mouthpiece

with the pump active (although

from the pump in their mouths,

not connected to the mouthpiece,

sounds that were made by the pump during the measurement
were present for all trials).
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In the sensory trials (figure 4.S shows an illustration of the participant sat at the
computer during the sensory trials), 80ml of the test drink was be delivered to
participants' mouths in regular O.5ml doses (in the CRTT64 x O.Sml doses were
delivered every other trial starting with the first trial, and in the ABT 96 x O.Sml
doses delivered each trial during stimulus presentation) for the duration of the 20
minute test. The test drink was kept within sight of the participant while the tasks
were being performed, and a cardboard screen was placed between the participant
and the pump to prevent the participant from being distracted by the pump. The
test drinks were delivered using an Autodude

Programmable Easy Tube Load

Peristaltic Pump (Verder Ltd.) with Verderprene tubing (1.6mm bore x 1.6mm wall;
food grade quality; Verder Ltd.) and two 800mm Narrow Bore Extension Sets
(Portex) which were placed on either end of the Verderprene tubing with one used
as a sterile mouthpiece and the other placed in the test drink bottle.

In the

familiarisation session, still mineral water was delivered through the pump during
the sensory trials to allow the participant to become accustomed to performing the
tasks whilst consuming a test drink.
300mI of the test drink was given to the participant after completion of the sensory
trials (therefore a total of 380ml was administered, the volume of a standard bottle
of Lucozade Energy Original), and given a 20 minute break before repeating the two
tasks a final time, as measurement of the postprandial impact of the drink.
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Signal to start dose delivery once
each mi nute during task performance
Monitor

Pump

Sample
Drink

Participant
Figure4.5: Illustration of experimental booth and equipment.

4.2.5 Data Analysis
4.2.5.1 CRTT

Trials where participants responded before 100 ms or after 1000 ms following
stimulus presentation, or responded incorrectly were excluded from the analysis.
Eachtime the task was performed, median reaction time (RT)was calculated. Mean
change in median RT scores (6 RT) between baseline and each post-treatment
measurement were also calculated.
Each time the task was performed, the percentage of correct responses was
calculated (accuracy or ACq.

Mean change in percentage correct responses

between baseline and each post treatment measurement were also calculated
(6accuracy or 6ACq.
Between treatment effects on group mean of individual median RT, mean accuracy,
mean 6RT and mean 6accuracy were analysed using ANOVA and post hoc LSDtest.
Within

treatment

effects were monitored

using a separate ANOVA where

measurement (e.g. baseline or time of post-treatment measurement) was the only
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fixed factor and post hoc Dunnett Test was used to compare mean median baseline
scores with each post treatment score.

4.2.5.2ABT
For each time the task was performed, number of correct detections of T1 and T2
for each lag position (Le. Lag 1-8) and percentage correct responses for each
question (Le. accuracy at all lag positions) were recorded.

Ability to detect T2

relative to T1 was calculated by subtracting the number of correct detections of T1
from correct detections of T2 at each lag position (titled L1, L2, L3...L8 to avoid
confusion with Lag1, etc.). A signal detection analysis was carried out on ability to
detect T2, meaning hit, miss, false alarm and correct rejection rates were calculated
in order to determine d'. Between treatment effects on accuracy in response to
each question, miss rate, false alarm rate, d' and Ll-L8 an mean change in each of
these measures were analysed using ANOVA and post hoc LSD test.

Within

treatment effects were monitored using a separate ANOVA where measurement
(e.g. baseline or time of post-treatment measurement) was the only fixed factor
and post hoc Dunnett Test compared mean median baseline scores with each post
treatment score.

4.2.5.3 Effects of Treatment, Habitual Caffeine Intake, Age and Gender
In the ANOVA, treatment was inserted as a fixed factor in order to determine the
effects of treatment on the measures outlined above. Habitual caffeine intake was
calculated for each participant as in section 3.2.4.5, and median scores for HCI and
age were used to split participants
'older'/'younger'

participants.

into high/low

caffeine consumers and

Age, HCI and Gender were all included as fixed

factors in the ANOVA analysis.

4.2.5.4 Post Hoc ABT Task Analysis
In order to determine whether the attentional blink phenomenon was in fact
elicited by the ABT, a post hoc analysis compared T2 detection at lag positions L2,
L3 and L4 (the period during which target detection is expected to be inhibited) with
detection at positions L6, L7 and L8. The percentage of correct detections of T2 at
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L2-4 and L6-8 were calculated,

Chapter 4

and paired t-test

these scores at baseline, sensory and postprandial

was used to compare

measurements.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Sensory analysis of energy drink samples
A total of 46 out of 66 assessors correctly

identified

the odd sample in the test.

Referring to table A.2 in the British Standard

(British Standard

Institution

2007),

to n=66 and column

maximum

number

in the

row

of correct

corresponding

responses required

British Standards

for significance

a=0.2,

the

is 26, therefore

with 46 correct responses it can be concluded that the samples were not perceived
to be similar.

4.3.2 Cognitive Assessment
Due to a computer

error, data recorded from one participant

three participants

in the ABT was excluded from the study.

pertaining

in the CRTT, and from
Therefore,

for data

to the CRTT, n=14 (median age = 23.5; 6 male, 8 female) and the data

concerning the ABT, n=12 (median age 23; 5 male, 7 female).

Results from the CRTT

are shown in table 4.1, with results from the ABT shown in Tables 2 (overall data)
and 3 (target detection

at each lag position).

4.3.2.1 Postprandial Effects of Treatment

CRTT
Results from the CRTT are summarised
gap and overlap

trials are presented

in table 4.4, where RT and ACC scores for
for each treatment.

effects were observed with any of the treatments
in the CRTT. Postprandially,

ED consumption

No within

treatment

on any of the outcome measures

has very significantly

overlap trials compared with all three other treatments

reduced RT in

as is displayed in figure 4.6

(p=0.021, ANOVA; ED vs P, p=0.035; ED vs SW, p=O.033; ED vs NT, p=O.OOl).
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Figure 4.6: Charts displaying change in mean RT (aRT) scores between baseline and postprandial
measurement for energy drink (ED), placebo (P) still mineral water (SW) and no treatment (NT)
conditions. Chart A shows mean RT(±SEM) in gap trials; Chart B shows mean RT (±SEM) in overlap
trials. * indicates significantly different from all other treatments (p<O.OS,ANOVA and post hoc
LSD).

Treatment

was also found

ANOVA found a significant

to influence

the 'gap effect'

effect of treatment

on RT postprandially.

(p=O.037) with post hoc LSD finding

differences between ED and NT (p=O.016) and SW and NT (p=O.003) conditions
figure 4.7).

Treatment

also significantly

ANOVA), with scores for NT significantly

impacted

on ~ 'Gap Effect' RT (p=O.029,

higher than ED and SW treatment

ED p=O.002; NT vs. SW p=O.006) and the score for P treatment
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Figure 4.7: Chart A shows mean gap effect for energy drink (ED), placebo (P) still mineral water
(SW) and no treatment (NT) conditions postprandially.
Chart B shows a gap effect for each
treatment postprandially. * indicates significant difference from NT (p<O.OSANOVA and LSD). **
indicates significant difference from ED (p<O.OSANOVA and LSD).
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Table 4.4: Results from Choice Reaction Time Task. Table presents mean and standard error mean
(SEM) values for each measurement (baseline, sensory and postprandial) for all four treatments:
functional energy drink (EO), placebo energy drink (P), still mineral water (SW) and no treatment

"'lIII

NT).

Gap RT

Overlap RT

Gap Acc

Overlap Acc

Gap Effect on
RT

Gap Effect on
Acc

No significant effects of treatment

were observed on accuracy postprandially,

however as seen in figure 4.8, accuracy tended to increase from baseline scores
with ED treatment,

with no change or even a tendency to fall with other

treatments.
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Figure 4.8:

Charts displaying

baseline and postprandial
and no treatment

change in mean accuracy (ll percentage

measurement

(NT) conditions.

mean llAcc (±SEM) in overlap

trials.

correct)

scores between

for energy drink (EO), placebo (P) still mineral water (SW)

Chart A shows mean llAcc (±SEM) in gap trials; Chart B shows

*

indicates significantly

different

from all other treatments

(p<O.OS,ANOVA and post hoc lSD).

ABT
Table 4.5 displays the results from the ABT, showing

accuracy for each of the

questions asked, miss rate, false alarm rate and sensitivity
No significant effects of any of treatment

(d') for each treatment.

on any of these measures were observed.
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Table 4.5: Overall Results from the Attentional Blink Task. Table presents mean and standard
deviation (SD) values for each measurement (baseline, sensory and postprandial) for all four
treatments: functional energy drink (ED), placebo energy drink (P), still mineral water (SW) and no

TlAcc
(White Letter)

T2Acc
(Letter X)

Misses

FalseAlarms

D'
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Table 4.6: Results from the Attentional Blink Task, presenting 'Tl accuracy' minus 'T2 accuracy' at
each lag position. Table presents mean and standard deviation (SO)values for each measurement
(baseline, sensory and postprandial) for all four treatments: functional energy drink (ED), placebo
drink

Ll

L2

L3

L4

LS

L6

L7

L8
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4.3.2.2 Sensory Effects of Treatment
CRTT
No within treatment
ANOVA

found

(p=0.041).

effects on any outcome

significant

effects

Placebo treatment

measures were observed by ANOVA.

between

significantly

treatment

conditions

(displayed

in figure

4.9). Differences

compared with SW and NT approached

gap

RT

reduced fl gap RT from baseline scores in

compared with SW (p=0.022, LSD) and NT (p=0.030 conditions,
the mouth

on

when perceived in

in fl gap RT for ED treatment

significance (ED vs. SW p=O.072; ED vs. NT

p=0.096).
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Figure 4.9: Charts displaying change in mean RT (~RT) scores between baseline and sensory
measurement for energy drink (ED), placebo (P) still mineral water (SW) and no treatment (NT)
conditions. Chart A shows mean RT(±SEM)in gap trials; Chart B shows mean RT(±SEM)in overlap
trials. * indicates significantly different from SW and NT treatments (p<O.OS,ANOVA and post hoc
LSD).

ANOVA found borderline
(p=O.OSl).
significantly
treatments.

significant

effect of treatment

on accuracy in gap trials

As can be seen in Figure 4.10, fl accuracy in gap trials was found to be
higher with ED treatment
For overlap

trials

than with SW (p=0.04S) and NT (p=0.004)

SW treatment

however ANOVA found no effect of treatment

100

appeared

(p=0.203).
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~

Charts displaying

change in mean accuracy

baseline and sensory measurement
no treatment

-10

0

(NT) conditions.

6Acc (±SEM) in overlap

trials.

(6 percentage

for energy drink (EO), placebo

correct)

Chart A shows mean 6Acc (±SEM) in gap trials;

*

indicates

significantly

scores between

(P) still mineral

different

from

water

(SW) and

Chart B shows mean

SW and NT treatments

(p<O.OS, ANOVA and post hoc LSD).

Impact of gap presence on reaction times
Table 4.7 displays the size of the 'gap-effect'
presence was observed to significantly
overlap

RT scores

measurements,

did

not

(overlap

RT minus gap RT).

reduce RTs, as differences

cross zero

at

baseline,

Gap

between gap and

sensory

or

postprandial

as shown in table 4.7. This finding confirms that the gap presence

had the effect it was designed to have, and that responses to overlap trials are
either

hindered

by an inhibitory

effect

of attentional

engagement

or greater

cognitive demand is required to decide how to respond.
Table 4.7: 'AN OVA Estimated
time.
error

Mean estimates

Marginal

for scores for Overlap

of mean and 95% confidence

overlap

Means' results showing

intervals.

impact of gap presence on reaction

RT minus Gap RT are shown,

*

indicates

significant

alongside

difference

the standard

between

gap and

RT as 95% Cl does not cross zero.

ABT
No significant effects of treatment

were observed on any measures recorded in the

ABT.
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4.2.3.3 Effects of other fixed factors on performance

Age
Figure 4.11 displays mean gap and overlap accuracy in the

eRn

for participants

younger than the median age (23.5 years old) and older than median age, showing

eRn

that accuracy in the

was significantly

affected by age, with participants

aged

below the median age being less accurate than older participants.
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of Age on Gap and Overlap
participants

aged

Accuracy

*

in the CRTT.

23.5 and participants

under

aged

indicates
over

significant

23.5 (p<O.050

ANOVA).

4.2.5.4 Post Hoc ABT Task Analysis
Table 4.6 shows a trend for lower 'Tl minus T2' scores at lag positions L2, L3 and L4
than at other

positions.

measurements

recorded

scores

for

postprandial).

L2-4

and

Figure 4.12 displays this attentional
at baseline for all four treatments.
L6-8

for

each

measurement
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(baseline,

Paired t-test found significant differences

baseline (p<O.OOl), sensory (p<O.OOl) and postprandial

blink effect using

between

sensory

and

L2-4 and L6-8 at

(p<O.OOl) measurement.
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4.4 Discussion
This study aimed to investigate the postprandial and sensory effects of ED
consumption on two cognitive tasks that assess attentional ability.

The main

hypotheses of this study were as follows:
•

EDtreatment would reduce reaction time in gap trials of the CRTTin the
postprandial period, with the decrease possibly influencing response
accuracy.

•

ED treatment would shorten the attentional blink in the ABT in the
postprandial period.

•

ED treatment

would confer behavioural effects that would not be

observed with P treatment when perceived orally, due to the presence
of calorific carbohydrates (ONRhypothesis).
•

That the 'gap effect' would occur in the CRTT, a shortening of RTs
caused by the presence of a 200ms gap between cue and stimulus
presentation.

•

That the attentional blink phenomenon will reduce perception of T2
when presented in close proximity to T1 in the ABT.

4.4.1 Postprandial effects of treatment
Energy drink treatment appeared to exert beneficial effects on RT in overlap trials
but not gap trials in the postprandial period. Although this was the opposite of
what was hypothesised, this resulted in significant differences between these
treatments on the gap effect, with lower difference between gap RTand overlap RT
observed with EDtreatment compared with P and NT treatments.

It appears that

ED treatments affect reaction time tasks with gap paradigms differently when
conducted manually than through saccadometry. The ABT could have examined
however no significant effects of treatment were observed in this task. Any change
in ability to detect T2 with shorter lag periods could have related to overlap RT
trials, and longer lag periods with gap trials. looking again at the CRTTresults, ED
treatment had a clear effect by reducing reaction time in overlap trials compared
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These effects are most likely

explained by the well documented effects of glucose and caffeine on cognitive
performance in the postprandial period, outlined in sections 1.2.1.1 and 1.2.1.2.
The difference between gap and overlap trials is that the presence of the gap causes
more speeded responses by affecting ability to re-engage attention with the
stimulus. In overlap trials the cue appears to produce inhibitory effects on either
re-engaging attention or on information processing/decision making processes.
Here ED reduced reaction times in overlap trials only, where there is a greater
inhibition

of either attentional

re-engagement or processing the information

conveyed by the stimulus slowing the decision making process. Without further
study it is difficult to conclude what mechanism has caused this effect.
The effects of the functional ED are clear, and somewhat agree with previous study
into the effects of EOs on cognition.

As outlined in table 2.1, EOs have been

observed to beneficially affect a range of cognitive processes, most significantly
decision making tasks or other reaction time tasks (Smit and Rogers 2002; Kennedy
and Scholey 2004; Rao, Hu et al. 2005; Adan and Serra-Grabulosa 2010). In this
study it is difficult to make any conclusions regarding the cognitive processes that
have been modified by ED consumption, however as the main effects were on
overlap trials perhaps the effect was caused by an increase in ability to disengage
attention from the pre-stimulus cue. Alternatively, the effect could be caused by an
increase in readiness to respond, an effect that may be cancelled out in gap trials by
removal of the cue, increasing readiness to respond regardless of treatment.

4.4.2 Sensory effects of treatment
Based on the findings of Frank et al. (2008), Chambers et al. (2009) and the
nutrient-reward

hypothesis proposed

by Kringelbach et al. (2004) it was

hypothesised that sensory perception of the EDwould impart a beneficial effect on
cognitive performance with the involvement of an oral nutrient receptor, an effect
that would not be observed with an artificially sweetened placebo. The sensory
effects exerted by ED and P treatments on CRn in this study performance are very
interesting. Both EDand P treatments appeared to improve gap RTcompared with
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SW and NT (though EDfailed to reach significance), but had little effect on overlap
trials. In gap trials, ED alone appears to have attenuated the decrease in accuracy
observed with SW and NT groups. The apparent sensory effects of ED treatment
replicate those produced in the previous chapter. However, these effects do not
match those observed postprandially in this study, where the most significant
effects were on overlap trials.

This suggests that the sensory effects of energy

drinks on the CRn, that may be elicited by reward value of the drink, may only
occur when attention has been allowed time to disengage from the pre-stimulus
cue. Perhaps these effects are inhibited when the gap is absent and participants are
less primed to respond.
The effects that P treatment exerted on gap reaction time are also interesting.

It

may be that reaction time in gap trials is more sensitive to subjective effects, as
indicated by the observed effects of EDand P treatment, or that there is actually a
rewarding effect of both treatments.

This would suggest that the oral nutrient

receptor hypothesis is not the only mechanism causing effects on cognition here.
The attenuation of decline in accuracy observed with the EDcould point to stronger
alerting effects of this treatment.

These stronger effects with ED are most likely

accounted for by an oral nutrient receptor, which means there might be more than
one mechanism. Of course the results could also be explained by a combination of
the oral nutrient receptor hypothesis and a placebo effect.

Imaging studies have

shown that calorific oral carbohydrate stimuli activate taste pathways in humans
differently from artificial sweeteners, with glucose and sucrose eliciting stronger
activations in the striatum and anterior cingulate cortex which are involved in
modification of behaviour and the representation of reward value (de Araujo, Rolls
et al. 2003; Chambers, Bridge et al. 2009). This may be another explanation for the
stronger effect observed with EDtreatment compared with placebo.
Another explanation for the observed effects could involve the reward value of
sweet/pleasant flavours acting as positive reinforcers that raise mood and arousal
levels, which could then produce behavioural effects.
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observed using physical outcome measures that relate to psychological functions.
Villemure et al. (2003) observed that odours can increase pain tolerance in a coldpressor task (CPT) in adult humans through their impact on mood, an effect that
appears to be limited to "sweet-smelling" odours (caramel) and not observed with
odours that were non-sweet but pleasant (aftershave) and neither (civet) (Prescott
and Wilkie 2007). This effect has also been observed with sweet tasting solutions,
sweet taste improved length of pain tolerance in the CPTby 18.1% compared with
spring water (Lewkowski, Ditto et al. 2003). Sweet taste was also associated with
lowering pain perception in newborn babies with both sucrose and aspartame
reducing the period of time newborn babies cried for following the onset of
spontaneous crying (Barr, Pantel et al. 1999). Perhaps in the current study the
reward value of odourants have led to changes in mood/arousal that have
influenced

participants

ability to attend/react

to

stimuli,

and perhaps the

representation of flavour has differing effects when odour is combined with
different qualities of sweet tastes (calorific or artificial). In order to determine how
these effects are mediated, future work in the area should look at the influence of
sweet tastants and odourants on their
performance:

own and in combination

on task

this study would however be difficult to perform since the full

perception of an odourant involves both orthonasal (breathing in before food is
placed in the mouth) and retronasal (breathing out after swallowing of food)
stimulation (Pierce and Halpern 1996), and odourants when placed in the mouth in
solution without flavour enhancers such as sugar or salt will 'taste' very unpleasant.
The effects observed may in part be explained again by a placebo/expectancy
effect, which would account for the improvement in gap RT observed with P
treatment; however this would not account for the stronger effect ED treatment
imparted on gap RTand the effect on overlap RT.

4.4.2.1 Somatosensory input
In this study, two control treatments were used, still mineral water and no
treatment.

No treatment was used as a somatosensory control, as there was the

possibility that perception of any tastant in the mouth may influence cognitive
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performance. The results rule out the possibility that the experimental treatments
imparted an effect through somatosensory perception, as very few effects were
observed with SW and NT. In fact, the SW and NT treatments both Significantly
reduced accuracy in the CRTT,impacts that were significantly different to that of
ED.

However, as said above, a confounding factor though is the negative

reinforcement caused by the disappointment of receiving SW or NT rather than a
pleasant tasting ED. These negative effects of the control treatments could also be
attributed

to fatigue, which if true would suggest that ED and P treatment

attenuate fatigue.

This however is unlikely due to there being no decline in

performance postprandially with these treatments.

4.4.3 Suitability of Cognitive Assessments used in the detection of sensory
and postprandial effects of treatments
4.4.3.1 CRTT
As the CRTTobserved significant effects of treatments on measures of RT,response
accuracy and the 'gap effect' to be monitored, it can be concluded that the CRTTis a
suitable task for measuring the discrete alterations in cognitive functioning elicited
by energy drink treatments postprandially and sensory perception of tastants. As
discussed above, the task has allowed further investigation of the impact that ED
treatment

can have on speed of responses, finding that ability to reengage

attention with and without the presence of a gap was improved, an effect not
observed with other treatments.
4.4.3.2ABT
It had been hypothesised that as ED treatment

may influence the ability to

reengage attention following the removal of a pre-stimulus cue, it may also
influence the ability to detect two targets placed within close proximity to each
other; however the results presented show that no effect was observed.

As

attention actually had to be focussed on the first target, ability to attend to
additional stimuli will be affected differently than if a pre-stimulus cue was
presented first. The analogy comparing attention to an opening and closing gate
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(Sperling and Weichselgartner 1990) might be particularly fitting here, as in the ABT
the working memory is flooded with information,

inhibiting attentional focus

differently from the mechanism involved in the 'gap effect' which would not involve
working memory. It appears then that this task type is not sensitive to the effects
of EDtreatment or sensory perception of foods, possibly because there is no impact
of these treatments on the inhibitory effect of overloading working memory on
attention.

This concurs with the findings by Scholey and Kennedy (2004) that

although there was an influence of EDconsumption on some measures of memory
and attention (including quality of memory, secondary memory, speed of memory
and speed of attention), no influence was observed on working memory using the
Cognitive Drug Researchcomputerised assessment battery.

Post hoc Attentional Blink Task Analysis
The small number of trials where T2 was presented at each lag position (T2 was
presented in 48 of the 96 trials, and was presented just six times in each lag
position) may have contributed to the lack of effect observed. With only six trials at
each positlon it is possible that the small amount of data could weaken the
sensitivity of the task to treatment effects.

In spite of this, the experiment has

successfully demonstrated the attentional blink phenomenon, as displayed in table
4.7 and figures 4.12 and 4.13.
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INFLUENCE OF SENSORY PROPERTIES

Chapter 5

OF ENERGY DRINKS ON

HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN A VIGILANCE TASK.

5.1 Introduction
Malinauskas, Aeby et al. (2007) observed that 67% (n=253) of US college students
questioned on their use of energy drinks consumed them to counteract insufficient
sleep with 65% using them in order to 'increase energy'.

These subjective

motivations for energy drink consumption go some way to justify the criticism of
studies into the cognitive effects of energy drinks and their ingredients, that
attention should be paid to their influence on sleepiness and vigilance rather than
measures of information processing (Horne and Reyner 1996; Reyner and Horne
2000; Horne and Reyner 2001; Reyner and Horne 2002). Until now this project has
concerned itself with tasks that assessability to attend to a rapid stream of stimuli
with participants required to remain alert for the entire duration of each task.
Energy drinks are often used as a means of preventing declines in vigilance (for
example by drivers (van den Berg and Landstrom 2006) and air traffic controllers
(Gander, Barnes et al. 1998)) and as a result several studies have investigated their
effects on driving performance (Reyner and Horne 2000; Horne and Reyner 2001;
Reyner and Horne 2002; van den Berg and Landstrom 2006) and vigilance tasks
(Anderson and Horne 2006; Jay, Petrilli et al. 2006).
Until now, no research has been carried out into the effects of sensory perception
of tastants on sleepiness or vigilance, and as with previous chapters it is reasonable
to hypothesise that any sensory influence will be similar to that of the postprandial
properties.

The influence of energy drinks on these measures however is not

entirely clear.

Although positive effects on reducing the number of 'driving

incidents', reaction times and reducing subjective sleepiness were recorded by
Horne and Reyner (2001), studies by Anderson and Horne (2006) and Jay et al.
(2006) found no improvement in Psychomotor Vigilance Task (PVT) performance
and in fact a greater number of lapses were observed with ED treatment 70-80
minutes post consumption. These improvements and declines in performance will
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obviously be related to the peak and dip in blood glucose levels that occur in the
postprandial period, particularly following glucose consumption, however any
potential sensory effect is likely to be similar to the effects observed with the rise in
blood glucose, not the fall later in the postprandial period.
The present study aims to determine whether the sensory properties of energy
drinks can impart any benefit on vigilance performance using a sustained attention
task.

Tasks measuring sustained attention and vigilance generally involve the

presentation of few target stimuli amongst several non-target stimuli; therefore
participants are required to maintain attention to the stream of information
meaning that when the rare targets are presented an inhibitory effect may be
placed on the ability to respond.
It was hypothesised that sensory perception of ED treatment

may influence

performance by stimulating reward centres in the brain, either via stimulation of
the oral nutrient receptor with glucose, or through the rewarding sensation of
sweet/pleasant tastes. If the latter, a placebo energy drink treatment may elicit
similar effects. It was also theorised that measures to diminish performance might
allow greater beneficial impact of treatments, therefore it was decided that the
hydration status of participants and the impact of this on treatment effects would
be monitored. Dehydration has been shown to negatively affect attention in adults
and in children (Suhr, Hall et al. 2004; Edmonds and Jeffes 2009), therefore scope
for an improvement in performance with treatments is increased with dehydrated
participants.

5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Participants
Twenty students from the University of Nottingham (median age 24.5 years, 10
male 10 female) volunteered to attend five sessions lasting approximately 33
minutes each. The first session was carried out to familiarise the participants with
the experimental procedures and no data was recorded.

In each of the 4

experimental sessions - the impact of one experimental treatment was assessed,
outlined below.

Participants arrived in the morning following an overnight fast,
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having not consumed any food or drink (including water) since midnight. Those who
were pregnant, diabetic, suffered from any disorder affecting attention or smokers
were excluded from the study. Participants were required to estimate their weekly
habitual intake of caffeinated products and average daily caffeine intakes were
calculated using figures given by the Food Standards Agency (2008).

A blank

example of the 'case report form' containing information for participants, consent
forms, screening questions and space for experimenter

notes is included in

appendix 4 (required by GlaxoSmithKline). Those who completed all five sessions
were given a monetary reward for their participation. Ethical approval was granted
by the University of Nottingham School of Psychology Ethics Committee.

5.2.2 Treatments
Four experimental treatments were used (see table 5.1), two non-carbonated ED
(one active, one placebo) treatments and two control treatments (Evian still mineral
water with orange colouring and no treatment).

In each of the four experimental

sessions, one treatment was administered, with the four sessions being delivered in
a randomised and balanced design (MacFie, Bratchell et al. 1989).

In order to study the effects of levels of thirst on performance effects of EOs,one
half of participants (water group) were asked to drink a 500 ml bottle of Evian still
mineral water prior to the recording of experimental data in each session. The
other half of participants (no water group) were not given a drink before the
experiment began.

5.2.3 Task
A vigilance task was used to assessparticipants' responses to infrequently occurring
target stimuli. In the task, the numbers 1-9 were presented in a random order and
participants were asked to respond by pressing the R button on the Cedrus
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Response Box (Cedrus 2009; displayed in figure 4.3) only when the numbers 3 or 5
were presented; the probability of a target stimulus appearing was 0.125. Target
and non-target stimuli were presented for 150 ms in black Courier New font size 60,
100 and 140 (to reduce the possibility of participants responding to a perceptual
feature of the stimuli rather than the numbers (Helton 2009)) on a grey
background.

During the inter-stimulus interval, which lasted 1,100 ms, a black

rectangle appeared to remove any after image. The task lasted 10 minutes, with 48
stimuli (approximately 6 target stimuli) appearing each minute.

In each trial

reaction time and response accuracy were recorded.

5.2.4 Thirst Ratings
Subjective thirst was assessed using a 10 cm visual analogue scale (VAS) following
measurement of cognitive performance both at baseline and in response to the
experimental treatment.

A number of studies show that although the use of VAS

scalesfor assessingthirst is subjective, ratings show good correlation with hydration
status (Rolls, Wood et al. 1980; McKenna and Thompson 1998), show sensitivity to
experimental manipulations and show good reproducibility (Stubbs, Hughes et al.
2000).

5.2.5 Experimental Procedure
A simplistic diagram of the experimental booth is shown in figure 4.5, with a list of
the events taking place during each session shown in table 5.1.
When completing the vigilance task, participants were required to hold the
mouthpiece used to deliver sample drinks to the participants' mouths between
their lips, even when no drink was being delivered (Le. during familiarisation and
baseline testing and in between sample deliveries during performance whilst
receiving treatment).

The pump also remained active each time the task was

completed, as it produced sounds with each sample delivery, however participants
were asked to wear headphones playing white noise. Although the screen used in
previous studies helped prevent noise distractions, there was no guarantee that it
completely prevented the noise generated by the pump or that other noises (for
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example from the corridor) would not influence performance.

It was felt that this

precaution would eliminate any potential problems in these regards.
Participants arrived for experimental

sessions between 9 and 11 am and after giving

informed consent were asked to mark on the VAS how thirsty they felt.
were then required to complete familiarisation
any learning effects over the session.

Participants

trials of the vigilance task to prevent

Participants in the water group were at this

point given 500 ml to drink - if participants

could not finish the 500 ml they were

asked to drink until they were full and the volume remaining was recorded.

Those

participants

thirst

who

questionnaire.

received

water

were

asked

All participants

then completed

obtain a baseline measurement

of performance.

assessed in response to the experimental

to

complete

another

the vigilance task once again to
Cognitive performance

treatment

was then

- a 1 ml dose of the treatment

was delivered every 10 seconds (8 trials) with a flow rate of 12 ml/min

(therefore

4

stimuli were presented during dose delivery - meaning a dose was being delivered
during one half of trials, and no dose was delivered during one half of trials).
the task was complete,

Once

subjective thirst was measured once more, and the session

was complete.
Table 5.2: Experimental protocol - order of events during experimental session.
completed by participants in the water group are shown with a grey background

.lW:rin

r. mr.l ffiTi1

Arrival
Thirst Questionnaire
Vigilance Task - Familiarisation

1 minute
10 minutes

Water group received water
Thirst Questionnaire (water group only)

<5 minutes
1 minute

Vigilance Task - Baseline
Vigilance Task - with treatment
Thirst Questionnaire

10 minutes
10 minutes
1 minute

End of Session

32-38 minutes

Events only

5.2.6 Data Analysis
5.2.6.1 Thirst
Subjective

thirst

was calculated

as the distance in mm that participants

from the left hand side of the scale (anchored "not thirsty").
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was calculated for the water group and no water group.
compare initial thirst ratings between

Paired t-tests were used to

water and no water groups, initial rating in

the no water group with the post-water

rating in the water group, and initial and

post-water within the water group.

5.2.6.2 Vigilance Task
Latency Data
latency data was analysed using the same methods as described in section 4.2.5.1.
Accuracy Data
Each time the task was performed,

the rate of omission errors (OE; percentage of

target stimuli presented where no response was made) and commission errors (CE;
percentage

of non-target

stimuli

where a response was made) were calculated.

Mean change in OE and mean change in CE between baseline and post treatment
measurement

were also calculated

(f10E, f1CE). Between treatment

rate, CE rate, f10E and f1CE were analysed using ANOVA and
Within

treatment

measurement
fixed factor

effects

were

using

(e.g. baseline or time of post-treatment
and

Effects of Treatment,

effects of treatment

Thirst

Condition,

ANOVA

measurement)

where

was the only

to

Habitual

on the measures outlined

split

Caffeine Intake, Age and Gender

was inserted as a fixed factor in order to determine

calculated for each participant

'older' /'younger'

a separate

score.

In the AN OVA, treatment

used

post hoc lSD test.

post hoc Dunnett Test comparing mean median baseline scores

with each post treatment

age were

monitored

effects on OE

Habitual caffeine intake was

as in section 3.2.4.5, and median scores for HCI and

participants

participants.

above.

the

into

high/low

caffeine

consumers

Age, HCI and Gender were all included

factors in the ANOVA analysis.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Impact of overnight food and drink restriction

on measures

of

subjective thirst
Mean pre-treatment
subjective
different

thirst

thirst

between

ratings are displayed
water

in figure

5.1.

groups

were

and no water

(p=O.068). Ratings made by the not-thirsty

were significantly

Initial ratings of
not

significantly

group post water consumption

lower than their initial ratings (p<O.001), and the ratings made by

the other group (p<O.001).
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T1
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Thirst Condition and Measurement

Figure 5.1: Effect of overnight fast and thirst condition on ratings of subjective thirst.
significant difference from all other thirst measurements (p<O.OOl)

***

indicates

5.3.2 Impact of samples on task performance:
5.3.2.1 Reaction Time
Figure 5.2 displays the ~RT scores for each treatment
drink was delivered,

or would have been delivered

(Oeliv) and between

drink deliveries

tendency

(Ndeliv).

in all trials (overall), while

and pump was active with NT

As can be observed in figure 5.2, a

for increased ~RT was observed with the SW and NT groups, however

ANOVA found no significant

differences

between these llRTs and other treatments
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(Overall, p=0.393; Deliv, p=0.475, NDeliv, p=0.505).

In all trials, the estimated

95%

Cl for 6RT in the NT condition did not cross zero (mean: +13.02 ms, lower: +1.48 ms,
upper: +24.56 ms), indicating a significant increase in scores from baseline with this
treatment.

In Deliv trials the estimated 95% Cl for 6RT in the SW condition

did not

cross zero (mean: 16.54 ms, lower: +0.10 ms, upper: +32.98 ms), indicating that SW
increased RTs significantly.

Deliv

Overall
30
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~
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E
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f0::

E
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+1

+1

E

*

~

*

III
Q)

0

<J
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P

ED

0

<J

-10

-10

Ndeliv
Figure 5.2: Change in reaction time (dRT)
between baseline and 'with treatment'
measurement for all trials (overall), trials
during sample delivery (Deliv) and trials
between sample delivery (Ndeliv).
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indicating significant change from baseline
scores

0
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5.3.2.2 Errors of Omission
Figure 5.3 shows the change in rate of omission
treatment

errors

(60E).

No effects

of

on rate of OEs or 60E were observed when all trials or only Deliv trials

were considered.

For NDeliv trials, ANOVA found significant effect of treatment

60E (p=0.041) with a post hoc LSD finding significant
NT (p=0.005, see figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Change in rate of omission errors
(LWE)between baseline and 'with treatment'
measurement for all trials (overall), trials
during sample delivery (Deliv) and trials
between sample delivery (Ndeliv).
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5.3.2.3 Errors of Commission
The change in rate of commission
ANOVA found no significant
type.

errors (~CE) results are displayed in figure 5.4.

effects of treatment

on rate of CEs or iKE in any trial

In the NDeliv trials, CE rate was increased with the SW treatment

as the

estimated 95% Cl for ~CE did not cross zero (mean: +0.19%, lower: +0.003%, upper:
+0.382%).
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5.3.3 Impact of thirst condition/subjective thirst on performance:
Reaction time scores for each thirst condition
displayed
significantly

in figure 5.5.

Participants

at baseline and 'with-treatment'

in the no water

are

group (TO) had borderline

faster reactions times compared with those in the water group (Tl}, in

all trials (Overall, p=O.067), during drink delivery (Oeliv, p=O.Os8) and between drink
deliveries (p=O.09i)

as can be observed in figure 5.5.

observed between thirst condition and treatment.
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• No Water (TO)
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• Received Water (Tl)

200
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100
50
0
Deliv

Overall

Ndeliv

Figure 5.5: Overall, Deliv and NDeliv reaction time measurements for both thirst conditions at RTl
(baseline) and RT2 (sensory) measurements.

5.3.4 Impact of other fixed factors on cognitive performance
5.3.4.1 Habitual Caffeine Intake
Figure 5.6A shows the DE rates for participants

with below median Hel and above

median Hel. Median Hel was 124.3 mgjday caffeine. Mean change in reaction time
was greater for participants

with below median Hels (mean 49.6 mgjday caffeine)

than those with higher HCls (mean Hel 233.4 mgjday
ANOVA found significant

caffeine;

p=0.048, ANDVA).

effect of Hel on LlOE rate (p=0.009), as displayed in the

right hand side of figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: A. Overall Change in Mean Reaction Time and; B Overall Mean Change in Omission
Error for Low (below median) and High (above median) Habitual Caffeine Consumers. * indicates
significant difference in error rate between HCIconditions (p<O.05, ANOVA).

5.2.4.2 Age
Figure 5.7 displays mean Omission Error rates for participants
median age (24.5 years old).

Significant effect of age was observed, with younger

participants

(mean age 22.7) missing target

participants

(mean age 29.4, p=O.029).
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Figure 5.7: Overall Mean Omission Error Rates for participants below median age and above
median age. * indicates significant difference in error rate between Age conditions (p<O.OS,
ANOVA).
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1Influence of treatments on cognitive performance
The main aim of this study was to investigate the influence of the sensory
properties of functional and placebo energy drinks on performance in a vigilance
task, and how any potential impact interacted with hydration/thirst

status. It was

hypothesised that through its glucose content, perception of a functional ED might
influence vigilance via the stimulation of an oral nutrient receptor that recognises
the energy value of carbohydrates. No significant effects of EDor Ptreatment were
observed suggesting that the measures used in this study were not sensitive to the
sensory effects of ED treatment observed in previous chapters. There could be
several explanations for this, one being that vigilance tasks are not sensitive to the
cognitive effects of sensory perception of EDs. In the task used, error rates were
very low (often lower than 1%), meaning that any improvement in performance was
likely to be observed on reaction time.

In this task, the decision to respond was

much simpler than in tasks used in previous chapters as there was less information
to be processed and the choices of response were either to respond or to withhold
a response. The high frequency of non-target stimuli had an inhibitory effect on
response times to target stimuli, as the participants were not as used to responding
as they were in the CRTT. It seems though that although EDtreatment could affect
the inhibitory effect of a pre-stimulus cue in chapters 3 and 4, the inhibitory effect
of expectation remains unaffected in this study.
There were tendencies for increased response time and error rates with the SW and
NT which did not occur with ED and P treatment.

Therefore it is possible that ED

and P attenuated these effects, however no difference between treatments was
observed. In order to increase the sensitivity of this task to the sensory effects of
treatments used, it would be worth repeating this experiment in the afternoon to
monitor if any effect is observed on sustained attention via sensory perception
when arousal is at its midday dip, as in studies carried out by Anderson and Horne
(2006) who actually observed a decrease in performance (postprandially) with
energy drink supplementation. Another option would be to include both a vigilance
task with greater difficulty (Le. one where target-stimuli are difficult to differentiate
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from non-target stimuli) alongside go/no-go task that measures response inhibition.
If target stimuli were more difficult to detect, error rates would most likely increase
and may be more susceptible to small changes in performance (Temple, Warm et al.
2000).

5.4.2 Impact of Thirst condition on performance
5.4.2.1 Effectiveness of methods to control hydration levels
The methods used to induce low hydration status appear to have been successful,
as were the rehydration methods in the water group. At baseline thirst for both
groups was elevated, however the borderline increase in thirst for the water group
is intriguing.

It is possible that due to the crossover nature of the study, and

participants becoming familiar with the fact that they are to receive water, their
perception of their thirst is amplified (Toates 1979). After the water group received
their drink, subjective assessment of thirst was almost zero, indicating an effective
increase in hydration status.

One issue with this inference though, is that the

second thirst rating made by the water group was made immediately after drink
consumption, and as a result the rating may be decreased by subjective measures
and the feeling of fullness.

Initial thirst ratings are also subject to the effect of

knowledge of the experimental conditions, as participants have been asked to
abstain from food and drink consumption overnight. To prevent these unwanted
effects participants could be asked to complete a mood questionnaire incorporating
a thirst scale, or blood samples could be taken and plasma osmolality measured
(Armstrong 2007).
The increase in reaction time observed with the water group was an unexpected
but explainable finding; Aarts, Dijksterhuis et al. (2001) observed a decrease in
reaction times to emotional stimuli related to thirst or drinking.

In a study

investigating voluntary dehydration in college athletes, dehydration resulted in
improved memory performance, decreased vigilance performance and negative
mood ratings [D'Anci, Vibhakar et al. 2009). Whilst there is a great deal of evidence
supporting the cognitive benefits of good hydration status (Suhr, Hall et al. 2004;
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Lieberman, Bathalon et al. 2005; Benton and Burgess 2009; Edmonds and Jeffes
2009L it is clear that there is still more work to be carried out in this field.
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INFLUENCE OF SENSORY PERCEPTION OF SWEET TASTANTS ON

COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE

6.1 Introduction
The effects of energy drinks once the ingredients have been digested and absorbed
into the bloodstream is already well-documented, however this sensory impact is
until now yet to be investigated; the question was then posed, how is this effect
mediated?

Previous chapters have investigated the impact of the sensory and

postprandial properties of a non-carbonated Lucozade Energy drink on cognition,
and observed that both functional (glucose and caffeine containing) and placebo
(contains artificial sweeteners) drinks could reduce reaction time when perceived in
the mouth, and postprandially - perhaps via some influence on arousal and decision
making processes. Possible theories are that the pleasant taste (or in fact presence
of a taste) increased arousal allowing faster response times to on screen stimuli, or
that perception of sweet tastants (or in fact any of the tastants present in the
drinks) on the tongue influence behaviour, improving awareness/attention
allowing better performance.

and

There is evidence to suggest that sweet flavours,

particularly those that provide energy when consumed, can influence response to
particular stimuli and performance via an oral nutrient receptor. The next logical
step would then be to investigate the influence of sweet tasting solutions on
performance when perceived in the mouth.
Although calorific and artificial sweeteners are both perceived in the mouth by T1R3
receptors in combination with the T1R2 receptors on the tongue (Damak, Rong et
al. 2003; Zhao, Zhang et al. 2003; Chandrashekar, Hoon et al. 2006), it appears that
they activate taste pathways in the brain differently (Frank, Oberndorfer et al.
2008). Primary taste regions (anterior insula and frontal operculum) were activated
by both sucrose and sucralose; however sucrose also activated secondary taste
pathways in the striatum, caudate nucleus and the thalamus, where the reward
value of taste/flavour perception is formed. This suggests that sucrose and calorific
sweeteners bestow a greater reward value, probably as a result of their greater
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nutritional value. Behavioural studies based on these results have been designed to
test the hypothesis that foods containing greater nutritional value offer greater
reward and will alter behavioural performance. Li, Glaser et al. (2009) investigated
the preference for sweet stimuli in a range of animal species, finding that a number
of carnivorous species displayed preference for calorific sweeteners ahead of
artificial sweeteners explained by gene expression of the T1R2 receptor.

This

suggests that an evolutionary role is involved in preference for energy containing
nutrients.

The greater reward elicited by perception of calorific sweeteners may

also influence behaviours other than feeding. Sensory information converges in the
brain in the secondary taste cortex, with projections then passing information on to
brain regions such as the anterior cingulate cortex, responsible for attention, error
detection and motivation (de Araujo, Rolls et al. 2003; Rolls, Critchley et al. 2010).
This study aims to investigate the potential influence that sweet taste perception
may exert on performance in a CRTTalready observed to have been sensitive to the
sensory perception of a functional energy drink.

It is hypothesised that this

cognitive effect is mediated by glucose perception via an oral nutrient receptor,
therefore this study compares the effects of glucose with a 'taste-matched'
artificially sweetened solution.

There is also the possibility that the effect is

mediated by perception of sweet tastants irrespective of calorific content - which
suggests both treatments would exert a positive effect; or even by flavours
associated with sweet taste present in EDs,which would predict no effect would be
observed in the present study.

6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Participants
24 healthy participants (median age = 21 years; 10 male, 14 female) gave informed
consent to take part in this study; those who were pregnant, colour-blind, smokers
or diabetic were excluded. Participants attended one session, lasting approximately
70 minutes, arriving in the morning (between 9 and 11 am) having fasted for two
hours and abstained from caffeine consumption on the morning of the trial.
Participants were awarded an inconvenience allowance for attending the session.
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Blank examples of consent forms, information sheets and case report forms are
included in appendix 6.

6.2.2 Samples
The impact of two test samples were assessed,along with water and no treatment
controls. The test samples were a glucose solution and a solution containing the
artificial sweeteners aspartame and acesulfame K. The two solutions were matched
for sweetness with Lucozade Energy Original, using paired comparison tests
following the methods outlined below.
The impacts of all four treatments were assessed in one session, and were
administered in a randomised and balanced order, outlined by MacFie, Bratchell et
al. (1989).

6.2.2.1 Sensory Testing
In order to determine the concentrations of glucose syrup and artificial sweeteners
to be used in the study, a series of paired comparison (similarity) tests were carried
out following the instructions found in British Standard for paired comparison tests
(British Standards Institution 2007) to determine what concentrations of these
solutions were perceived to be equi-sweet to non-carbonated Lucozade Energy
samples used in a previous study.
The sensory evaluation was conducted in the Sensory Science Centre at the
University of Nottingham. The FizzAcquisition programme was used to design and
run the tests using a randomised, balanced double-blind design. The testing booths
adhered to sensory analysis guidelines, with northern hemisphere lighting (British
Standards Institution 2007). To obtain protection from falsely concluding that the
samples are similar, ~=0.05 was accepted, with the maximum allowable proportion
of discriminators identified as Pd=30%. With an alpha risk of a=0.2 96 assessors
were required for a two-sided test (using table A.3 in the British Standard).
Ninety-six assessors were recruited for this part of the study and each assessor
completed three paired comparison tests, where two "'20m I samples - one glucose
solution, one artificially sweetened solution - were presented in 30 ml plastic pots
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identified by three digit codes, and asked to identify the sample they perceived to
be the sweetest. The solutions used in the three tests were as follows:
•

•

•

Paired Comparison Test 1
o

106 mg Aspartame, 29.3 mg Acesulfame K/ L

o

115 g glucose syrup / L

Paired Comparison Test 2
o

106 mg Aspartame, 29.3 mg Acesulfame K/ L

o

120 g glucose syrup / L

Paired Comparison Test 3
o

106 mg Aspartame, 29.3 mg Acesulfame K/ L

o

125 g glucose syrup / L

The presentation order of the samples in each test was randomised, with two
possible presentation orders. Still water and crackers were provided for panellists
to cleanse their palates between each sample. The glucose solutions were created
by weighing the desired weight of glucose syrup and diluting this down in Evian still
mineral water (Danone) to 1 L. The artificial sweetener solutions were created by
making a base solution containing 1.63 g aspartame and 0.45 g acesulfame K and
diluting to 1 L; the test solutions contained 65 ml and 68 ml of the base solution per
litre respectively.

6.2.3 Cognitive Assessment
6.2.3.1 Choice Reaction Time Task
Eachtrial began with the presentation of a black fixation cross on a gray background
for a duration of 800 ms prior to the presentation of the stimulus. In one half of
trials, the stimulus appeared as soon as the fixation point disappeared (overlap
condition, figure 4.1), and in the other half a 200ms gap was present (gap condition,
figure 4.2). There were four possible stimuli that could be presented: a blue square,
a blue circle, a yellow square or a yellow circle, presented for a duration of 150 ms.
The participant was to respond as quickly as possible by pressing the left button on
the response pad (displayed in figure 4.3) using their left index finger when either a
blue square or yellow circle was presented, and by pressing the right button with
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their right index finger when either a yellow square or blue circle were presented.
The interval between trials was 1050 ms following
overlap trials).
background.

The fixation-cross

and stimuli were all presented

in front of a grey

The task was made up of 128 trials lasting approximately

total, with the opportunity
percentage

gap trials and 1250 ms following

for a break after 64 trials.

accuracy (n correct trials / n total trials

7 minutes in

Median reaction time and

*

100) for gap trials and for

overlap trials were calculated for each participant.

6.2.4 Procedure
On arrival, participants

were given an information

sheet and asked to give written

informed consent, stating their awareness that they were free to withdraw
study at any point without

alongside

counterbalanced

each of the
order

becoming familiarised

Participants

trials of the CRn before repeating

minutes of familiarisation
times,

the need to give a reason.

of

four

experimental

presentation

(MacFie,

completed

10

the task four more

treatments

in a randomised

Bratchell

et

al. 1989)

with the task, and were given £5 inconvenience

Participants were given a 5 minute break between completing

from the

after

allowance.

the task and starting

it again for the subsequent treatment.
Participants received 30 ml of each test drink during a session.
the cognitive task (outlined

below), a 3 ml dose was delivered

Whilst performing
to the participant's

mouth once every minute (for 10 minutes) during a short ("'10 second) break from
the

task.

Participants

approximately

were

asked to

hold the

solution

5 seconds before swallowing and continuing

repeated for each treatment.
diagram of the equipment

An experimental

mouth

for

with the task. This was

schedule is shown in table 6.1. A

set-up is shown in figure 4.5.
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Schedule

Duration
(min)

Task

Time

Participant arrives. reads information sheet and signs
consent form.
Familiarisation Trials - No Treatment
Break
Choice Reaction Time Task - Treatment 1
Break
Choice Reaction Time Task - Treatment 2
Break
Choice Reaction Time Task - Treatment 3
Break
Choice Reaction Time Task - Treatment 4
End of session

-10.00
10.00
10.10
10.15
10.25
10.30
10.40
10.45
10.55
11.00
11.10

1

10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
71 (total)

6.2.5 Data Analysis
6.2.5.1 CRTT
Between treatments
in section 4.2.5.1.

data from the CRTTwas analysed using the methods described
No analysis of within treatment

baseline measurement

of performance

effects was carried out as no

was recorded.

Effects of HCI, Age and

Gender were also assessed as in section 3.2.4.5, with these fixed factors included in
the ANOVA.

6.2.5.1 Post hoc Analysis
Due to comments

made by several participants

that they subjectively felt faster/more
hoc analysis comparing
combined)

taking part in the study, indicating

accurate for some stimuli than others, a post

mean gap, overlap

and global

(gap and overlap

RT and Ace for each stimulus type (blue square, yellow

square, yellow

circle and blue circle), stimulus colour, stimulus shape and appropriate
(left vs right) was carried out.
using the GLM Multivariate

scores

response

Mean RT and Acc for stimulus type were compared

ANOVA function

and post hoc LSD in SPSS,with Paired

samples T-tests used to compare RT and Ace for stimulus colour, stimulus shape and
appropriate

response.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Sensory analysis of samples
Using table A3 from the British Standard for paired comparison tests (British
Standards Institution 2007), the maximum number of assessors choosing one
sample over another that will allow the samples to be concluded as similar, for 96
panellists (with ~=0.05 and Pd=30%)was 54. Table 6.2 shows the results from the
paired comparison tests, highlighting that the solutions used in the first and second
tests were similar tasting, as fewer than 54 participants chose one particular
solution as sweeter than the other. As the 115g glucose solution used in the first
test was closest to the 106 mg aspartame plus 29.3 mg acesulfame K, artificially
sweetened solution. The combination of these two sweeteners was used as these
sweeteners were present at this ratio in the placebo drink, designed by the
manufacturers as giving a similar quality of sweetness to glucose.

6.3.2 Effects of treatment
Resultsfrom the CRTTare displayed in table 6.3. No significant effects of treatment
were found by ANOVA on any RTor Accuracy measures.

6.3.3 Effects of other fixed factors
6.3.3.1 Age
Significant effects of age were found by ANOVA on RT measures (p<O.OOlfor gap
trials and overlap trials). Participants under the age of 21 had significantly faster
reactions than those aged 21 or over, see table 6.4.

6.3.3.2 Habitual Caffeine Intake
No significant effects of habitual caffeine intake were observed on any measures of
RTor accuracy.
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6.3.3.3 Gender
No significant effects of gender were observed on any measures of RT or accuracy.
Table 6.3: Results from Choice Reaction Time Task. Table presents mean, standard error of mean
and confidence interval values for all four treatments.

Gap RT
(ms)

Overlap RT
(ms)

GapAcc
(% correct
responses)

Overlap Ace
(%correct
responses)

Gap Effect RT
(ms)

Gap Effect Acc
(% correct
I---=...::..:::...=..:.:...:..._--I---__::..:..:...::--+---=.:..::..:....:--t--....:...;_..:..:...;:;__-t-----.=..:...:-=-=---I
responses)
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Table 6.4:

Estimated Mean Gap RT and Overlap RT with Standard Error and 95% Confidence

Intervals for Age condition in CRTT.

Gap RT
Overlap RT

95% Confidence Interval
Upper
lower

Mean

Std. Error

Under 21 years old

430.36

15.75

398.90

461.82

21 years or over

525.47

13.70

498.11

552.83

Under 21 years old

449.62

15.56

418.53

480.72

21 years or over

547.73

13.54

520.69

574.77

6.3.4 Post Hoc Analysis
Effect of Stimulus Type
ANOVA did not find significant

effect of stimulus

type on RT (p=0.133)

or Acc

(p=0.114) measures, however there was a clear tendency for reduced RT (p=0.031,

post hoc LSD) and increased Acc (p=0.018) for trials where a blue square (mean RT:
457.7, SEM: 17.2; mean Acc: 88.6%, SEM: 2.1%) was presented

compared

with a

blue circle (mean RT: 511.2 ms, SEM: 19.6 ms; mean Acc: 80.7%, SEM: 2.8%), as
shown in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Impact of stimulus type on global reaction time and accuracy.

Effect of Stimulus Shape
Paired t-test found that participants

responded faster to square stimuli (mean 476.7

ms, SEM 16.8 ms) than to circle stimuli
outlined

in figure 6.2, (P=0.017).

(mean 507.5 ms, SEM 20.0 ms), as is

A borderline

was found on accuracy, with a tendency

significant

impact of stimulus shape

for greater accuracy with squares (mean:

86.1 rns, SEM: 1.9 ms) than for circles (mean: 81.9, SEM: 2.2 ms).
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shape on global reaction

time and accuracy.

*

indicates

p=O.017,

p=O.052, paired Hest.

Effect of Stimulus Colour
Paired t-test found that participants responded faster to blue stimuli (mean 477.8
rns, SEM 17.6 ms) than to yellow stimuli (mean 500.7 rns, SEM 17.8 rns), as is
outlined in figure 6.3, (p=0.017). Although no significant impact of stimulus colour
was found on accuracy, a trend for greater accuracy when responding to blue
stimuli (mean: 85.9 rns, SEM: 1.9 ms) than to yellow stimuli (mean: 82.1, SEM: 2.2
ms) was observed.
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100
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indicates

p=O.OOl,

p=O.096, paired t-test.

Effect of hand used for response
Paired t-test found that participants

responded faster when required to respond

with the left hand (mean 478.9 rns, SEM 16.3 ms) than with the right (mean 500.1
ms, SEM 19.8 ms), as is outlined in figure 6.4, (p=0.017).
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stimulus colour was found on accuracy, though there was a tendency for higher
accuracy with the left hand (mean: 85.9 ms, SEM: 1.9 ms) than the right (mean:
82.1, SEM: 2.2 ms).
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p=O.006, paired t-test.

*

indicates

t indicates p=O.157, paired t-test.

6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Cognitive effects
Influence of sweetness on performance
In this study no significant differences were observed between either of the sweet
tasting solutions and the still water and no treatment

conditions, contradictory

to

the hypothesis that glucose perception would influence reaction time and accuracy
through the stimulation
tastants,

of an oral nutrient

based on the results from

hypothesis,

receptor or reward value of sweet

previous chapters.

With

regards to this

it is impossible to come to any conclusions following

observed. Tendencies for increased reaction time with the no treatment

the results
condition

and a decrease in accuracy with the glucose treatment were observed; however the
results presented have been affected by a number of limitations, most notably the
flawed methods.
effects

It is possible that, had a baseline measurement been taken and

of each treatment

been measured on different

test

days, significant

differences may have been observed. Conversely, there is the possibility that sweet
taste alone does not impact on attention/arousal

in the same way as has been

observed with energy drinks (see chapter 4). The literature suggests that significant
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behavioural effects can be elicited with sweet taste perception, as it can influence
pain perception in infants (Barr, Quek et al. 1994; Blassand Shah 1995; Barr, Young
et al. 1999; Barr, Pantel et al. 1999), children (lewkowski, Barr et al. 2003) and
adults (lewkowski, Ditto et al. 2003; lewkowski, Young et al. 2008), alter the onset
of fatigue in cycling (Chambers, Bridge et al. 2009) and running time trials (Rollo,
Williams et al. 2008) and influence motor output (Gant, Stinear et al. 2010). This
evidence does not suggest that sweet taste perception should have influenced
performance in the tasks used in this study, however it does suggest that sweetness
is the driving force behind the cognitive effects observed with energy drink
treatment in chapter 4. Alternatively, these effects may not be mediated solely by
taste perception, and odour/flavour perception may playa larger role than initially
thought.

Prescott and Wilkie

(2007)observed that

'sweet-smelling'

odours

influenced pain perception in a cold-pressor task, replicating the effects of sucrose
observed by lewkowski et al. (2003).

Prescott and Wilkie (2007) explain that,

although odours themselves cannot be sweet as sweetness is perceived as a taste
by receptors on the tongue, odours related to sweet tastes (such as caramel) are
often described as such, and perception of these odourants may influence reward
centres in the brain in the same way that sweet solutions do. Eggleston, White et

al. (2010) investigated the influence of adding cocoa flavour to a sweet tasting
solution, hypothesising that due to cocoa's association with sweet taste it may have
an additive effect on this analgesic effect.

No analgesic effect was observed with

the cocoa and sucrose solution despite being perceived by participants to have a
similar level of sweetness to the sucrose solution that did influence performance in
the CPT. There is evidence to suggest the lack of effect observed with the cocoa
and sucrose solution was caused by the bitterness of the cocoa (lewkowski, Ditto et
al. 2003).
Influence of task stimuli on cognitive outcome measures
Clear effects of the stimuli on performance have been observed, with both shape
and colour of the stimuli influencing response time and accuracy. It is tempting to
look for a perceptual mechanism behind these effects, however a more likely
mechanism lies in the paradigm used by participants to decide what response to
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The information

given to participants

effect see Figure 6.5. Participants

pre-trial

might explain this

responded to the blue square quickest and with

the greatest accuracy, which happened to be the first stimulus mentioned
information
stimulus

page, and to the blue circle the slowest with poorest

being the last to be mentioned.

on the

accuracy, this

If this task is to be used to measure

cognitive effects in the future, bench testing with a new information

page should be

carried out, aiming to remove this effect of information.

If a blue square or yellow circle appear,
please respond by pressinq the L key as
quickly as possible.
If a yellow square or blue circle appear,
please respond by pressinq the R key as
quickly as possible.
<Press

Figure 6.5: Information

the L or R button

page 'screenshot'

from the

to beqin>

eRn.

6.3.2 Limitations of the current study
Flaws in the
performance
crossover

methodology
to be observed.

of this

study

prevented

Although this study used a randomised

design, as did the studies outlined

measurement
performance
of treatment

was

any beneficial

recorded

in the

could be recorded.

in chapters

present

study,

impact

of

and balanced

4 and 5, no baseline

meaning

no

change

in

Previous studies found the most significant effects

on measures of f1RT and f1ACC, an effect that could not have been

observed here.
Learning effects may also have influenced
treatments

were

measured

the results observed, as the effects of all

in one session, as opposed

sessions plus one familiarisation

session.
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carried out at the start of each session, no testing was carried out to check that
participants
stopped.

were performing
The interactive

been reduced
however
sensitivity

the

not

levels and that

effect of learning on the outcome

by the randomised

this will
of

at consistent

presentation

have completely
task

to

order

prevented

measure
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

7.1 Postprandial

influence

of Energy Drinks on cognitive

functioning
Although the effects of energy drinks on cognition have been well documented, it
was an important aim of this study to confirm these effects using methodologies
that allowed comparison of the postprandial and sensory influences of energy
drinks.
Results presented in chapter 3 observed that ED treatment reduced RT perhaps
influencing accuracy, with no change accuracy in prosaccade trials and decreased
accuracy in antisaccade trials.

It appears that arousal/attention

was increased

significantly with the ED treatment, causing the improvement in reaction time,
however according to the Yerkes-Dodson law increased arousal will improve
performance to a point, and levels of arousal higher than this optimum will result in
poorer performance (Yerkes and Dodson 1908).

This may explain the effects

observed on attention, as faster reaction times (a sign of increased arousal) limited
the amount of time available to process the visual information contained by the
stimulus resulting in participants responding with a prosaccade to the peripheral
target, irrespective of whether a pro- or anti-saccade was appropriate.

Applying

this theory to the results presented in chapter 4, a significant decrease in reaction
time was observed with ED treatment

in overlap trials, however trends for

increased accuracy were observed. Task difficulty in the antisaccade trials of the
peG task appears to be slightly higher than that observed in the eRn, with mean
accuracy in the former in the range of 65.2-88.2% and in the latter 85.8-88.3%,
suggesting that the effects of over-arousal might not be so strong on eRn
performance.

In addition to this, accuracy in antisaccade trials requires ability to

inhibit a prosaccade towards the peripheral target presented, whereas the eRn
requires responding with either the left or right hand, where such conflict is not as
great.
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in the literature are not entirely

consistent with the findings of this project, with the most significant effects of ED
treatment concerning sustained attention/vigilance and simple RTtasks rather than
choice reaction time.

To date, only one study has investigated the combined

influences of glucose and caffeine on attention using fMRI techniques; SerraGrabulosa and Adan (2010) investigated the influence of glucose, caffeine and
glucose + caffeine on cerebral haemodynamic activity during performance of a
sustained attention task. Test samples were delivered double-blind and no impact
of these samples was observed on task performance, however decreased left
prefrontal cortex and bilateral parietal activation was observed in the glucose +
caffeine group despite no change in performance.

This was explained by the

authors as increased efficiency in attention and working memory processes as a
result of the combined effects of glucose and caffeine, as the ingredients on their
own did not produce this effect.

It is likely that stronger between treatment

changes in cerebral haemodynamic activity would be observed using a task that was
sensitive to the combined effects of the treatments used. This finding impacts
greatly on any study of the behavioural effects of foods, as no effect of treatment
was observed using behavioural data.

However imaging data demonstrated a

facilitation effect that would not otherwise have been recognised. The implications
on this study are that lack of effects observed on cognition, such as performance in
the LAT and pca tasks might not be completely unaffected by EDsas first thought.
It is curious as to why no effects of ED treatment were observed on mood in the
study outlined in chapter 3. There is the possibility that an increase in power could
increase the significance of the trend in improved energetic arousal observed.
Three studies by Smit et ol.(Smit and Rogers 2002; Smit, Cotton et al. 2004; Smit,
Grady et al. 2006), sponsored by GlaxoSmithKline consistently show greater levels
of 'energetic arousal' following ED consumption compared with water and similar
tasting placebo drinks using questionnaires derived from the Profile of Mood States
(PoMS).

Two of these studies involved intense testing batteries over the

postprandial period, and ED treatment

appeared to attenuate a decrease in

energetic arousal observed with placebo and control treatments (Smit and Rogers
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Scholey and Kennedy (2004), also funded by

GlaxoSmithKline, found no significant influence of ED treatment on the PoMS or
Bond-Lader mood questionnaires. The lack of effect observed in this thesis could be
caused by the use of a questionnaire less sensitive to alterations in mood caused by
ED consumption; however the lack of effect observed by Scholey and Kennedy
despite using similar measures to Smit et al. suggests that mood effects of EO
treatments are highly variable.

7.2 Sensory influence of Energy Drinks on cognitive functioning
Until now studies investigating the cognitive impact of energy drinks have only
concerned the postprandial period, however there is growing evidence that
chemosensory perception can influence cognition.

This thesis outlines the first

investigations into these potential effects sensory perception of energy drinks
combining glucose, caffeine and flavourings on behaviour. It was hypothesised that
sensory perception of energy drinks could influence cognitive performance via a
proposed oral nutrient receptor (Frank, Oberndorfer et al. 2008; Chambers, Bridge
et al. 2009) or rewarding effects of sweet tastes/flavours (Barr, Quek et al. 1994;
Villemure, Slotnick et al. 2003; Prescott and Wilkie 2007). The results presented in
chapter 4 confirm the experimental hypothesis, that sensory perception can
influence behaviour. The functional energy drink appeared to reduce reaction time
in gap trials (an effect that approachd significance) of the CRTTwhilst appearing to
attenuate the decrease in accuracy observed with still mineral water and no
treatment.

Energy drink treatment also appeared to attenuate the decrease in

accuracy observed with still water treatment in overlap trials without any significant
change in reaction time scores (in fact ED tended to (insignificantly) reduce RT in
overlap trials too).

Placebo treatment was also observed to reduce reaction times

in gap trials, but did not affect accuracy scores, therefore it is possible that a
subjective increase in arousal influenced speed of response, but did not influence
decision making processes associated with choosing the appropriate response. As
the sensory effects of ED treatment resembled those observed postprandially, a
further study was designed to investigate the influence of sensory perception of the
same samples on a sustained attention task, as EOs have been observed to
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influence vigilance and sustained attention tasks significantly (see above).

No

significant effects of ED or P treatments were observed on reaction time, errors of
omission or errors of commission, however it is possible that both treatments
attenuated alterations in all outcome measures that occurred with SW treatment.
It is believed that the primary taste cortex and other sensory inputs project to areas
involved in the mediation of behaviour, allowing sensory information, including
taste, to influence behaviour through the reward system (de Araujo, Rolls et al.
2003; Rolls 2007). The changes observed on CRTTperformance are most likely a
result of the

differing

haemodynamic

carbohydrates and artificial sweeteners.

response to

perception

of calorific

Greater activation is observed with

calorific sugars in areas such as the striatum and anterior cingulate cortex than with
saccharin (Frank, Oberndorfer et al. 2008; Chambers, Bridge et al. 2009; Smeets,
Weijzen et al. 2011). The results presented by Chambers et al. (2009) also show
behavioural effects of the calorific treatments, with an influence on perceived levels
of fatigue during exercise that is not observed with placebo treatment.

The most

plausible explanation based on the results of this study and those reviewed in
chapter 1 is that the behavioural effect is caused by the greater reward value of the
energy containing nutrients, which must be perceivable by the human tongue as
test drinks were not swallowed (Jeukendrup and Chambers 2010).
Another explanation however is the reward value of sweet taste/flavour and the
influence of this on mood and/or arousal which would lead to similar effects to
those observed postprandially (Prescott and Wilkie 2007). Although some effects
were observed with placebo treatment in chapter 4, this mechanism would not
explain why stronger effects were observed with the functional drink, however a
combination of the two mechanisms could be involved.
In order to investigate the influence of a potential oral nutrient receptor, an
experiment was designed to investigate the influence of sweet tasting solutions,
containing either glucose or a combination of aspartame and acesulfame K on the
CRTT,reported in chapter 6. The methods of this study were however flawed, and
as a result it is impossible to make any conclusions regarding the mechanism of
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There is the possibility of course that behavioural effects of

chemosensory perception are not elicited by calorific sugars or even sweet tastants,
but the reward value of pleasant flavours; however results from studies where
behavioural effects of pleasant aromas and flavours have been assessed have not
found any significance that can't be attributed to the presence of sugars
Whilst there is a great deal of evidence in support of the oral nutrient hypothesis
theory, in order to determine if this is the mechanism leading to the sensory
influence of energy drinks on cognitive performance a more in depth study
incorporating functional brain imaging techniques together with the methods
described in this thesis that successfully observed a sensory effect of energy drink
treatments (particularly chapter 4) is necessary.

7.2.1 Wider Impact of Findings
Jenkins, Wolever et al. (1981) first proposed the idea of glycaemic index, the
physiological basis of carbohydrate exchange in the postprandial period, and that by
reducing the glycaemic load of a meal postprandial plasma glucose levels are
lowered, which leads to implications on glucose tolerance and therefore diabetes.
Although increasing glycaemic load lowers the peak in plasma glucose, levels
remain elevated for longer as nutrients are absorbed over a longer period of time as
the meal takes longer to be digested, which could lead to improved cognitive
function in the postprandial period (Papanikolaou, Palmer et al. 2006). A study
comparing the effects of sipping a glucose drink (50 g glucose in 700 ml water) over
a 3.5 hour period with drinking it in five minutes found that despite similar plasma
glucose responses, sipping the drink reduced insulin and C-peptide (involved in the
process of synthesising insulin) levels. Combining the results of these studies with
the results presented in this thesis outlining both sensory and postprandial
influences of the drinks on cognition, as well as a possible health benefit of sipping
energy drinks, there may also be a cognitive benefit due to the repeated sensory
perception of the drinks and perhaps a prolonged postprandial benefit too.
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7.3 Limitations
7.3.1 Time of Day Effects
One of the major findings of the study described in chapter 3 was the time of day
interaction on the effects of energy drinks on arousal, however due to an error in
the analysis this finding was not discovered until after the other three studies had
been carried out. As it had been believed that time of day had not significantly
interacted with the effect of the energy drinks in the study, it was decided that
future studies would be carried out in the mornings as a means of consistency. By
carrying out experimental sessions in the mornings, it was easier for participants to
adhere to requests to abstain from food or caffeinated products for 2 hours/on the
morning of sessions. High caffeine consumers, who may perceive themselves to be
very reliant on caffeinated products throughout their working day might have been
put off participation had they been asked to arrive caffeine deprived in afternoons
rather than mornings. It is possible that had the study outlined in chapter 4 been
carried out in afternoons, stronger effects of treatment may have been observed.
This may also have prevented significant effects of treatments

on cognitive

measures used in chapters 5 and 6.

7.3.2 Expectancy Effects
The potential influence of expectancy and placebo effects may have resulted in
beneficial effects on performance with EDtreatments in all the results presented. It
is unlikely that participants were completely unaware of the nature of these drinks,
and will naturally have developed beliefs that these drinks do/don't

produce

alerting effects based on marketing and previous exposure (Faro 2010). In order to
reduce expectancy effects, a placebo energy drink

containing

no calorific

carbohydrate or caffeine was developed, which was administered in a double-blind
crossover design in the experiments described in chapters 4 and 6 alongside the
functional energy drink. Whilst there was some influence of the placebo treatment
sensorially (on reaction times), stronger effects were observed with the functional
drink (on accuracy and borderline significant effects on reaction time) sensorially
and postprandially, which can only be explained by the sensory and postprandial
influences of glucose and caffeine. The placebo drink was not a complete sensory
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match, meaning that there were perceptible differences between the functional
and placebo treatments, however as treatments were delivered on different test
days and participants were blind to the nature of the drinks (Le. they may have
contained different levels of active ingredients, rather than one being a placebo) it
is unlikely that participants could differentiate between the two or identify one or
the other as being functional or placebo.

7.3.3 Effects of Reversal of Caffeine Withdrawal
As discussed in chapter 2, the postprandial influence of caffeine on performance
has been cited by many to be caused by the reversal of the effects of caffeine
withdrawal (Juliano and Griffiths 2004; Heatherley, Hayward et al. 2005; James and
Rogers 2005; Rogers, Heatherley et al. 2005; James and Keane 2007; Ozsungur,
Brenner et al. 2009). It appears from the results presented in chapter 3 that with
stronger effects in the afternoon than in the morning, these effects could have been
elicited by a longer period of caffeine abstention.

Morning and afternoon groups

will have been caffeine deprived for at least 10 hours and 14 hours respectively
(though probably more, unless caffeinated beverages were consumed around
midnight the night before experimental sessions), whilst reversal of withdrawal
effects has been observed following a period of just 8 hours abstinence (Heatherley,
Hayward et al. 2005). Positive effects of caffeine have, however been observed
without prior abstinence (Warburton, Bersellini et al. 2001) and in non-habitual
caffeine consumers (Haskell, Kennedy et al. 2005; Childs and de Wit 2006; Smith,
Christopher et al. 2006). These studies conclude that whilst alerting effects of
caffeine are not restricted to reversal of withdrawal in habitual consumers, it is
likely that effects are more pronounced in heavier users. No effect of habitual
caffeine intake was observed on performance in any of the studies described in this
thesis.

This suggests that caffeine withdrawal

has not influenced cognitive

performance, as performance in non-habitual consumers did not differ from
habitual consumers. Taking this into account, it can also be concluded that time of
day effects were not caused by length of caffeine withdrawal,

but by typical

alterations in arousal associated with circadian rhythm described at the start of
section 7.3.
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7.3.4 Possible Interaction

Chapter 7

of Rapid Absorption

of Caffeine on Sensory

Effects of Treatment
The methods used in chapters 4, 5 and 6 assume that any sensory effect of the
treatments used result from the sensory perception of the treatment, however
there is some argument that
performance.

rapid absorption

of caffeine could influence

Hindmarch, Quinlan et al. (1998) observed that only 10 minutes

following consumption of caffeinated tea or coffee (each with 100 mg caffeine),
performance in a discrimination task was improved compared with those who
consumed non-caffeinated beverages, however no effect was observed on choice
RT.

Durlach, Edmunds et al. (2002) found significant improvement

in (RTT

performance immediately following administration of caffeine in the form of tea or
a hot water drink (each containing 60 mg caffeine) compared with decaffeinated
tea or plain hot water.

It is highly unlikely however that this is the mechanism

behind the effects described in chapter 4, as cognitive assessment was carried out
alongside consumption of the test samples rather than immediately following it.
During the (RTT (where significant effects were observed) which lasted only 7
minutes, only 32 ml of the ED was consumed in 64 x 0.5 ml doses, meaning only
3.87 mg caffeine and 5.73 g glucose had been consumed. The lowest reported dose
of caffeine to elicit behavioural effects was 12.5 mg (Smit and Rogers 2000). For
this reason, it appears safe to assume that the observed sensorial effects are not
elicited by absorbed caffeine.

7.3.5 Sensitivity of Tasks Used
As has been discussed briefly above, lack of effect observed in some of the
experimental work carried out does not signify a lack of cognitive impacts of
treatments on that particular task type. Vigilance tasks like that used in chapter 5
can take many forms, and in this instance the target and non-target stimuli were
very easily discriminated, making the task less demanding, and perhaps resulting in
a ceiling effect. Additionally, results by Serra-Grabulosa et al. (2010) show that no
behavioural effect needs to be elicited for a cognitive effect to be observed.
Behavioural tasks use response time, accuracy and sometimes additional measures
(as in the attentional blink task or driving simulator tasks) as a gauge allowing
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assessment of cognitive function, however this does not tell the whole picture and
cognitive events can go unnoticed.
The tasks used in the experimental chapters have been short in duration compared
with some other behavioural studies (as described in section 2.3.1).

This

compromise in task duration (and therefore number of trials performed in each
assessment) allowed investigation

of change in treatment

effects over the

postprandial period and of the effects elicited by sensory perception of the
treatments. Loh, Lamond et al. (2004) demonstrated that a 5 minute psychomotor
vigilance task correlates well with and is a viable alternative

a 10 minute

psychomotor vigilance task. The durations of tasks used in the studies described in
this thesis are similar to those used in the literature concerning energy drink
treatments (Smit and Rogers 2002; Kennedy and Scholey 2004), in fact Alford, Cox
et al. (2001) used a choice reaction time task with just 20 trials (though there is no
evidence this is a valid measure of attention/alertness).

Additionally, in studies

where change in cognitive performance is measured over time, long experimental
sessions (greater than 90 minutes) using short task durations (10 minutes or less)
are useful to monitor any effects of fatigue and how treatment may affect fatigue.

7.3.6 Participants

and Lack of Power

In the results discussed in chapters 3 and 4 there are several instances of effects of
treatment approaching significance (ED effects on mean change in Gap Reaction
Time in chapter 4 for example), that may have reached significance if a greater
number of participants had been recruited.

Although the number of participants

appears low (24 in chapter 3 - eight in each treatment condition; 12-14 participants
in chapter 4; 24 participants in chapter 5; and 20 participants in chapter 6), the
studies described here use sample sizes typical of that in the literature.

For

example Smit et al. (2002) used 23 participants in a study investigating the effects of
energy drinks in the postprandial period on a cognitive task battery; Horne and
Reyner (2001) used 12 participants to assess the effects of an energy drink on
driving

performance;

and

Mucignat-Caretta

(1998)

used

12

participants

investigating the effects of energy drinks on simple and go/no-go reaction time
tasks. Each of these studies found Significant effects of treatment conditions on
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cognition. Studies into the cognitive effects of odour perception also used similar
sample sizes, with Tubaldi et al. using 26 participants in two studies (2008; 2008)
and 20 in another (2008). Although these studies justify the sample sizes used in
this thesis, this does not mean that sample size did not affect power.

It was

recognised after the results of chapter 3 were analysed that power may be an issue,
and further experiments utilised crossover designs.

With hindsight, a power

analysis should have been carried out following the first experiment described in
this thesis; if further research is carried out into the sensory effects of energy drinks
and carbohydrates on cognition, it will be crucial that a power analysis is conducted
based on data gathered here (Cohen 1992).

7.4 Main Conclusions
To summarise, the results presented in this thesis have demonstrated

clear

functional effects of energy drink treatments both in the postprandial period and
through sensory perception.

There is already a wealth of evidence behind the

mechanisms behind the drinks' postprandial influences, a combination of the
alerting effects of elevated plasma glucose and caffeine concentrations following
consumption, however there is still a lack of imaging data concerning the
consumption of glucose and caffeine together on tasks sensitive to their alerting
effects.

The observation of a sensory influence of energy drinks on cognitive

performance is a previously undiscovered finding, although there is proof that
sensory inputs can influence behaviour in exercise, motor

tasks and pain

perception. These effects are most likely mediated by an oral nutrient receptor that
detects the energy content of carbohydrates; however more work is required in
order to accept this theory, and determine the extent of the cognitive benefits of
sensory perception.
It is also clear that the time of day that cognitive effects are measured affects the
effects of treatment, and future work should be carried out to determine if this
effect is limited to the postprandial influence of the drinks or whether this also
interacts with the sensory effects of energy drinks.
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7.5 Future Work
Further investigations are necessary to determine the extent of the sensory
influences of EDs on cognitive performance and the mechanism(s) by which the
effects are elicited.

7.5.1 Extent of the influence of sensory properties

of energy drinks on

cognitive function
The sensory qualities of EDshave been observed to influence performance in

eRn,

with similar effects observed postprandially; however it is possible that these
cognitive effects influence other task types. The most significant effects of the
postprandial influences of EDs observed in the literature are on vigilance and
response inhibition in the form of continuous performance tasks.

If sensory

influences of energy drinks resemble the postprandial effects, it is likely that they
will also affect these task types, therefore further studies into the extent of the
sensory effects observed here should include these task types.

The results

presented in chapter 3 do also suggest that response inhibition may be influenced
by energy drink consumption. Vigilance tasks typically include presentation of rare
target stimuli amongst more frequent
attention.

non-target stimuli, requiring sustained

Go/no-go tasks involve the presentation of frequent target stimuli

amongst rare non-target stimuli, participants become accustomed to responding to
the target stimuli and find it difficult to inhibit responses when the non-target
stimuli are presented.

Vigilance tasks typically see slower reaction times than

go/no-go tasks as participants are less primed to respond, this means that errors of
commission (responding to non-target stimuli) are less frequent, however errors of
omission (not responding to target stimuli) may be higher.

Such a study could

replicate the methods used in chapter 4, using a randomised, balanced crossover
design, participants could complete both tasks at baseline, whilst perceiving the
treatments sensorially and during the postprandial period.
Due to the variation in mood effects observed postprandially in the literature, it
may also be wise to incorporate subjective mood questionnaires into such a study.
As no significance was observed using the UWIST mood questionnaire, it may
perhaps be more useful to include a questionnaire that has been used in studies
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that have measured significant effects of treatment on mood, such as the PoMS or
variants of PoMS.

7.5.2 Mechanisms behind sensory influence of energy drinks on cognitive
function
7.5.2.1 Behavioural studies
One method of investigating the mechanism involved in the sensory influence of
EDs would be to repeat the behavioural tasks that have been observed to be
sensitive to these sensory inputs using different test samples. It would be possible
to investigate the oral nutrient hypothesis further by using glucose and artificially
sweetened solutions in a methodology similar to that described above, using the
CRTTand/or the vigilance and go/no-go tasks if they were proved to be sensitive to
sensory influences of energy drinks.

It would then be useful to investigate the

influences of other fractions of the energy drink flavour (e.g. acidity, lemon/lime
flavour or caffeine/bitterness) in isolation and in combination (e.g. glucose plus
caffeine or glucose plus flavour). Investigating the impact of ED flavourings would
be difficult, as flavour is made up of a combination of taste and smell, and model
solutions containing flavourings would need to also include sweeteners, which may
mediate cognitive effects. For this reason, the full drink containing all ingredients is
the only sample that could deliver accurate flavour perception. Delivery of odours
alone has been observed to influence motor performance (Tubaldi, Ansuini et al.
2008; Tubaldi, Ansuini et al. 2008) and pain perception (Villemure, Slotnick et al.
2003; Prescott and Wilkie 2007), however these methodologies would not allow full
perception of the flavour, as odours are not delivered retronasally and sweet taste
is an important part of flavour perception (Pierce and Halpern 1996).

7.5.2.2 Imaging studies
Due to the nature of the methods used to investigate the sensory effects of energy
drinks and sweet stimuli (Le. using cognitive tasks to make inferences about
alterations in cognitive ability), it would be useful to modify the protocols for use in
an imaging study that can identify more directly the mechanisms involved in the
sensory and postprandial influences of energy drinks.
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study has investigated the combined influence of glucose and caffeine on attention
in the postprandial period using fMRI methodologies; however this failed to use a
task sensitive to the effects of the treatments {Serra-Grabulosa, Adan et al. 2010}.
Recording imaging data whilst performing cognitive tasks sensitive to the sensory
effects of EDs whilst perceiving test samples would allow comparison of brain
activation with functional and placebo EDs at rest and whilst performing cognitive
tasks. It is hypothesised that greater activation would be observed in areas such as
the striatum and anterior cingulate cortex {which are involved in modification of
behaviour and representation of the reward value of food} in response to the
functional drink compared with the placebo {based on the findings of Frank,
Oberndorfer

et al. 2008; Chambers, Bridge et al. 2009}, and it has been

hypothesised that

this

increase in haemodynamic

response would

affect

performance in behavioural tasks, particularly if these effects also affect the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex {Kringelbach, de Araujo et al. 2004}.
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ApPENDIX

1:

INFORMATION

OUTLINED IN CHAPTER

SHEET

FOR

PARTICIPANTS

(FOR

STUDY

3)

INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS
An evaluation of effects of drinks on cognitive function
You are being invited to take part in a research study to evaluate effects of
drinks on brain function. Before you decide to take part it is important for you
to understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. Please
take time to read the following information carefully. If you are pregnant,
diabetic, colour blind, suffer from any disorder affecting attention or smoke
you are not eligible to take part in this study. Please ask Chris Mason
(stxcjm@nottingham.ac.uk) if there is anything you do not understand or if
you would like further information.
This study is designed to investigate the impact of energy drink consumption
on measures of mood, attention and cognitive control.
You will be asked to carry out a mood questionnaire and eye-tracking tasks
using a saccadometer (a small camera that can be strapped to the forehead
and monitors eye movements), and may be asked to consume a drink which
may contain caffeine. The experiment will last no longer than 2 hours and
you will be rewarded £10 for your time (and participants not given the test
drink will be given a bottle to take home). We will send a questionnaire for
you to fill out at your convenience. All information obtained during the study
will be confidential.
We hope that you feel able to help us with this study. If at any time you
decide that you do not want to continue to take part in the study, you are free
to withdraw.
If you would like to discuss anything further, please contact me at the above
email address.
Yours sincerely
Chris Mason
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ApPENDIX

2:

CONSENT

FORM

(COMPLETED

VOLUNTEERED FOR STUDY OUTLINED IN CHAPTER

BY PARTICIPANTS

WHO

3)

CONSENT FORM
Effect of drinks on cognitive function
Investigator: Chris Mason
Supervisor: Prof Stephen Jackson
School of Psychology, University of Nottingham
The participant should complete
cross out as necessary

the whole of this sheet himself/herself.

Please

•

Have you read and understood the participant information sheet

•
•

Have you had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study YES/NO
Have all the questions been answered satisfactorily
YES/NO

•

Have you received enough information about the study

YES/NO

•

Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from the study:
o at any time
o without having to give a reason

YES/NO
YES/NO

Do you agree to take part in the study

YES/NO

•

YES/NO

"This study has been explained to me to my satisfaction, and I agree to take part. I
understand that I am free to withdraw at any time."
Signature of the Participant:

Date:

Name (in block capitals)
I have explained the study to the above participant and he/she has agreed to take
part.
Date:

Signature of researcher:
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ApPENDIX

3:

THE

UWIST

MOOD ADJECTIVE CHECKLIST AND SCORING

Instructions.
This questionnaire is concerned with your current feelings. Please answer
every question, even if you find it difficult. Answer, as honestly as you can, what is true of
you. Please do not choose a reply just because it seems like the 'right thing to say'. Your
answers will be kept entirely confidential. Also, be sure to answer according to how you feel
AT THE MOMENT. Don't just put down how you usually feel. You should try and work
quite quickly: there is no need to think very hard about the answers. The first answer you
think of is usually the best.
Before you start, please provide some general information about yourself.
Sex.

Age
(years)
Occupation
If student, state your course
Date today
.

M F (Circle one)

.
.
Time of day now

.

Here is a list of words which describe people's moods or feelings. Please indicate how well
each word describes how you feel AT THE MOMENT. For each word, circle the answer
from 1 to 4 which best describes your mood.

1. Happy
2. Dissatisfied
3. Energetic
4. Relaxed
5. Alert
6. Nervous
7. Passive
8. Cheerful
9. Tense
10. Jittery
11. Sluggish
12. Sorry
13. Composed
14. Depressed
15. Restful
16. Vigorous
17. Anxious
18. Satisfied
19. Unenterprising
20.Sad
21. Calm
22. Active
23. Contented
24. Tired
25. Impatient
26. Annoyed
27. Angry
28. Irritated
29. Grouchy

Definitely
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Slightly
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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Slightly Not
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Definitely Not
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Scoring the UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist
The UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist (Matthews, Jones & Chamberlain, 1990)
comprises three main bipolar scales supported by item factor analysis - Energetic
Arousal, Tense Arousal and Hedonic Tone - plus an additional, monopolar
AngerlFrustration scale. AngerlFrustration items load on the Hedonic Tone scale, but
in some contexts it is useful to have a separate anger measure. Items are as follows:
Energetic Arousal (EA): 3,5, 16,22 (positive items), 7, 11, 19,24 (negative items)
Tense Arousal (TA): 6,9, 10, 17 (pos.), 4, 13, 15,21 (neg.)
Hedonic Tone (HT): 1,8, 18,23 (pos.), 2, 12, 14,20 (neg.)
Anger/frustration

(AP):

25, 26, 27, 28, 29 (pos.)

Scale scores are obtained by summating item scores, but, on the UMACL, positive
items are 'reverse-scored'. These items must be recalculated before item scores are
added together. To do this, subtract each positive item score from 5.
For example, to score the Energetic Arousal scale, take the scores on items 3, 5, 16
and 22, and subtract each one from 5. Then add together all eight item scores to
obtain the scale score. Alternatively, the following formulae may be used:
EA = 20 + 17 + III + 119 + 124 - I3 - 15 - 116 - 122
TA

= 20 + 14 + 113 + 115 + 121 - 16 - 19 - 110 - 117

HT

= 20 + 12 + 112 + 114 + 120 - 11 - 18 - 118 - 123

AF

= 25 - 125 - 126 - 127 - 128 - 129,

where 11, 12 etc. refer to the raw, uncorrected item scores.

Reference
Matthews, G., Jones, D.M., & Chamberlain, A.G. (1990) Refining the measurement
of mood: The UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist. British Journal of Psychology, ~
17-42.
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ApPENDIX 4: EXAMPLE CASE REPORT FORM (AS USED IN STUDY OUTLINED IN
CHAPTER4).

Sensory & postprandial impact of energy drinks on cognitive function.

CASE REPORT FORM
Participant
Number:
Name:
Age:
Sex:
Trial

Visit 1

Visit 2

Visit 3

Visit 4

Date
Time
Drink code
Comments about trial/data

Trial
Date
Time
Drink code
Comments about trial/data

Visit 5

Trial
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EXPERIMENTAL SCHEDULE
The schedule for the test session is shown in the table below. After arrival
for the familiarisation session, participants will be given the information sheet
to read and consent form to complete. Participants will be given instructions
for each task and sat down at a computer to complete a block of
familiarisation trials for each cognitive task (approx 5 minutes for each task)
before measurement of baseline performance (20 minutes).
In the sensory part of the experiment, 80ml of the test drink will be delivered
to the participant's mouth over the course of the 20 minute test period. The
drink will be delivered using a programmable pump, controlled by the
computer programme running the cognitive tasks. In the familiarisation
session, still mineral water will be delivered through the pump to allow the
participant to become accustomed to performing the tasks whilst consuming
a test drink.
300ml of the test drink will be given to the participant after completion of the
sensory part of the experiment (therefore a total of 380mI will be
administered, the volume of a standard bottle of Lucozade Energy Original),
and given a 20 minute break before repeating the two tasks a final time
(measurement of postprandial effects).
Participants will be paid on completion of the fifth and final session.
The impact of four different treatment drinks will be investigated, one in each
experimental test session. There will be two energy drink treatments and two
placebo treatments, Evian still mineral water (which will be coloured orange,
the same colour as the energy drinks) and no-treatment.

Time

Trial Type

Task

Familiarisation

Participant arrives, reads information sheet and
signs consent form.
Choice RT task
Attentional Blink task.
Choice RT task
Attentional Blink task

-10.00
10.00
10.05
10.10
10.17
10.30
10.37
10.50
10.50
11.10
11.17
11.30

Baseline
Sensory
Break
Postprandial

Choice RT task
Attentional Blink task
Participant receives drink
Break
Choice RT task
Attentional Blink Task
End
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Duration
(min)

1
5
5
7
13
7
13
20
7
13
91 (total)

Screening Questions
Please answer
this study:

the following

questions

to assess

your ability

to take part in

CRITERIA

Yes/No?

Do you suffer from diabetes?
Is there any possibility that you are pregnant?
Do you smoke?
Do you suffer from any condition you feel may affect you ability to take
part? (i.e. allergies to ingredients shown in the information sheet)

CRITERIA

OK

No medication prior to testing on the trial day
No Caffeine drink i.e. Tea, Coffee, Cola, Chocolate on the trial day
No chocolate confectionery

prior to testing on the trial day

No alcohol prior to testing on the trial day
No energy drinks prior to testing on the trial day

Do you regularly
chocolate)?

consume

caffeine

in any form

If so, how much would you say you consume

in an average

If all the information contained in the questionnaire
your knowledge, please sign below:

Signed:

_
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(energy

drinks,

coffee,

tea,

week?

is accurate

to the best of

CONSENT FORM
Effect of drinks on cognitive function
Investigator: Chris Mason
Supervisor: Prof Stephen Jackson
School of Psychology, University of Nottingham
The participant should complete the whole of this sheet himself/herself.
necessary
•
•
•
•
•

•

Have you read and understood the participant information sheet
Have you had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study
Have all the questions been answered satisfactorily
Have you received enough information about the study
Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from the study:
o at any time
o without having to give a reason
Do you agree to take part in the study

Please cross out as

YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO

"This study has been explained to me to my satisfaction, and I agree to take part. I
understand that I am free to withdraw at any time."
Date:

Signature of the Participant:

I have explained the study to the above participant and he/she has agreed to take part.
Date:

Signature of researcher:

"This study has been explained to me to my satisfaction,
understand that I am free to withdraw at any time."

and I agree to take part. I

Date:

Signature of the Participant:

I have explained the study to the above participant and he/she has agreed to take part.
Date:

Signature of researcher:

"This study has been explained to me to my satisfaction, and I agree to take part. I
understand that I am free to withdraw at any time."
Date:

Signature of the Participant:

I have explained the study to the above participant and he/she has agreed to take part.
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Date:

Signature of researcher:

"This study has been explained to me to my satisfaction,
understand that I am free to withdraw at any time."

and I agree to take part. I

Date:

Signature of the Participant:

I have explained the study to the above participant and he/she has agreed to take part.
Date:

Signature of researcher:

"This study has been explained to me to my satisfaction,
understand that I am free to withdraw at any time."

and I agree to take part. I

Date:

Signature of the Participant:

I have explained the study to the above participant and he/she has agreed to take part.
Date:

Signature of researcher:
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ADVERSE EVENT RECORDING - CONFIDENTIAL
1.

Participant number

2.

Adverse event

Description (signs and symptoms)

Severity:
1:Mild
2:Moderate
3:Severe

Time of onset

Outcome:
1:Resolved
2:lmproved
3:Unchanged
4:Worsened

Duration
(if resolved)

Overall diaqnosis (where possible)

Was this event life threatening for the participant?
Yes
3.

4.

Treatment of Adverse event
(Please give times where relevant)
Participant withdrawn from study?
Did symptoms resolve?
Did the event require hospitalisation?
Comments

I
Yes

No

No

I

DatefTime

Causality
Almost
certainly
Could the participant's original condition or other
illness account for the adverse event?
Do you think the adverse event was related to the
study?

5.

Comments

6.

Action taken

7.

Research associate
Name (print)
Siqnature
Date
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Probably

Possibly

Unlikely

Not
related

ApPENDIX

5:

CHAPTER

5).

EXAMPLE CASE REPORT FORM (AS USED IN STUDY OUTLINED IN

Sensory & postprandial impact of energy drinks on cognitive function.

CASE REPORT FORM

Participant
Number:
Name:
Age:
Sex:
Trial

Visit 1

Visit 2

Visit 3

Visit 4

Date
Time
Drink code
Comments about trial/data

Trial
Date
Time
Drink code
Comments about trial/data
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Screening guestions

Please answer the following
study:

questions

to assess your ability to take part in this

CRITERIA

YeS/No?

Do you suffer from diabetes?
Is there any possibility that you are pregnant?
Do you smoke?
Do you suffer from any condition you feel may affect you ability to take part?

CRITERIA

OK

No medication prior to testing on the trial day?
Nothing to eat or drink since midnight the previous night?
No caffeine drink Le. tea, coffee, cola, chocolate on the trial day?
No alcohol prior to testing on the trial day?
No energy drinks prior to testing on the trial day?
Do you regularly
chocolate)?

consume

caffeine

in any form

(energy

drinks,

coffee,

tea,

If so, how much would you say you consume in an average week?

If all the information contained
knowledge, please sign below:

in the questionnaire

Signed:
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is accurate to the best of your

CONSENT FORM
Effect of drinks on cognitive function
Investigator: Chris Mason
Supervisor: Prof Stephen Jackson
School of Psychology, University of Nottingham
The participant should complete the whole of this sheet himself/herself.
necessary
•
•
•
•
•

•

Have you read and understood the participant information sheet
Have you had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study
Have all the questions been answered satisfactorily
Have you received enough information about the study
Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from the study:
o at any time
o without having to give a reason
Do you agree to take part in the study

Please cross out as

YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO

"This study has been explained to me to my satisfaction, and I agree to take part. I
understand that I am free to withdraw at any time."
Signature of the Participant:

Date:

I have explained the study to the above participant and he/she has agreed to take part.
Date:

Signature of researcher:
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ADVERSE EVENT RECORDING - CONFIDENTIAL
1.

Participant number

2.

Adverse event

Description (signs and symptoms)

Severity:
l:Mild
2:Moderate
3:Severe

Time of onset

Outcome:
I:Resolved
2:lmproved
3:Unchanged
4:Worsened

Duration
(if resolved)

Overall diagnosis (where possible)

Was this event life threatening for the participant?

I

Yes
3.

4.

Treatment of Adverse event
(Please Clivetimes where relevant)
Participant withdrawn from study?
Did symptoms resolve?
Did the event require hospitalisation?
Comments

Yes

No

No

1

DatefTime

Causality
Almost
certainly
Could the participant's original condition or other
illness account for the adverse event?
Do you think the adverse event was related to the
study?

5.

Comments

6.

Action taken

7.

Research associate
Name (print)
Signature
Date
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Probably

Possiblv

Unlikelv

Not
related

ApPENDIX 6: VOLUNTEER INFORMATION SHEET AND EXAMPLE CASE REPORT FORM
(AS USED IN STUDY OUTLINED IN CHAPTER

6)

s
s

The University of

Nottingham

c.

Sensory
Science
Centre

Title of Project: The impact of sensory properties of energy drinks on brain function.
Name of Investigator:

Chris Mason, Joanne Hort

Volunteer Information Sheet
Invitation paragraph
You have been invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide whether to
take part it is important for you to understand why the research is being done and what
it will involve. Please take time to read the following information carefully.
Ask us if
there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information.
Take time to
decide whether you wish to take part. If you decide to take part you may keep this
leaflet. Thank you for reading this.
What does the study involve?
We ask that you attend one session, which will last approximately one hour. The session
will involve carrying out a computer based task whilst tasting sweet tasting samples.
The samples will be non-carbonated and will contain glucose and artificial sweeteners.
You will be asked to consume no more than 100 mL of test samples.
Ingredients:

glucose syrup, aspartame and acesulfame k.

All ingredients are food grade and the samples were prepared by Chris Mason. The
specific task detail will be explained at the start of the session. Anybody who completes
the session will be given £5 inconvenience allowance.
Do you have to take part?
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you do decide to take part you
will be given this information sheet to keep. If you decide to take part you are still free
to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.
What do I have to do?
You will be asked to arrive at 9, 10 or 11 am, and you should refrain from eating or
drinking in the 2hrs prior to a session, and abstain from caffeinated food and drink on
the morning of the session. No perfume/aftershave should be worn on the day of the
session.
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Screening guestions

Please answer the following questions to assess your ability to take part in
this study:
CRITERIA

Yes/No?

Do you suffer from diabetes?
Is there any possibility that you are pregnant?
Do you smoke?
Do you suffer from any condition you feel may affect you ability to take
part?

CRITERIA

OK

No medication prior to testing on the trial day
No Caffeine drink Le. Tea, Coffee, Cola, Chocolate on the trial day
No chocolate confectionery

prior to testing on the trial day

No alcohol prior to testing on the trial day
No energy drinks prior to testing on the trial day

Do you regularly consume caffeine in any form (energy drinks, coffee, tea,
chocolate)?

If so, how much would you say you consume in an average week?

If all the information contained in the questionnaire is accurate to the best of
your knowledge, please sign below:

Signed:
184

CONSENT FORM
Effect of drinks on cognitive function
Investigator: Chris Mason
Supervisor: Prof Stephen Jackson
School of Psychology, University of Nottingham
The participant should complete
cross out as necessary

•
•
•

•
•
•

the whole of this sheet himself/herself.

Have you read and understood the participant information sheet
Have you had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study
Have ali the questions been answered satisfactorily
Have you received enough information about the study
Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from the study:
o at any time
o without having to give a reason
Do you agree to take part in the study

Please

YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO
YES/NO

"This study has been explained to me to my satisfaction, and I agree to take part. I
understand that I am free to withdraw at any time."
Signature of the Participant:

Date:

I have explained the study to the above participant and he/she has agreed to take
part.
Signature of researcher:

Date:
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ADVERSE EVENT RECORDING - CONFIDENTIAL
1.

Participant number

2.

Adverse event

Description (siQnsand symptoms)_

Severity:
1:Mild
2:Moderate
3:Severe

Time of onset

Outcome:
1:Resolved
2:lmproved
3:Unchanged
4:Worsened

Duration
(if resolved)

Overall diagnosis (where possible)

Was this event life threatening for the participant?
Yes
3.

4.

Treatment of Adverse event
(Please give times where relevant)
Participant withdrawn from study?
Did symptoms resolve?
Did the event require hospitalisation?
Comments

I
Yes

No

No

I

DatefTime

Causality
Almost
certainly
Could the participant's original condition or other
illness account for the adverse event?
Do you think the adverse event was related to the
study?

5.

Comments

6.

Action taken

7.

Research associate
Name (print)
Slqnature

Date
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Probably

Possibly

Unlikely

Not
related

